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General Section 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 This is a role-playing game set in Tolkien’s Middle Earth medieval fantasy world.  It is based on ICE’s LOR (Lord 
of the Rings Role Playing Game) and ICE’s MERP (Middle Earth Role Playing Game) and adventure modules.  I didn’t set 
out to rewrite an RPG system.  When I started playing LOR with my boys they were still pretty young.  Eventually they 
outgrew the game and they wanted more options.  I showed them MERP but they wanted no part of it, so I began expanding 
LOR.  This playing system was meant to remain a light, easy-to-use generic system (but it took on a life of its own).  So now 
it is a complicated yet easy to use system.  It’s complicated because the players have so many options.  It’s easy because the 
Game Master has very little bookkeeping to do and the most common charts are all on one page.  Characters can be converted 
easily to this system.  As in any role-playing game, a gamemaster is required who will control the storyline (attempt to, 
anyway).   
 
STORYLINE 
 The story is the main ingredient to any role-playing game (RPG) and without it, any conflicts experienced have no 
meaning.  The story can be generated by the Gamemaster, or can be taken from a book, movie, or an adventure module from 
another game.  The gamemaster may also use the random events section to fill in the blanks.   
 
CHARACTERS: Basic Skills, Races, Tech Levels, Cultures, and Professions 
 In order to begin, players must generate or convert the characters that will take part in the story.  Take a new 
character template sheet and follow the steps in the appendix for generating new characters.  Follow the instructions step by 
step until the character sheet is filled-out.  Characters from the LOR Game can be transferred to the sheets.  Use the basic 
stats for the character Race and Profession to determine the Character and Courage skills.  Detailed definitions and 
descriptions for this game are included here: 
 
Basic Skills 
 Each character has basic skills which are listed on the character sheet.  The numerical rating (bonus) for each skill is 
applied to the maneuver when a character is attempting to use one of these skills, the higher the number, the better the 
character is at that skill.  The basic skills and abbreviations are listed here: 
 Strength - (StrB) a character’s physical strength. 
 Agility - (AgB) a character's quickness, balance, and dexterity. 
 Intelligence - (IntB) a character’s ability to learn as well as an indicator of how much lore has been learned. 
 Movement - (MovB) a character’s ability (speed) to walk, jog, or run. 
 Constitution - (ConB) a character’s ability to withstand hardship, deprivation, and sickness. 
 Perception - (PercB) a character’s ability to observe the world around him. 
 Subterfuge - (SubB) a character’s ability to be quiet, sneak, hide, or otherwise avoid detection. 
 General - (GenB) a character’s ability to perform ordinary tasks. 
 Melee - (MelB or MOB) a character’s ability to attack another with a weapon or by brawling. 
 Archery - (ArchB or AOB) a character’s ability to throw or shoot a ranged weapon. 
 Parry - (ParB) a character’s ability to parry (stop) an attack with a weapon or shield. 
 Character - (CharB) a character’s friendliness, likeability, persuasiveness, and credibility. 
 Magic - (MagB) a character’s ability to cast magic spells. 
 Magic Resistance - (MagR) a character’s ability to deter unwanted, directed magic. 
 Courage – the ability to stand against insurmountable odds, large creatures, and unusual phenomena. 
 Charisma – this skill is the same as ‘Character’ and is based on that skill, except that Charisma also includes 
temporary modifications due to drinking, carousing, entertaining, and feats of showing off. 
 Endurance – all player characters have an endurance of 12. 
 
Races 
 Characters must first choose a race.  Each race listed here is similar to the races of the “Middle Earth” Universe 
described by J.R.R.Tolkien in his “Lord of the Rings.”  Each race has different basic skill levels as listed on the “RACE” 
chart.  The choices offered here are: 
 Hafling - a very short people based on Tolkien’s Hobbits.  Haflings are above average in agility, constitution,  
  perception, subterfuge, archery, character, magic resistance, and courage; but they are below average in  
  strength, movement, general, melee, and magic. 
 Gnome (Petty Dwarf) - taller than Haflings and shorter than Dwarves; not mentioned much by Tolkien but very  

much alive in other mythologies.  Gnomes are above average in agility, constitution, subterfuge, magic and 
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magic resistance; but they are below average in strength, movement, general, melee, and character. 
 Dwarf - a stout, short, people of very distinct character as described by Tolkien.  Sometimes called elves by other  
  mythologies.  They are very scarce in Middle Earth.  Dwarves are above average in strength, constitution,  
  general, melee, and courage; but they are below average in agility, movement, subterfuge, parry,   
  character, and magic. 
 Half-dwarf- a Tolkien creation of half-man, half-dwarven race called Umli, who live in the far north of Middle  

Earth.  Umli are above average in strength, constitution, general, and courage; but they are below average 
in agility, movement, and subterfuge. 

Noldar Elves – Elves of Middle Earth are a very complicated study, so in this game they have been simplified  
somewhat.  Noldar are the tallest and noblest elves, sometimes called ‘high’ or ‘light’ elves because they 
have seen the light of Aman.  Many people (and other elves) consider them to be arrogant and self-
centered.  They are good with Lore skills and art skills.  They live in structured societies.  Noldar are above 
average in agility, constitution, perception, subterfuge, archery, character, magic resistance, and courage; 
but they are below average in strength, movement, general, melee, and magic. 

Sindar Elves – The sea elves or Grey Elves.  They never saw Aman but were cultured and tutored by High Elves in  
Beleriand.  They build excellent ships and sail them. Others live as lords among the Sylvan Elves.  Their 
strengths are: agility, movement, constitution, perception, subterfuge, and magic; they are weak in character 
and magic resistance. 

Sylvan Elves – The smaller, simpler, wood elves who stopped on the migration to Beleriand.  They are whimsical,  
musical, and magical and love the forests.  They leave politics to their more sophisticated cousins.  They 
live in small unstructured groups in the woodlands.  They are good at agility, movement, constitution, 
perception, subterfuge, archery, and magic; but not as good in strength, character and magic resistance. 

Half-elf - a half mannish, half elven race, usually of Noldar or Sindar and Dunedain mix.  They can decide whether  
to become immortal as elves, or mortal as men.  Elrond and his sons and daughter are half-elven.  Half-
elves are strong in agility, movement, archery, and magic; but weak in strength, and character. 

 Numenorian - another Tolkien creation of a master race of man, sometimes good, and sometimes evil in nature.   
Aragorn and Boromir are of Numenorian stock.  Numenorians have more strength and constitution, but 
their superior airs tend to make other races to dislike them (character). 

.   Northman - similar to the Vikings of Scandinavia: Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and the Rus of Russia.  Northmen  
have extra strength and courage. 

 Daen - similar to the Celts of Ireland, Scotland, Spain, Brittany, and Wales, etc.  Daen have more strength and  
general skills. 

 Dorwinrim - similar to North Mediterranean peoples: Spanish, Italian, French, Greek, etc.  They better than average  
constitutions and general skills. 

 Lossoth - similar to the Laplanders.  Due to their hunting lifestyles they have good subterfuge. 
 Easterling - similar to the eastern hordes: Huns, Mongols, etc.  They receive better agility. 

Southron - similar to the southern Mediterranean (North African) and middle eastern peoples: Arab, Moor,  
Berber, Turk, Egyptian, etc.  Southrons also have better agility. 

 Far Southron - similar to the African peoples: Nubians, Moors, Rashaida, Djibouti, Nigerians, etc.  Used to  
struggling through difficult terrain, they have better movement. 

 Barbarian - a mythical collection of people based on Conan the Barbarian.  These would come from a mixture of  
warrior classes and can be any race or color in appearance.  If playing in a Middle Earth setting they could 
come from Angmar, Dol Guldor, Mordor (Minas Ithil), Dagohir the Warlord’s kingdom in Cardolan, or 
Fortresss Chennicut in the far south.  Barbarians excel in strength and Courage, but are weak in intelligence 
and character. 

 
Tech Levels 
 Each race has a basic level that describes their technological development.  These levels indicate the general 
disposition of a race (what they can produce or manufacture), although exceptions can exist since technology can be 
purchased, bartered, or stolen.  Sometimes artisans themselves are captured and forced to work for their conquerors.  Because 
of these factors, the ruling classes of a race will usually have items one tech level higher than the general populace, even 
though they do not possess skills to make them.  In some races, the urban locations will have the next higher tech level.  
There are five basic levels. 
 One – this level indicates “stone-age” technology such as would pertain to Ghan-Bury-Ghan’s tribe (Wose).  They 
have use of stone tools, flint; primitive wood and leather/hide working.  Domiciles are usually cave-dwellings or forest 
wicker houses.  Weapons will be stone or wooden clubs and short bows or spears with flint tips.  Defenses will be that of 
hiding communities as much as possible.   
 Two – this level includes bronze work, which is precluded by the advancement of primitive mining techniques.  
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Tools and weapons will be made of wood, leather, and bronze.  Dwellings will begin to be constructed by wood, stacked 
stone, or wattle-and daub methods with Roofs of earth or straw.  Defenses will be earthen or wood palisades, built on hilltops.  
Pottery and reed baskets begin to be used.  Wooden carts begin to be used. 
 Three – ironwork, advanced mining, cut stone and mortar construction characterize this level of development.  Tools 
and weapons are made out of bronze and iron.  Houses and forts will be a combination of wood and earth or cut stone and 
earth.  Iron fittings make it possible to build watermills and good wagons. 
 Four – this level includes the manufacture of steel and other metal alloys, advanced mining production techniques, 
as well as other production facilities.  Stone is carved and shaped almost at will.  Gems are set in fine jewelry and 
whitesmithing (metal finishing) is available.  Weapons and armor are made of steel; full-plate armor is available. 
 Five – Mithril can be mined and worked (through advanced mining and smiting techniques); massed iron and steel 
production is possible.  Metal artwork and stone construction is highly advanced.  Steam begins to be used as a means of 
power, but this is rare and limited to dwarves.  Gunpowder is discovered (by some Dwarves, and Saruman, of course), and 
rockets, fireworks, and very primitive firearms, although rare, are somewhat available in scattered locations; but their secrets 
will be very closely guarded.   

 Race  Tech Level  Race  Tech Level 
  Hobbit  3   Northman 3 
  Gnome  1   Daen  2 
  Dwarf  5   Dorwinrim 4 
  Umli  4   Lossoth  1 
  Noldo  5   Easterling 2 (3 urban) 
  Sinda  4   Southron 3 (4 urban) 
  Sylvan  3   Far Southron 3 (4 urban) 
  Half-elf  4   Barbarian 3 
  Numenorian 4   Wose  1 
  Orcs  3 
 
Cultures 
 Each race has many cultures within it.  The player must choose a culture for his character. 
Hobbit 
 Harfoot – Tall and thin (for Hobbits).  They prefer the hills and pastures of the Northfarthing of the Shire.  They are  

good Herders and hunters. 
 Fallohide – The ordinary, most common Hobbit type.  Bilbo, Frodo, and Sam were all Fallohides.  They tend to be  

more adventurous and outgoing than other Hobbit types. 
 Stoor – Shorter and stockier than the other Hobbits.  They have stubbly beards, wear boots, and are comfortable  

around water and handling boats. 
Petty Dwarf 
 Noegyth Nibin – smaller than Dwarves and taller than Hobbits, they are quite magical, and good at healing herbs. 
Dwarf 

Longbeards – Durin’s folk of the House of Durin, the first dwarf to awaken.  All the dwarves featured in the Hobbit  
and the Lord of the Rings are from this house.  At different times, the tribe lived in Moria, Erebor, the Grey 
Mountains, the Blue Mountains, and the Iron Hills.  They are exceptionally good at masonry. 

Firebeards – Dwalin’s people, the Second House of dwarves, who founded the city of Belegost in the Blue  
Mountains.  These dwarves are good at commerce and trade.  They are more diplomatic with other peoples 
than most Dwarves.  These are the dwarves usually found on the roads in Eriador. 

Broadbeams – Thrar’s people, the Third House of dwarves who built the city of Nogrod in the Blue Mountains.   
Some of them started a war with the elves by stealing a Silmaril and then telling the other dwarves that the 
elves tried to steal it from them.  They were/are extremely good armorers; even better than elven craft, but 
they are very jealous, greedy, and xenophobic. 

 Ironfists – a tribe from the far northeast of Middle Earth.  Not much is known about them. 
 Blacklocks – Thelor’s People, the 5th tribe, which settled in the Eorstan mountains near the Sea of Rhun. 
 Stiffbeards – Bavor’s People, called the Mablad Dwarves who inhabit the city of Blackflame in the Yellow  

Mountains in the Utter South.  They are stocky, with ruddy complexions, and wiry beards.  They are 
exceptional miners, blacksmiths, and whitesmiths. 

 Stonefeet – a tribe not known locally; settled the far east and southeast of Middle earth. 
Umli 
 Puolihmisten Satama – all of Eriador’s Umli come from the same tribe, the Ushahi Umlat (Umlat means tribe), but  

there are two cultures within the tribe, the Satama live in traditional locations, hunting, sea-hunting, and 
fishing.  They live in small huts or igloos like the other northern peoples. 
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 Vasaran Ahjo – live in a fortified settlement, where the Umli conduct trade with other groups and manufacture  
goods for barter, especially iron work, carpentry, and leather work. 

Noldar Elf (High elf) 
Rivendell – forest haven of Elrond the half-elven.  Many Noldar live there with half-elves, wood elves, and  

Some Dunedain. 
Lothlorien – the forest haven of Queen Galadriel and King Celeborn. 
Evermist – called ice elves; an enclave of refugees from the wars of Beleriand who live in an iceberg city in the Bay  

of Forochel. 
Sindar Elf (Grey elf) 
 Grey Havens – Forlinden and Harlinden, home of the Cirdan the Shipwright and his Grey elves. 

Edhellond – an island colony on the south coast of Gondor; they build fine swan ships; many of which leave for the  
undying lands. 

Mirkwood – the elves who rule the woodland realm of northern mirkwood; Thranduil, father of Legolas is king. 
Sylvan Elf (Wood elf) 

Mirkwood – elves that make up the population of Thranduil’s woodland kingdom, including the raft elves. 
Sirigale – the woodlands south and west of the shire; was once a great kingdom, but only a few elf glades remain. 
Taur Romen – a forest on the Sea of Rhun; they trade with Easterlings, Dorwinrim, and Dwarves. 
Valagalen – a forest in Far Harad; which is still an active political power in the region. 
Snow Elves – Elves who live north of the Bay of Forochel; not to be confused with Noldar ice elves. 

Half-elf 
 Most of the half-elves can be found in, or come from Rivendell, the Grey Havens, or Mirkwood.  
Numenorian  
 Dunedain of Arnor – All that is left of this once-great kingdom is isolated pockets of peasants, rangers, and lords.    

Arnor once included three kingdoms: Arthedain, Rhudaur, and Cardolan, now sundered and containing 
very small populations.  Arthedain has 8 noble houses left, Rhudaur has 5 houses, and Cardolan has 4.  
Each house is much diminished (especially in Rhudaur) and includes only the noble family, retainers, 
servants, and villagers (peasants).  Each house maintains a small troop of guards and a company of rangers. 
Arthedain – House Artenosse, Aragorn’s house (Rivendell), House Tarmear (Tarmabar), House  

Hyarromenyar (Minas Hyarromen), House Noirinanyar (Ambon Noirinan), House Emeryar (Cerin 
Balgrist), House Formenyar (Terellisee), House Orromenyar (Barrad Garan), and House Eketyar 
(Barekettia). 

Rhudaur – House Earendil (Cameth Brin), House Eketyar (Dol Gelin), House Rhudainor (Penmorva),  
House Amrothar (Minas Brethil), House Melosse (Thuin Boid). 

Cardolan – House Argond (Dol Caldir), House Ernildor (Dol Tinereb, House Girithlin (Minas Girithlin),  
House Tyrn Hodhath (Minas Malloth). 

 Dunedain of Gondor – They still reign as lords in the Kingdom of Gondor, the southern counterpart of Arnor.   
Boromir, Faramir, and Prince Imrahil were Gondorians.  There are many noble houses there. 

 Black Numenorians – They reign as Lords in the Utter South.  They are the remnants of the Numenorians who  
warred with the elves, causing the downfall and destruction of Numenor. 

Corsairs - A faction of Numenorians who rebelled against the Dunedain and set up their own Kingdom in northern  
Harad.  They are good seamen who often go on pirate raids (similar to Tripoli). 

Northman 
Estaravi – Northman dwellers of Angmar and the Grey Mountains.  They served the Witch King when he reigned in  

Angmar.  They often raid their southern cousins and the northern Lossoth. 
 Beorning – the race of Beorn, who Bilbo met on his way to Mount Erebor.  Many of his tribe can    
  change into a bear (shapechangers).  Their lands range from Carrock in the north to the Gladden Fields and  

from the eaves of Mirkwood in the east to the eastern slopes of the Misty mountains.  Grimbeorn, son of 
Beorn is their leader. 

 Numeriadorian - Northmen of the valley of the Luhn River east of the Blue Mountains.  They live as hunstmen and  
rivermen along the river and its tributaries. 

Enedrim – These are Northmen who migrated south as mercenaries of Cardolan.  They were given land in return  
for their military service.  They live in free clan holdings without lords. 

Vulseggi – Northmen who live in the ‘angle’ of Rhudaur at Thuin Boid; migrating there as mercenaries, they were  
given land in return for their services. 

 Nenedain – Northmen who settled the northern valley of the Anduin river south of the Grey mountains in the north  
to the Carrock in the south.  Their main settlements are Buhr Thurasig, Buhr Fram, and Maethleburg. 

 Rhovanian – The woodmen of western Mirkwood.  They are exceptional woodsmen, related to the Beornings.  They  
can merge themselves for up to one hour into the trunk of a tree at least 12” in diameter.  Semi-nomadic,  
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their main place for trade and gathering is Woodmantown.  They often live in trees like elves.  The wizard  
Radaghast lives among them at Rhosgobel. 

Baranduin – Rivermen of the Brandywine River which flows through the Shire.  They make their living transporting  
goods up and down the river with canoes, rafts, and rowboats.  They trade with Hobbits of the Shire, 
Dunedain, Breelanders, and Cardolanians. 

 Esgarothian – The people of Laketown (Esgaroth), a town built on stilts on the Long Lake.  They are similar to Rus.   
Their town was rebuilt since it was destroyed by Smaug, the dragon, in Bilbo’s day.  Other Esgarothians 
live in towns around the Long Lake.  They live by fishing, crafts, and trade. 

 Dale Folk – The town in the valley south of Mount Erebor.  There are five tribes: Krytheod (rune folk) who live in  
Dale, Aldurlingas (old chief people) from Aldurlingeard, Dale Theod (valley people) who live in  
Saidalbuirh, Feotlingas (warrior people) from Feotlingeard, and Stahnotheod (stone-house folk) from  
Stahnholt. 

Gramuz – Nine tribes of semi-nomadic Northmen of the last migration into the Lake Country, ranging from the Iron  
Hills south to Dorwinion on both sides of the Long River Running.  They are herders and farmers.  The 
clans are: Waildingas (slaughterers) who live in Buhr Widu, Accaldingas (people of the guardian oak) from 
Buhr Waldmar, Wissingas (war scouts) from Buhr Shalga, Athavaringas (oath swearers)from Medelarnis, 
Gafolingas (tribute  people) who live in Anwuning, Bryttas (dividers) from Waysendstede, and Waldlaes 
(lawless) in Buhr Waldlaes.   

 Rohirrim – The famous Riders of Rohan of Lord of the Rings renown.  Theoden was their king and Eomer is his  
heir.  His sister Eowyn slew the mighty witch king at the battle of Pelennor fields. 

Daen 
 Donan – Daen tribes who moved into the Ephel Duath region (the highlands of Mordor)  They became minions of  

Sauron when he moved his capital to the dark tower in the first age.  They have been virtually destroyed by 
his wars.  Survivors were herded onto prison farms in southwestern Mordor to supply food for his armies. 

 Daen Coentis – “skillful people” who settled the lowlands and form the peasant classes of Ered Nimrais in Gondor. 
 Danan Lin – non-clannish Daen who form the population and peasant classes of lowland Gondor.  
 Daen Lintis – The Daen who eventually moved to Dunfaeran (Dunland).  These are the most common Daen in  

central Eriador.  Feisty and xenophobic, they often cause trouble with their neighbors.  Their emigrants and 
refugees helped populate the scattered towns of Eriador (there is a Dun quarter in most villages, except in 
the Shire).  Their main tribes are: Soil Nunan, a large, usually docile north-lowland tribe forced to raid by 
poverty; Macha Miur, a north-highland, barabaric tribe with a raider culture; Daighen, a very stable, 
central-highland tribe plagued with undead troubles; Mhaigren, a raider, south-highland tribe; and 
Faighoin, feisty but somewhat stable, agricultural south-lowlanders.  Each tribe has many clans. 

Dunir – Tribes who moved into Andrast (the westernmost peninsula of southern Gondor).  They live in coastal  
villages, making their living off the sea. 

Oathbreakers – These are the Daen Coentis who are descended from the Oathbreakers.  It was the ghosts of their  
ancestors whom Aragon called forth from the caves of the dead in the final book of the Lord of the Rings. 

Sakalai – Daen who settled in the marshy delta lands of the mouth of the Anduin river.  They live as swamp people  
and pretty much keep to themselves.  They have 3 tribes: Sardani, Cher Tiol, and Chel Diole. 

Orobedhrim – The free highland clans of the Ered Torthonion (the central range of the White Mountains).  They live  
independently of Gondor and do not recognize its rule. 

Mebion Bron – The peasant folk of Arnor, descend from the earliest wave of Daen who crossed into Eriador from  
the east.  They lived in Eriador long before the Dunedain came to Middle Earth.  The people of Bree (a 
branch originally called Brerion), are standard Mebion Bron types. 

Saralainnen – Daen tribes with their own kingdom in coastal Cardolan.  They are also descended from Mebion Bron  
and rival the elves in their skills of song and whitesmithing. 

Ne Dreubhan – (nine tribes) The loosely connected independent, semi-nomadic highlanders of Rhudaur.  They herd  
the Losrandir and hunt the mountain slopes.  They are also descendants of the ancient Mebion Bron.  They 
are xenophobic and prone to raiding the other tribes as well as anyone else they can reach.  The most 
outgoing tribes are: Moic (people of) Tarra (traditional tribe of the high chieftain); Moic Lud, and Moic 
Finn.  These three tribes are the southern-most tribes and have the most contact with other peoples. 

Easterling 
Logath – semi-nomadic, and more trade-minded than the other tribes and have set up a permanent town called  

Sadvar across the River from southern Dorwinion just for that purpose.  The Ibar clan is the ruling clan and  
nominally the head of all the wainrider tribes. 

Brygath – semi-nomadic tribes who live in the hill country east of the Sagath.  They do some farming and herding. 
 Sagath – one of the wainrider tribes.  Their lords ride in huge house-wagons.  The common folk set up teepee or  

hogan style tents, stick-framed with hide coverings.  Completely Nomadic and more warlike than the  
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Logath.  They live by herding and raiding.  They can be found anywhere they are not expected. 
Gathmarig – a nomadic tribe which roams the hill country of the Northern plains.  They are similar to the Logath. 
Variag – the most savage of all Easterlings.  They control the plains of Khand, east of Mordor.  They use poison  

weapons.  Prone to evil, they once hosted the dark lord himself. 
 Odhriag – a tribe of Variag extraction, live on the plains of Rhun. 
 Asdriag – savage, nomadic, horse-mounted raiders related to the Variags.  They live in the region  

between the Sea of Rhun and Mordor.  
Nuriag – similar to the Asdriags.  They roam the plains southeast of the Sea of Rhun near the old boundaries of  

Gondor. 
Dorwinrim 
 Dorwinrim – A north Mediterranean type of people (Sicilian, Italian, Spanish, etc.).  They grow olives, grapes, and  

make the best wines.  They are the best agriculturalists and merchants of Middle Earth.  Their caravans can  
be found anywhere.  They rely on diplomacy and negotiation to solve most problems, but will fight bitterly 
when cornered (most Easterlings know this).  Probably a mix of Duns, Easterlings, Southrons, and gypsies; 
their origins are unknown.  There are 8 noble houses dedicated to defense and commerce: Casa Arvanti 
(Provincia), Casa Kianti (Medura), Casa Leon (Seviana), Casa Benici (Assistra), Casa Armati (Rigoto), 
Casa Castilia (Mencha), Casa Soto (Benedona), and Casa Khain, the ruling family (Shrelkana). 

 Gypsies – just like our world’s gypsies.  They are famous for music, dancing, and magic.  They live a nomadic  
lifestyle among Middle Earth’s towns and cities, never staying in one place very long.  They range mostly 
from Dorwinion (and probably originate there, a mixture of the Easterling and Dorwinrim races), and can 
be found almost anywhere. 

Lossoth 
 Lumimiehet – nomadic Laplander-type hunters and herders who occupy the southern shores of the Bay of Forochel.   

They hunt herd animals such as Elk and Losrandir (reindeer). 
 Jaamiehet – laplander types who live on the northern shores of the Bay of Forochel.  They live by seahunting and  

herding reindeer (losrandir).  They are excellent seagoers in their small hide boats. 
 Merimetsastajat – a subgroup of the Jaamiehet who live in or on icebergs and sustain themselves by sea hunting. 
Near Haradrim 
 Haruze – Turkish-like peoples from North Harad and Umbar.   

Bozishnarod – Haradrim peoples from the Dar region near the Suza Forest.  Their main city is Bozisha Dar in the  
bay of  Dar.  They are similar to the Arab peoples and culture. 

 Narodbrijig – similar to the Persians; they live in the hill country of the Dar. 
 Covshek-Pust – similar to the Afghanistanis; they live in a high desert environment of the Dar. 
 Sirani – A sophisticated culture of riverine cities (originally seven cities).  Their language, Tazinain, is a mixture of  

Apysaic and Talatherin.  They are very mercantile and have sophisticated armies.  Their appearance is 
similar to the Ayten, but they are distinguished by almond-shaped eyes and curly hair (similar to African 
Moslem tribes such as the Nubians). 

 Ayten – related to the Bozishnarods, they speak a dialect of Haruze.  They are nomadic herder/hunters who range  
the high desert of southeastern Harad.  They tend to be thin and of medium height.  They are matriarchal 
and clannish (similar to Rashaida or Berbers).   

 Danak – The most reclusive of Haradan peoples.  They live in small groups in the highest mountain ranges.  They  
live in timber-framed, earth-covered, domed dwellings.  They are descended from Northman captives who 
escaped to the mountains.  They are tall and stocky and fair-haired. 

Far Haradrim 
 Adena – The principal inhabitants of three of the Seven Lands: Hyarn, Elorna, and Miredor.  They are slight, but  

strong, wavy hair, and grey skin, and black eyes.  They live in villages and cities. 
 Sederi – Semi-nomadic, they reside in the open country of Miredor, Pel, and Elorna.  They have two tribes, each  

which has seven clans.  They are dark-skinned, dark eyes, and coal black hair (similar to Swahili). 
 Drel – Related to the Adena, they are lean and wiry and have olive or tan skin (similar to Wodaabe).  They live in  

the western end of the Metharn peninsula. 
 Pel – They broke off from the Drel and formed their own tribes.  They also belong to the Seven Lands, living on the  

south side of the Metharn Peninsula. 
 Mumakani – Similar to the people of India; they domesticate mumakil (Oliphants) from which they take their name. 
 Kirani – A bush people similar to the Karo tribe of Africa. 
 Hathorian – an enclave of a Greek style of people. 

Sharaeki – a fierce warrior society similar to Zulus. 
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Professions 
 Characters must choose a profession.  A profession determines what experience and training the character has had 
and the resulting effect on basic skills.  Each race may have certain professions and not others as listed on the 
“PROFESSION” chart.  Each profession brings different basic skills or limitations to the player. 
 
 Acrobat - an athlete/entertainer trained in balancing or climbing/swinging skills.  They excel in agility, constitution,  

general, character, and magic resistance. 
 Animist - a moderate magician/healer who helps others with magic and natural healing and protection.  Their main  

attributes are intelligence, constitution, perception, magic and magic resistance. 
 Athlete - an athlete/entertainer trained in competitive games.  They concentrate more on strength, agility,  

constitution, general, character, magic resistance, and courage. 
 Artist - a person who creates beautiful objects.  No rank.  Artists use intelligence, perception, character, and magic  

resistance. 
Bard - a light magician who influences the perceptions of those around him through the use of magic music or song.   

Bards usually pass themselves off as musicians, entertainers, or storytellers.  Bards concentrate on  
intelligence, perception, character, magic, magic resistance, and courage. 

 Burglar - a perceptive, fast, quiet, and dexterous person, who steals (borrows) things for a living.  Use apprentice  
system for rank.  Burglars are strong in agility, perception, subterfuge, and courage. 

 Champion – better than ordinary warriors, but also weaker in other areas.  Their main skills are strength, agility,  
melee, archery, and courage. 

 Entertainer - a person who is trained in one of the performing arts.  Their main attributes are perception, general, lots  
of character, and magic resistance. 

 Explorer - a person who travels to discover other lands, and other civilizations, ancient ruins, or artifacts; a medieval  
Indiana Jones type.  They have no ranks.  Explorers are good at intelligence, movement, constitution, 

 perception, subterfuge,, character, and courage. 
 Healer - a light magician healer and/or a natural healer.  Their main skills are intelligence, perception, general,  

character, magic, and magic resistance. 
 Hunter - a woodsman hunter, nature-wise, skilled with a bow.  A hunter’s main skills are movement, perception,  

subterfuge, archery, and courage. 
 Illusionist - a light magician who influences the perceptions of those around him.  Illusionists are strong in  

intelligence, perception, subterfuge, magic, and magic resistance. 
 Mage - a strong magician who uses the physical elements (earth, air, fire, and water) to aggressively defy evil.  They  

use intelligence, perception, magic and magic resistance skills. 
 Merchant - a person who deals in commerce or any public service.  No rank.  They are good at perception, general,  

character, and magic resistance. 
Monk - a light monastic magician who is also adept in unarmed combat (automatic +1 Martial Arts); may also be  

skilled in Healer, Illusionist, Mystic, Sage, Seer, or Shaman spells (choose one). 
 Mystic - a light magician who can help others to understand or fight evil spirits.  Mystics tend to use intelligence,  

general, magic and magic resistance. 
 Peasant - a farmer or rancher who lives in a pastoral (agricultural) setting.  No rank.  Peasant main skills are  

constitution, general, character, and magic resistance. 
 Politician - a person who holds a bureaucratic (a commoner) or political (usually a noble) post.  Politicians focus on  

perception, general, character, and magic resistance skills.  
 Professional - a person who is trained as a doctor (Physic), or lawyer (Reeve), etc.  They are strong in intelligence,  

general, character, and magic resistance. 
 Ranger - a light soldier trained to fight individually or in small groups (similar to Tolkien’s Rangers).  Very woods  

wise; though only Numenorian and Elven rangers may use magic.  Many cultures have rangers, but 
characters who intend to be part of Aragorn’s Company of Rangers must be of the Dunedain race.  Rangers 
are the best all-round adventuring characters, since their only weakness is character (people generally don’t 
like them). 

 Rogue - a strong, tough, self-reliant individual; usually a renegade or refugee who’s always looking for a way  
  to get rich quick (sort of a medieval Hans Solo, if you will).  No ranks. Rogues use strength, constitution,  

subterfuge, melee, archery, and courage. 
 Sage - a light magician who uses mental magic to fight evil.  Sages focus on intelligence, general, magic, and magic  

resistance skills. 
 Scholar – scholars focus on teaching and education; their skills are intelligence, perception, magic, magic resistance,  

and courage (? usually quite unexpected by others). 
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 Scout - a fast, perceptive, and quiet person (sometimes referred to as burglars).  In the military, they are used as  
archers and to spy on the enemy.  Scout main skills are agility, movement, perception, subterfuge, and 
courage. 

 Scoundrel - a capable but unreliable character, out to make it rich, similar to a rogue; but not as bold. No rank.   
Scoundrels are strong in perception, subterfuge, general, character, and magic resistance. 

 Seer - a light magician who uses magic to help others understand evil and how to fight it.  Seers use intelligence,  
perception, general, magic, and magic resistance. 

Shaman - tribal healers, witch doctors, and mystics who use magic for the benefit of their tribes.  Shaman skills are  
intelligence, perception, general, magic, and magic resistance. 

Shapeshifter - a person who can change into another form or personality at will.  The player must choose which  
form to play.  Transformation is a static maneuver..  It is possible that the character  may not act entirely 
reasonable if in animal form (such as eating all the food, attacking another player by mistake, etc).  
Shapeshifters can be Beorning Werebears, Northman ‘Trollbloods’ or ‘Berserkers’, Gramuz or Dorwinrim 
werewolves, or Woodmen ‘Tree-melders”.  Shapeshifters do not have ranks.  Werebears excel in strength, 
agility, constitution, perception melee, and courage.  Werewolves are good at strength, agility, movement, 
perception, subterfuge, and courage. 

 Thief - a fast, perceptive, quiet, and street-wise city-person.  They are skilled in agility, movement, perception,  
subterfuge and courage.  No have no rank. 

 Tradesman - a person who is trained in a trade (carpenter, mason, etc.).  Use apprentice system for rank based on  
trade skill.  Tradesmen are skilled in strength, constitution, general, character, and magic resistance (due to 
their focus on tangible things). 

 Warrior - a professional soldier, very well-trained; could be mounted or on foot.  A mounted warrior can be  
  a noble knight if desired, (his squire would also be a warrior) but if adventuring, should be a 2nd or 3rd  

son, not the heir of an estate.  Warriors can have rank based on their leadership skill (Knights are 
automatically officer rank).  Their main skills are strength, melee, archery, parry and courage. 

Warrior Monk – a monastic warrior who is trained in unarmed combat. (automatic +1 skill in Martial Arts).  Players  
may choose between two types: one that uses karate style combat and Ranger spells, or another that is adept 
in both karate and judo type combat but has no magic spells. 

Woodsman - a fast, perceptive, quiet, woods-wise individual.  No rank.  Woodsmen use agility, movement,  
perception, subterfuge, and courage. 

 Yeoman - a fast, perceptive, quiet, village/countryside-wise individual (usually a farmer).  They have strength,  
agility, perception, subterfuge, general skills.  No rank. 

Ranks 
 Social Rank – different societies have different systems of social ranking.  They are listed in the character 
generations system. 

Warrior Ranks – (based on leadership skill) Leader ranks are: 1. corporal, 2. sergeant, 3. lieutenant, 4. captain, 5. 
general. 
 Apprenticeship Ranks – (based on skill) 1. novice, 2. apprentice, 3. intermediate, 4. journeymen, 5. master.   
 Sailor Ranks – 1. deckhand, 2. ordinary seaman, 3. able seaman, 4. petty officer, 5. officer). 
 Magician Ranks – There are many Magician ranks; these are described fully in the Magic Section. 
 
Hand Preference 
 Each character generated will have a hand preference.  They can be right handed (the most common), left handed, or 
ambidextrous (can use both hands equally).  Roll 1D6 on the “HAND” chart to determine your characters hand preference.  
Characters who must use a hand they do not prefer, suffer a -2 penalty to all actions with that hand. 
 
Weapons and Armor 
 Here is a complete list of weapons available to your character.  Most of them do not need any explanation.  There 
are five sections of weapons (four of melee weapons and one of archery): one-handed, two-handed, pole-arms, grappling, and 
archery. 
 Each weapon is rated for how much strength an individual must have to use it without penalty.  Characters may use 
overweight weapons at a -1/point overweight penalty which is applied to the character’s MOB.  In other words, a person with 
a strength of 1 can use a great sword (rated 3) at a penalty of -2.  Conversely, characters that have twice the strength required 
may use a two-hand weapon as a one-handed one.  Hobbits and children may use one-handed weapons with two-hands which 
reduces the strength requirement by 2 points. 
 Characters with a shield may use only one-handed weapons.  Characters with two long-bladed or long-handled 
weapons can use both weapons to parry; which adds both bonuses to parry.  They can also strike twice per action (once with 
each weapon); or once with both weapons if power attacking.  The -2 penalty is applied if one of the weapons is in a non-
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preferred hand.   Each weapon has a rating that affects its effectiveness to parry.  This rating is added to the character’s parry 
skill when not using a shield. 
One-handed weapons 
 Knife – damage +1, any small knife with a 4-8” blade. 
 Dagger – damage +2, larger than a knife with a 12”+- blade. 
 Main Gauche – damage +2, a dagger which has a very large guard (the same size as an ordinary sword)  

which is used in the left hand, usually in conjunction with another normal-sized  sword. 
 Short Sword – damage +2, similar to the Roman sword, about 24” long with a broad blade. 
 Broadsword – damage +3, the standard one-handed sword of the middle ages. 
 Long Sword – damage +3, ‘long’ refers to the handle, which is longer than usual.  Therefore it can be used as a  
  one-handed or two handed sword (sometimes called a ‘hand-and-a-half sword, or bastard sword). 
 Hatchet – damage +2, a small ax which is often used as a throwing ax. 
 Ax – damage +3, a regular-sized battle ax. 
 Long Ax – damage +3, similar to the long sword; can be used with one hand or two. 
 Pickax – damage +3, shaped like the digging tool, but built for war. 
 Hammer – damage +3 a regular sized battle hammer. 
 Long Hammer – damage +3, similar to the long sword; can be used with one hand or two. 
 Mace – damage +3, a ball or star attached to a metal handle. 
 Club – damage +2, a wooden weapon similar to a baseball bat shape. 
 Ball & Chain – damage +4, a spiked ball attached to a short handle by a length of chain.  It can be dangerous to the  

user. 
 Sickle – damage +2, the crescent-shaped farm tool used to cut grass or wheat. 
 Flail – damage +2, a short whip which has several or many tails, usually barbed. 
Two-handed Weapons 
 Great Sword – damage +4, a very large two-handed sword (a la Braveheart). 
 Mattock – damage +4, a large, two-handed pickax similar to a digging tool. 
 Great Ax – damage +5, a large two-handed ax similar to ones used to cut trees. 
 Great Hammer – damage +5, a large, two-handed hammer similar to a sledge hammer. 
 Quarterstaff – damage +1, a long straight, hardwood stick, similar to a broomstick or clothing rod. 
 Thresher – damage +3, two sticks tied end to end; one stick is used to swing the other (like a giant nunchucka).  This 
  is a traditional tool used by farm laborers for threshing wheat. 
 Scythe – damage +3, the farming tool; same as the one preferred by the grim reaper. 
Pole-arms 
 Pitchfork – damage +1, the peasant’s farming tool used to rake or lift hay into a wagon or mound for drying. 
 Trident – damage +3, Neptune’s three-forked weapon. 
 Spear – damage +2, the traditional weapon of the foot soldier, sometimes thrown. 
 Halberd – damage 4, the can-opener looking ax/spear on the end of a pole. 
 Javelin – damage +1, a light throwing spear. 
 Pike – damage +3, a heavy, very long spear; much longer than a spear. 
 Lance – damage +3, the traditional pole/spear used by mounted knights. 
Grappling Weapons 
 Whip – damage 0, the Indiana Jones’ fame traditional bullwhip. 
 Net – no damage, often used by gladiators to snare their opponent; also good for parrying attacks. 
 Grappling Hook – damage +1, the tri-hook on the end of a rope; good for scaling walls. 
 Chain – damage +1-3, a chain with a weight on the business end; can do damage (with the weight), or can grapple. 
 Lasso – no damage, a rope, used cowboy style. 
Archery 
 Shortbow – damage +1,  small bow used to hunt small game or fish (or by short people like Hobbits). 
 Bow – damage +2, a regular-sized bow such as the American Indians used. 
 Longbow – damage +3, a longer bow of English fame (Robin Hood stuff). 
 Hand Crossbow – damage +1, a very small crossbow which shoots a small dart; fired with one hand. 
 Crossbow – damage +4, a regular-sized crossbow. 
 Heavy Crossbow – damage +5, a very heavy weapon used in warfare to pierce armor. 
 Sling – damage +1, a small leather strap which is used to throw small round stones.  The Romans considered the  

sling to be a formidable weapon. 
 Sticksling – damage +2, a sling attached to the end of a stick. 
 Bola – damage +1, 2 weights attached by a rope (traditional Argentinean weapon). 
 Throwing Star – damage +1, Ninja style sharpened metal star. 
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 Throwing Knife – damage +1, a knife which is specially weighted (balanced) for throwing. 
 Small Rock – damage 0, golf ball sized. 
 Medium Rock – damage +2, baseball sized or bigger. 
 Large Rock – damage +4, a two handed item especially good for dropping off walls. 
 Harquebus – damage +10 four balls.  These are very rare weapons in Middle Earth.  Only made by Dwarves and  
  coveted by Dwarven lords; they would be very difficult for player characters to acquire.  Powder and shot  
  are not readily available either.  No one but a Dwarf or Dornwinrim (or possibly a really stupid troll) will  
  ever touch a ‘firestick,’ and no other characters may use one.  In return for military assistance, the Dwarves 
  of Eorstan have sold some of these weapons to the lords of Dorwinion.  They cannot otherwise be   
  purchased. 
Shields 
 There are ten classes of shield, depending on size and component materials.  The size of the shield gives the bearer 
more protection but also more restrictions.  The type of material, leather, wood, or metal (iron or steel), determines how much 
damage it can sustain.  The four sizes available are: 
 Target - about 12” diameter; +1 DefB.  It covers the defender’s hand.  This is not a buckler – a buckler is a medium  

sized shield. 
 Small - about 16-18” diameter, +2 DefB; covers the defender’s arm. 
 Medium - about 22-24” diameter, sometimes triangular shaped; +3 DefB; covers the arm and body. 
 Large - about 3’ diameter, or long and narrow like a kite shield; +4 DefB; covers arm, body, and leg. 
Armor 
 There are five classes of armor.  These types of armor have different protection and restrictions as listed in the 
character generation section. 

Leather/cloth  - Any soft but thick leather protection.  The leather is a couple of layers of soft leather sewn together.   
The cloth is a quilted patchwork of many layers of cloth cross-stitched back and forth; not very showy but 
surprisingly strong.   

 Studded or Rigid Leather - this is leather which is reinforced with strips or pieces of metal bolted on; or rigid leather  
which is boiled and cured into a very hard substance. 

 Chain or Scale Mail - chain mail, made of interlocking links of metal chain.  Scale mail is made with small pieces of 
  metal tied or riveted onto leather or cloth. 
 Plate Mail - a combination of larger plates bolted to sections of chain mail (the chain is used for the joint sections for 
  better movement. 
 Full Plate - a complete body suit of bronze, iron, or steel; even the joints are made of overlapping pieces of metal. 
 
Endurance 
 All characters have a 12 endurance.  Endurance is used to measure how much damage a character can sustain before 
being penalized for actions.  If the level of endurance is reached in damage points (12), the character passes out.  If double 
the endurance is reached (24), the character dies of shock.  Endurance is always broken down into levels of damage which 
indicate the different degrees of penalty to be applied to the characters actions.  See the Damage Section for more 
explanation. 
 
Race Attributes 
 Different races have different attributes and restrictions which are natural to them. 
 Vision: vision limitations determine how well a character can see under different conditions (moonlight, starlight, 
and pitch dark). 
 Sustenance:  these attributes determine how far a character can travel in a day, how long he has to sleep, and how 
many meals and water he must receive in a day.  Characters who cannot maintain these restrictions are penalized by the 
Gamemaster.  They may also become sick. 
 Encumbrance: determines if a character can run, jog, or just has to walk with the weight he is carrying. 
 
Culture Attributes 
 Each race is further broken down into different cultures.  For example, the Hobbits have three cultures (which are 
ancient tribal delineations): Harfoot, Fallohide, and Stoor.  These charts list the coloring of skin, hair , and eyes, as well a 
average height and weight, lifespan, and some extra skills for each culture. 
 
Social Status 
 The player may choose or roll to determine the character’s social status which is determined by their parentage. 
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Age 
 The player may choose or roll to determine the character’s age and resulting experience points.  Old age may cause 
some loss of skill points. 
 
Languages 
 Each culture has a specific language which the character receives automatically,  In addition, characters may attempt 
to acquire secondary languages. 
  
Extra Skills 
 Characters of different professions may choose skills from various lists: 
Knowledge Skills 
 Math Lore - knowledge of math and numbers. 
 Scribe Lore - knowledge of how to write in one’s own language. 
 Culture Lore - knowledge of cultures; character may look up any culture during a game to get information. 
 Creature Lore - knowledge of creatures; character may look up any creature in a book during a game. 
 Geography - knowledge of geographic features; character may look at a map during a game. 
 Magic Lore - knowledge of different types of spells; character may look up spells in a book during a game. 
 Herb Lore - knowledge of herbs, character may look up herbs in a book. 
 Song Lore - knowledge of history; character may look up historic events in a book. 
 Astronomy - knowledge of the stars; useful for navigation or as a calendar. 
 Rune Lore - knowledge of use of runes in healing or magic; may look them up in a book during a game. 
 Healing Lore - knowledge of healing; see the healing section for different types/levels of healing. 
 Metal Lore - knowledge of different types of metal; can look up reference in a book during a game. 
 Cartography - knowledge of mapping; can find way if character has been there before and took notes. 
 Ocean Lore - knowledge of the ocean characteristics and ocean weather. 
 Seacreature Lore - knowledge of sea creatures; can look in book during a game. 
General Skills 
 Riding - ability to ride a horse. 
 Driving - ability to drive a cart or wagon pulled by horses, mules, or oxen. 
 Boating - ability to handle a small boat, rowboat, canoe, or raft. 
 Climbing - ability to climb heights, or scales walls. 
 Cooking - ability to prepare food for meals. 
 Farming - ability to grow cash crops for harvesting. 
 Swimming - ability to swim. 
 Firemaking - ability to collect firewood and start a fire. 
 Husbandry - ability to take care of farm animals. 
 Gardening - ability to grow vegetables and herbs for consumption. 
 Sewing - ability to sew clothes and equipment. 
 First Aid - ability to treat victims who have received physical damage. 
Wood Skills 
 Firemaking - ability to start a fire. 
 Fishing - ability to fish. 
 Trapping - ability to catch animals through traps. 
 Hunting - ability to track down and kill animals. 
 Foraging - ability to find edible items in a forest or pastoral situation. 
 Naturewise - ability to understand the ways of nature. 
 Weatherwise - ability to second-guess how the weather will turn out. 
 Sheltering - ability to find or create shelter form natural things in the wilderness. 
 Waterfinding - ability to find potable water for survival. 
 Pathfinding - ability to find a path in the desired general direction. 
 Tracking - ability to track animals or people and read the meaning of the tracks. 
 Drying - ability to dry herbs, meat, fish for future use. 
Water Skills 
 Swimming - the ability to swim. 
 Swimming Underwater - the ability to swim underwater. 
 Diving - ability to dive from heights (10’ per skill #). 
 Boating - ability to handle a small boat, canoe, or raft. 
 Sailing - ability to handle a large ship. 
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 Fishing - ability to catch freshwater fish. 
 Ocean Lore - knowledge of  the manners and ways of the sea. 
 Seacreature Lore - knowledge of the creatures who inhabit the sea. 
 Seahunting - ability to catch sea mammals. 
 Sea Harvesting - ability to gather sea plants. 
 Seafishing – the ability to catch salt water fish. 
Feminine Skills 
 Midwife - ability to aid in birthing. 
 Nurse - medical nurse as described in the Healing Section. 
 Housewife - includes Cooking, Firemaking, Seamstress, Husbandry, Bargaining, Gardening, and Herbalist skills. 
 Seamstress - ability to make clothes including repairs. 
 Weaver - ability to weave cloth. 
 Embroidery – ability to embellish clothing and leather with ornamentation. 
 Courtesan – companion of a powerful noble, political skills. 
 Priestess – women in warrior monk or monk approved cultures may be priestesses trained in Martial Arts. 
 Art Skills. 
 Entertaining Skills. 
 Northman and Easterling women may be Warriors. 
 Dunedain, Elven, and Half-elven women may be Animists and Rangers. 
 Women in any culture may be Seers, Healers, Sages, or Mystics, thieves or Burglars. 
 In some cultures women may be Shamans - see Magic Section. 
Trade Skills 
 Masonry – skill in stone and brick masonry. 
 Carpentry – skill in woodworking. 
 Blacksmith – skill in black iron work – horseshoes, hinges, tools, etc. 
 Whitesmith – skill in metal fine finishing, inlay, and scribing.  Usually weapons. 
 Leathersmith – skill in making leather clothes, shoes, pouches, and armor 
 Tailor – skill in making clothes. 
 Glassblower – skill in making glass bottles, cups, windows, pitchers. 
 Wainwright – skill in making carts and wagons, includes wheelwright skill. 
 Shipwright – skill in making large ships 
 Boatwright – skill in making small boats 
 Miner – skill in digging ore from the earth and making underground tunnels and shafts  
 Armorsmith – skill in making metal armor and weapons. 
Mercantile Skills 
 Innkeep – skilled in all aspects of running and inn and stable, includes Tavern Skill. 
 Tavernkeep – skilled in al aspect of running a tavern. 
 Storekeep – skilled in running a store, includes bargaining. 
 Trade Merchant – ability to buy and sell goods for profit. 
 Butcher – skilled in cutting animals for cooking, drying, or freezing (if possible), includes drying and smoking. 
 Baker – skilled in making bread and pastries. 
 Candlestickmaker – skilled in making candles. 
 Miller – skilled in operating a grist mill. 
 Accountant – skilled in keeping track of money accounts. 
 Moneylender – skilled in bargaining, moneylending, and recovering debts. 
 Caravanner – skilled in moving merchant goods and colonists from one location to another, includes Driving Skill. 
 Brewer – skilled in making beer or wine (usually specializes in one). 
Rustic Skills 
 Farmer - ability to produce vegetables and grains in large quantities. 
 Herder - ability to take care of flocks or herds of domestic animals. 
 Fisherman - ability to catch fish from a stream, lake, or ocean. 
 Hunter - ability to track down and kill animals. 
 Sailor - ability to handle the duties on a large ship. 
 Trapper - ability to catch small animals. 
 Woodcutter - ability to cut and transport wood. 
 Stabler - ability to house and care for beasts of burden. 
 Horsebreaker - ability to tame a horse for riding. 
 Boatsman - ability to handle a raft, canoe, or small boat on a river or lake. 
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Political Skills 
 Leadership – skill in getting people to follow suggestions. 
 Bargaining – skill in trading one advantage (not goods) for another. 
 Bureaucracy – skill in negotiating around bureaucrats. 
 Diplomacy – ability to make agreements between political powers. 
 Courting – ability to gain favor with a lord or leader. 
 Negotiating - skill in getting people to agree to something. 
 Conversation – ability to absorb someone in your conversation. 
 Politics – ability to gain public favor. 
 Extortion – ability to convince someone to give you money. 
 Debate – ability to convince someone through argument. 
 Bribery – ability to give money for political favors. 
 Forgery – ability to forge convincing documents. 
Street Skills 
 Con Artist - ability to fool people into giving up their money, purpose, or cause. 
 Pickpocketing - ability to steal objects from persons without them realizing it. 
 Begging - ability to ask for money or objects and get it. 
 Forging - ability to sign or create fake documents. 
 Bribing - ability to bribe officials. 
 Informing - ability to gather information and deliver it to the right people. 
 Gambling - ability to win at games of chance. 
 Burglaring - ability to sneak into houses and steal objects without being discovered. 
 Rabble-rousing - ability to get the crowd worked up about something. 
 Carousing - ability to have fun and get others to have fun, too. 
 Streetwise - ability to read’ what one sees or hears on the street, or survive on the street.  
Art Skills 
 Painting – ability to paint beautiful artwork. 
 Drawing – ability to sketch scenes and people (prerequisite for painting). 
 Pottery – ability to make pots – useful or ornate. 
 Glassblowing – ability to make glass art objects. 
 Sculpture – ability to sculpt stone images. 
 Woodcarving – ability to carve wood images and designs. 
 Jewelry – ability to make fine jewelry, setting and cutting stones, etc. 
 Whitesmith – skill in metal fine finishing, inlay, and scribing.  Choose medium: gold, silver, bronze, copper or tin. 
 Bookwright – skill in making bound parchments (not a common skill). 
 Poetry – skill in writing and reciting poetry. 
 Playwright – skill in writing plays. 
Entertaining Skills 
 Tumbling - acrobatics; balancing. 
 Acting - acting ability. 
 Juggling - ability to juggle. 
 Swordswallowing - suability to swallow a sword or fire. 
 “Magic” Tricks - ability to use slight of hand. 
 Music - ability to play a musical instrument.  Choose between a Fife, Drum, Lute, Harp, Violin, Bagpipes,  
 Flute, Dulcimer, Shawm, Trumpet, or Panpipes. 
 Singing - vocal abilities. 
 Dancing - ability to dance. 
 Storytelling - ability to entertain people with great stories. 
 Public Speaking - ability to arouse interest in public crowds by speaking on popular issues. 
 Jesting - ability to make jokes and slapstick clowning around. 
 Riddles – ability to say and guess riddles. 
Professional Skills 
 Physician - a person (doctor) trained in the Physic discipline. 
 Scribe - a recorder of legal affairs (lawyer). 
 Reeve - a judge of legal affairs. 
 Priest - a leader of a religious group; or a member of a cult. 
 Engineer - a person who is trained to design and build structures (bridges, castles, towers, etc). 
 Architect - a person trained to design buildings. 
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 Professor - a person who is trained in teaching others (must choose a lore to specialize in). 
 Herbalist - a person who can find, harvest, store, prescribe, and administer herbs. 
 Alchemist - a person who is trained in the alchemy discipline. 
Athletic Skills 
 Lifting – ability to lift heavy objects (add to Strength when lifting). 
 Tumbling – ability to fall without getting hurt. 
 Balancing – ability to tightrope walk or to hold objects at a balance. 
 Pulling – ability to pull heavy objects (add to Strength when pulling). 
 Running – Ability to run (add this skill to Movement when running). 
 Throwing – Ability to throw accurately and far. 
 Jumping – ability to jump high and far (add to agility when jumping). 
 Climbing – ability to climb walls and trees (add to agility when climbing). 
Militia Skills 
 Tactics - the ability to anticipate the enemy.  A character with leader skill may roll so that his side will move first  

(supersedes opponent's agility skill in the archery, melee, and move-and-attack phases).   
 Melee - ability to fight with a weapon or fists (add to Melee Skill). 
 Archery - ability to shoot a ranged weapon, such as a bow. 
 Artillery - ability to operate a piece of artillery, such as a catapult. 
 Parry - ability to parry with a weapon or shield (add to Parry Skill). 
 Siege Warfare - ability to design and build trenches, mines, defenses, and siege engines. 
 Leader - ability to get people to follow you into danger.  Leadership skill over-rides any effects of ‘character’ skill  

when characters are in dangerous situations.  People will follow a person they don’t normally like if they 
believe he is skilled at wartime leadership.   

 Recon - ability to discover the enemy’s presence and strengths. 
Other Skills 
 Martial Arts – skill in unarmed combat. 

Shapeshifting – skill in changing one’s physical shape and form. 
 

EVIL NON-PLAYER CHARACTERS 
 Many types of evil characters populate Tolkien’s realm of Middle Earth.  Evil characters are defined as those who 
serve Sauron or some other self-interested ruler (such as Saruman).  Most of these evil creatures were first bred by Morgoth.   
Tolkien seems to use the words ‘goblin’ and ‘orc’ interchangeably, but for game purposes we will use them to indicate 
relative sizes (goblins being smaller than orcs).  Generally, orcs and goblins are foul and crass creatures, with almost no 
capacity for any creativity (except to invent ways to torture, maim, or kill).  Goblins cannot stand the light of day. 
 Imps – very small goblins, sometimes called ‘snaga’ (slaves), or snotlings.  They are very fast and difficult to hit,  

but easily killed. They usually try to overwhelm their opponents by sheer numbers. 
 Goblins – average-sized goblins.  A complete bother to anyone in their proximity. 
 Hobgoblins – larger than average goblins; more dangerous and aggressive than the smaller types. 
 Orcs – the largest goblins; a hideous evil imitation of elves. 
 Uruks – half man, half orc.  Very large orcs who can stay out in daylight.  They are more intelligent and dangerous  

than orcs and goblins. 
 Trolls – very large creatures made in foul imitation of Ents.  They are almost completely stupid, can move  

surprisingly fast, and are extremely dangerous.  Tic, tac, toe would be a troll equivalent of 3 dimensional 
chess.  Here are several types: 
Cave Trolls – the largest and most powerful.  They are solitary and cannibalistic.  Their scaly hides are  

pale.  
  Forest Trolls – live and hunt in loosely organized groups.  They move more gracefully than other troll  

types.  They prefer to eat woodland game and mannish creatures.  Good hunters, they use traps, 
slings, and clubs to bring down their quarry. 

  Hill Trolls – live in very quarrelsome small groups.  They use clubs and stones in a fight and are very  
territorial; guarding their small treasures jealously. 

  Stone Trolls – quarrel with each other, hoarding their treasures and stealing from each other when they can.   
They turn to stone when exposed to sunlight. 

  Snow Trolls – have white hides and icy blue eyes.  When exposed to sunlight they turn into ice. 
  Marsh Trolls – are thinner and more gangly.  They are good in the water and tend to live off birds and fish. 

 Olog Hai – sometimes called Black Trolls.  They are bred and trained as warriors; and are the most  
dangerous type of all.  They wear armor and sometimes carry shields.  They are cunning in 
warfare, but otherwise completely stupid. 
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 Evil Men, Elves, and Dwarves – corrupted creatures that were originally good. 
 
Creatures and Evil Creatures 
 Many creatures exist in Middle Earth, most as normal as we find in our own world.  But many are fantastic creatures 
such as dragons, giant eagles, water monsters, giant spiders, etc. Most of the creatures are neutral in that they look out for 
themselves, though a few, like the ents and giant eagles can be very benign if they want to.  Others, such as dragons, demons, 
and fell beasts are very evil in nature.  Neutral creatures will be encountered by the players on a random basis, but then again, 
almost anything can happen in Middle Earth.   
 
Undead Creatures 
 Undead are creatures or people who have died and, through black magic, have returned to menace the living.  There 
are many types of undead: 
 Ghosts & Spirits: Apparitions – ghost that can be seen, at least vaguely.  ‘Corpse Candles’, ‘Lanterns’, and ‘swamp 
stars’ – swampland spirits who lure travelers to their death.  Ghosts – ghosts that cannot be seen.  Specters – ethereal 
apparitions which can be seen by mortals.  Ta-Fa-Lisch – ghosts of ancient gnome magicians. 
 Reanimated Corpses: Ghouls – reanimated, half-rotted corpses.  Lesinavi – very strong ghoul types.  Mewlips – 
blood drinker ghouls.  Skeletons – reanimated, completely decomposed; only the skeletal remains are left.  Werewolves – 
undead humans that can transform into wolves.  Vampires – blood drinkers with various abilities and limitations (sometimes 
call blood wights).  
 Powerful Spirits: Nazgul – nine slave spirits who serve Sauron (the nine rings of men).  Wights – half shadow, half 
corporeal essence that can fight like tangible creatures.  Wargs – undead wolf spirits; larger and stronger than normal wolves. 
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Confrontation Resolution Section 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 The rules in this section are used when play moves from a ‘story’ mode to a ‘confrontation’ mode.  Story mode 
evolves like a movie or storybook with only a moderate regard for the passage of time in the game.  But confrontation mode 
is used for a play by play action which accounts for ten-second lapses in time.  This is used whenever characters must 
respond to threatening situations, such as an ambush or a battle.  When the confrontation is over, the Gamemaster will switch 
back into story mode.  These rules will work with most adventure modules; especially with ICE’s LOR & MERP.  The intent 
of this set of rules is to give the players the greatest amount of versatility possible, while also giving the Game Master the 
least amount of homework to do.  All of the combat options are located right on the character sheets for easy reference by 
players.  The GM (gamemaster) has an additional charts sheet and an easy reference guide (also one page).   
 
CONVENTIONS 
Gender 
 For ease of use, these rules are written in the masculine.  Playing this game and the rules of play are meant equally 
for both genders. 
  
Scale 
 Miniatures are 25-28mm size.  In table-top distances, one inch equals five feet.  To determine weapon and 
movement ranges players use tape measures to measure table-top inches. 
 
Dice  
 Players use two six-sided dice, and a location die, in this game.  Players roll dice to determine their character’s 
performance during a game.  Dice are rolled for action maneuvers, damage, random events, passage of time, etc.  If players 
do not have a location die, they can use one six-sided die. 
 
The Conflict Resolution Chart 
 All conflict is resolved on the ‘conflict resolution chart’.  This chart is used to resolve attacks and maneuvers which 
can have varying degrees of success.  There are no columns higher than +7 or lower than -4 and skills higher or lower than 
these must be rolled on those columns.  All maneuvers fail on a die roll of 2, and all maneuvers that are more difficult than 
‘routine’ (white) fail on a die roll of 3.  Thus even players with a high degree of skill will still completely fail on a die roll of 
2 or 3. 
 Simple Maneuvers – All maneuvers are rated by difficulty (determined by the Game Master); each level of difficulty 
requires a higher die roll in order to be successful.  Here is a list of difficulty levels: Routine 3+ (white), Very Easy (blue), 
Easy (green), Moderate (yellow), Difficult (tan), Very Difficult (orange), Extra Difficult (dark orange).  See chart below.  
Find the Column corresponding to the character’s skill and roll 2D6.  This will result in a number between 2 and 12.  Scroll 
down the left column to the number rolled and cross reference the result to the appropriate skill column.  If a die roll result is 
equal to the required level of color or higher, the maneuver was successful.  For example, say a character with a +2 skill in 
lock picking is attempting a moderate maneuver (yellow).  Referencing the “+2” column, the lowest level of the color yellow 
would require a die roll of 7 or higher. 
 Compound Maneuvers – To generate more interesting complexities in the game, the Game Master may wish to 
apply varying degrees of success to a maneuver attempt.  As in simple maneuvers, find the appropriate column corresponding 
to the character’s skill and roll two dice.  Instead of being a success or fail result, the color relating to the die roll will indicate 
the level of success (or lack of) in the attempted maneuver.  These are described as ‘static maneuvers’ or ‘resistance 
maneuvers’ and are discussed in more detail later in this section. 
 Combat Maneuvers – Combat involves an unwilling target.  Unlike picking a lock, the target is trying to spoil the 
character’s success.  Subtract the target’s defensive skill from the attacker’s offensive skill.  The resulting number indicates 
the column on the chart to reference.  Roll 2D6 and scroll down the left column to the number rolled and cross reference the 
result to the appropriate skill column.  In combat, the result is the number of damage points inflicted on the target.  For 
example, an attacker has a skill of 10 and the defender has a skill of 6.  The difference is a +4 so that column is used.  If the 
die roll result is a 9, then referencing the +4 column, the defender receives 6 points of damage.  Subtract the defender’s armor 
value for the location hit from the damage received. 
 Broken Items – During combat the color of the die roll/column result also indicates if a defensive item is broken or 
pierced.  Leather = tan, wood/bronze = orange, iron = dark orange, steel = purple, and magic or mithril items = dark purple.  
In the example just used above, the color of the die roll result is orange.  Orange breaks wood or bronze, so if the attack hits a 
wood or bronze shield, it is pierced or broken (depending on the type of weapon used).  This is discussed in more detail later 
in this section. 
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 Asterisk – There are asterisks on the some squares on the resolution chart.  These are also used in combat.  A single 
asterix indicates that a defender must resist being knocked over (an unbalancing maneuver).  A double asterix indicates that 
the defender is knocked down to the ground.  Large creatures such as trolls and bears ignore single asterisks and only resist 
unbalancing on a double asterisk result.  Small creatures like hobbits and gnomes and goblins are knocked down on a single 
asterisk result.  Dwarves are small but they are so heavy they are treated as men and elves and use the same results. 
 
Resolution Chart 
 The resolution chart determines the outcome of simple maneuvers (by the color of the result rolled), the point 
damage received (the number in a square), the possibility of broken shields or weapons (also by color), and whether an attack 
causes unbalancing or knocks the defender prone (indicated by the asterisks).  For example a combat die roll of ‘8’ on the +7 
column of the chart causes ten points of damage (subtract armor), breaks an iron shield or weapon if hit (see shielding and 
parrying below), and causes the defender to resist unbalancing.  Only the six or seven columns have a chance to break magic 
items (the dark purple color).  So it’s easy to see that Isuldur rolled a 12 on the six chart or 11 or 12 on the seven chart when 
he cut the ring from Sauron’s hand. 
 

 Attacker's OB - Defender's DB. *Unbalanced, ** Prone (prone = foot 1-2Dam (-2 DB), dismounted 1D6Dam + S1R). 

Die  Mounted vs. mounted, target = rider, foot vs. mounted = (choose), archer vs. mounted = random. 
Roll +7 +6 +5 +4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
6 6 5 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 
7 8* 6 5 4 3 3 2 2 1 1 0 0 
8 10* 8* 6 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 1 0 
9 12** 10* 8* 6 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 1 
10 14** 12** 10* 8* 7* 6 6 5 4 4 3 3 
11 18** 14** 12** 10** 9* 8* 7* 7* 6 5 5 4 
12 24** 18** 16** 14** 12** 12** 10** 10** 9* 9* 8* 7* 

 
Actions and Reactions  
 During a combat turn, all characters receive an allotment of three action points per game turn.  Normally characters 
use two actions of choice and save one action for defensive 'reactions.'  If the character does not use up that third action, he 
may do as many defensive reactions in a turn as needed.  However, if the character chooses to do three actions in a turn (such 
as running), he uses up the third action and cannot perform any defensive reactions that turn.  Each possible maneuver in the 
game is rated as requiring one, two, or three actions.  For example, a character may walk (one action), perform a regular 
attack (a second action), and then may dodge, shield, or parry as much as needed (with the third action); or, a character may 
jog (2 actions), and then do defensive reactions with the 3rd action; but if a character decides to run (3 actions), he cannot 
defend himself that turn at all.  If a character has already made some defense by the time his turn comes around, he is 
automatically restricted to the number of actions yet unused.  Action points are spent whether a maneuver was successful or 
not.  All characters may make as many defensive reactions as desired during a round, if they saved some actions for defense 
that turn.  There are seven possible defensive reactions to choose from: Catch, React, Disengage, Dodge, Evade, Shield, and 
Parry.  Some of these can be compounded for increased defense.  These options are discussed in the Defense portion of this 
section. 
 
Failed Die Rolls 
 All character maneuvers fail when a player rolls an unmodified 3 or less, no matter how much skill a character has.  
In other words, regardless of skill, if the actual dots on the two dice rolled add up to a 2 or 3, the maneuver has failed 
completely.  A penalty may also apply (see penalties below).  ‘Routine’ maneuvers only require a die roll of 3 or more which 
is less than the 3 or less failure restriction.   This is because ‘Routine’ is only used in special circumstances. i.e.:  when 
anything but snake-eyes (a ‘2’) will be successful.  Therefore, any character making a ‘Routine’ die roll, rolls two dice 
without considering any skill and only ‘snake-eyes’ will fail. 
 
Penalties 
 Characters receive a penalty every time they roll two ‘ones’ (snake-eyes) on 2D6, which indicates a fumble of some 
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type.  Penalties are decided by another random 1D6 roll on the appropriate penalty chart.  Maneuvers which have their own 
success charts, also may have their own penalty and bonus charts.  Characters that roll a penalty of ‘6’ will recover and may 
try the failed die roll again. 
 
Penalty Chart: Combat:   Other   Magic Attack  Magic   
1D6: 1 = Weapon breaks*, or lose turn. Opposite result.  Focus breaks* or lose turn. Backfires (1D6 fatigue). 
 2 = Slip & fall, 1-3 damage.  Damage item, or 1 pt. self. Focus stunned 1D6R. Fizzles (1 pt fatigue). 
 3 = 1 pt damage self (roll loc.). Drop item or distracted. Caster 1D6 fatigue.  Spell damaged 1D6 min. 
 4 = Drop Weapon.   Forgot routine, lose turn. Caster 1-3 fatigue.  Forget spell 1D6 rounds.  
 5 = Hesitate, lose this action.  Hesitate, lose this action. Caster stunned 1R.  Forget spell 1 round. 
 6 = Recovers, re-roll for this action. Recover.   Recover   Recover. 
 *Roll again for breakage on the same chart used for the attack.  If the color is high enough the weapon breaks; if not 
just lose the rest of the turn. 
 
Bonuses 
 Characters receive a bonus for every die roll of two ‘sixes’ (boxcars) on 2D6, which means a possible bonus for the 
player.  A bonus is rolled on the appropriate bonus column.  In addition, it means that the character has achieved unmitigated 
success for the maneuver he was attempting (even if it was considered impossible).  Characters apply for a bonus by rolling 
1D6 on the appropriate list below.  If a 5 or 6 is rolled during combat, the character may choose to receive one or two parry 
or magic resistance points instead improving the attack skill.  Players can only increase their skills in this game by rolling 
boxcars.  There is no other way to improve skills, except temporarily by magic or herbs.   
 
Bonus Chart:  Combat    Non-combat  Magic    

1D6: 1 = Extra action   None   Extra action 
  2 = Extra turn.   Extra result.  Extra turn 
  3 = +1 Mel   +1 skill used.  +1 MagB 
  4 = +1 Mel    +1 skill used.  +1 MagB 
  5 = +1 Mel, +1 Par; or +2 Par  +1 skill used.  +1 MagB, +1 MR; or 2 MR. 
  6 = +1 Mel, +1 Par; or +2 Par  +2 skill used.  +1 MagB, +1 MR; or 2 MR 
 
Learning or Increasing Skills 
 Players may try to learn a new skill by using it at a -2 level.  For example, if a player wants to learn how to ride a 
horse, they must ride at a -2 skill until they receive a bonus point after rolling boxcars.  Then they jump to a 0 skill level, and 
after that they progress to a +1, etc.  In this game, the more one uses a skill the more chance of improving it. 
 
GAME TURN SEQUENCE 
 These are the combat turn phases in order of sequence.  One phase is finished before another begins.  Within each 
phase, characters with the highest agility may perform actions first.  If a character with a high agility decides to hold some 
actions, he may break into the sequence at any time; but actions still must occur in an appropriate phase. 

1. Fear 
2. Magic 
3. Archery 
4. Melee 
5. Move and Attack (Magic, Archery, or Melee) 
6. Movement 
7. Static Maneuvers 
8. Drainage 
9. Morale 
 

1. FEAR RESOLUTION 
 Many evil or ferocious creatures cause an automatic natural or magical fear attack just by their proximity to player 
characters.  Fear attacks do not use action points to attack or resist.  They only set the conditions of the next round.  Natural 
fear is caused by shapeshifters, and large or ferocious creatures.  Magical fear attacks are caused by magicians, and various 
types of undead creatures.  Shapeshifters cause fear up to their skill number.  Undead and magicians cause fear using their 
magic skill.  Large animals cause fear using their strength bonus (equal to their MOB).  To make a fear attack, subtract the 
defender’s magic resistance (magical fear) or courage (natural fear) from the attacker’s fear skill, and roll on the Combat 
Chart.  Then find the corresponding color on the Cause Fear or Resist Fear charts.  When player characters cause fear, use the 
Cause Fear chart; and when they are receiving fear, use the Resist Fear chart.  Follow the results on the appropriate chart 
(these are listed on the Game Master’s reference sheet along with the resolution chart).  Players that roll snake-eyes when 
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resisting fear must roll on the penalty chart below.  See the Static Maneuvers and Resistance Maneuvers portion of this 
section for more detail. 
 
2. MAGIC RESOLUTION 
 Magic is a very powerful component of Middle Earth and all fantasy role-playing games.  Most experienced players 
know that things can be quite difficult without at least one good magician around.  This section describes the guidelines for 
the use of magic during combat.  Refer the Magic Section to get a full background on spell casting and an enumeration of the 
spell lists.   
 
3. ARCHERY RESOLUTION 
 ‘Ranged weapon’ or ‘missile’ attacks, otherwise known as archery, may be performed by characters that have 
archery weapons and ammunition.   
 
Archery Bonus 
 Archery skill is expressed as an Archery Bonus (ArchB) or Archery offensive bonus (AOB).  The archer’s offensive 
bonus is the sum of his Archery Skill and the weapon damage number.  For example, a character with an Archery skill of six, 
and a weapon with a damage of three, has a total offensive Archery Bonus of nine. 
 
Static Archery 
 The difficulty numbers to hit a character-sized target are used for stationary targets that will not defend themselves.  
The difficulty requirement to hit a target is determined by range.  Find the appropriate column for the archer’s skill on the 
chart and roll for success.  There are four ranges in all for archery: close (blue), short (green), medium (yellow), and long 
(tan), and Very Long (orange).  They affect the archer’s required number to hit as on the chart below.  The ranges in inches 
are listed next to the specific weapon on the weapons list (and on the character sheet).  Each weapon has different distance 
requirements for short, medium, or long ranges. 
 Line of Sight - Archers may not shoot at a target which they cannot ‘see’ (if the target is behind a wall or building, 
etc.).  Archers may use indirect fire to shoot at targets which they cannot see, or are slightly out of range (game master’s 
option) but in this case, only boxcars will score a hit. 
 Reloading – Reloading a bow costs one action point and is an easy maneuver, however, crossbows take two actions 
to reload and are a moderate difficulty, heavy crossbows take three actions and handguns take four.  Characters may not 
reload their weapons if an enemy is in melee range.   Characters that roll boxcars while reloading have the choice whether to 
load two arrows at once, or to roll for a bonus on their General skill.  If taking the two arrow option, the archer may shoot 
both at one target (roll twice for damage) or one arrow each at two separate targets.  Roll separately on the combat chart for 
each target.  Both targets must be within two inches of each other. 
 Modifications to Archery Difficulty Levels – The difficulty level for archery attacks can be modified by 
circumstances.  These are expressed as shifts in difficulty.  For example, a 'moderate' range requirement with a plus one shift 
becomes 'difficult,’ while a minus one shift becomes 'easy.'  A plus one shift is made if the defender is in bushes, behind a 
fence <6’ high, in a doorway or window, or there is only moonlight, or if the archer is trying to hit a specific body location 
(head, arm, etc.).  A plus two shift is given if the defender is in trees, defending a wall greater than 8', behind an arrow slit, in 
starlight, or if the archer is trying to hit a precise body location (eye, hand, etc.).   Archers also receive a shift if they are 
shooting while mounted.  These conditions are listed on the character sheets.   
 
Combat Archery 

Combat archery is performed as above except with unwilling targets.  Subtract the defender’s defense skill from the 
attacker’s archery skill and roll on the combat chart and cross reference the result.  Subtract armor from the damage points 
received.  Archers can fire at a target in melee range (arms length), only if they are already loaded.   
 Powerbow – Characters may perform a powerbow (2 actions), which indicates a stronger than usual pull, by adding 
their strength to their archery skill. Characters that powerbow may still do defensive reactions with their third action point (or 
may attempt to reload). 
 Sharpbow – Characters may perform a sharpbow (2 actions), which indicates careful aiming or perceptive use of a 
target’s weak spots, by adding their perception to their archery skill. Characters that sharpbow may still do defensive 
reactions with their third action point (or may attempt to reload). 

Quickbow - Characters may perform a quickbow (2 actions), which indicates shooting before a character can prepare 
for it, by adding their agility to their archery skill. Characters that quickbow may still do defensive reactions with their third 
action point (or may attempt to reload). 
 
Harquebus 
 Before an harquebus can be fired, the ‘match’ must be lit (this requires a moderate firemaking die roll).  Once lit, it 
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will remain so throughout the combat unless it is cut or put out by magic, wind, or water.  This weapon does +10 damage and 
loads up to four musket balls.  An harquebus takes four actions to reload and one action to fire.  Roll 1D4 to determine how 
many hits are made.  Hits can occur on one target or on multiple targets (1” apart up to a 4” spread).  Then dice randomly to 
see how many hits each target gets.  Harquebuses use the same range as a bow.  They are heavy and require a forked stick to 
hold it up while aiming.  A shield cannot normally be used, but a large shield can be made as a stand for it, with a spike into 
the ground on the bottom and a holder for the gun barrel on top.  This would provide legs and body cover, but not the arms 
and head.  Small round rocks can be used in lieu of lead balls.  These can be found at streams and rivers, but there is no 
substitute for gunpowder.  Gunpowder can only be obtained from Dwarves but they will not give any unless the player 
characters have proven themselves to be friends of that specific Dwarf tribe. 
 
4. MELEE RESOLUTION 
 Melee combat includes both armed and unarmed combat.  There are four weapon charts on the player character 
sheets: single-hand weapons, two-handed weapons, pole arms, and grappling weapons.  Each chart lists various maneuvers 
which can be accomplished (draw, butt, swing, thrust, etc.).  Each maneuver except moderate ones, modify the attacker’s 
skill.  There are also three charts for non-weapon combat: Brawling attacks, Strength attacks, and Agility attacks.    
 
Melee Bonus 
 Melee skill is expressed as a Melee Bonus (MelB) or Melee offensive bonus (MOB).  If a character is brawling 
(combat without weapons) then only the Melee skill is used.  If a character is fighting with a weapon then his offensive bonus 
is the sum of his Melee Skill and the weapon damage number.  For example, a character with a Melee skill of six, and a 
weapon with a damage of three, has a total offensive Melee Bonus of nine.  Martial Arts characters add their Martial Arts 
skill to their Melee skill to get their total offensive bonus. 

Bonus Damage – If a character in combat rolls boxcars additional damage may be done to another target.  If the 
attacker is using a swinging weapon (a sword or axe), roll for damage on another target within 1” beside the target.  If the 
attacker is using a piercing weapon such as an arrow or spear, roll for additional damage on an additional target within 1-2” 
behind the original target.  This combat bonus is in addition to rolling on the bonus chart. 
 
Static Melee Attacks 
 Static melee attacks are used when a character is attempting a non-combat maneuver, such as cutting down a tree, 
cutting a rope, squashing a bug with a hammer, etc.  In these cases, the attacker must make the required die roll on the 
maneuver chart.  See the breaking objects rules at the end of this section. 
 
Combat Melee Attacks  
 Melee attacks (called 'regular attacks') cost one action point to perform.  Subtract the defender’s defensive skill from 
the attacker’s skill and find the appropriate column on the resolution chart.  The attacker rolls 2D6 on the Combat Chart and 
references the result in the appropriate column and cross reference the result.  Subtract armor from the damage points 
inflicted.  Melee weapons also have ranges for striking.  Most can be used at one or two inches or can be thrown up to a 
certain distance, usually up to 10".     
 Melee Defense – Melee defenders can choose from eight different defense maneuvers.  See the defense portion of 
this section for more detail. 
 Powerattack – Characters may perform a powerattack (2 actions), which indicates a stronger than usual strike, by 
adding their strength to their melee skill. Characters that powerattack may still do defensive reactions with their third action 
point (or may attempt to reload). 

Sharpattack – Characters may perform a sharpattack (2 actions), which indicates perceptive use of a target’s weak 
spots, by adding their perception to their melee skill. Characters that sharpattack may still do defensive reactions with their 
third action point (or may attempt to reload). 
 Quickattack – Characters may perform a quickattack (2 actions), which indicates striking before a character can 
prepare for it, by adding their agility to their melee skill. Characters that quickattack may still do defensive reactions with 
their third action point (or may attempt to reload). 
 Throwing Weapons – Characters may throw their melee weapons using their melee skill.  Throwing costs one action 
point and the range limits and the offensive bonus is modified as indicated on the character sheet's weapon charts.  Archery 
skill is not used for throwing weapons. 
 Modifications to Melee Attack Die Rolls – The melee offensive bonus can be modified by circumstances.  If the 
defender is higher on a hill, stairs or platform, or mounted, the attack receives a plus +2 in difficulty (i.e.: a 'difficult' action 
becomes 'very difficult' to perform).  Also if the defender is behind a rail fence, or tree, post, or standing in a window or 
doorway, a plus one shift is given.  A plus two shift is made if the defender has a solid footing when an attacker is on a 
ladder, ledge, or rope.   If an attacker is aiming for a specific body location (head, body, arm, leg), the difficulty number is 
raised by one level.  If the attacker is trying to hit a precise location (face, knee, hand, etc.), the difficulty number is raised 
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two levels.  Failure to hit a higher required number means the attack fails completely (i.e., it is not successful at a lower 
level).  Each level shift cause two points to be added or deducted. 
 
Special Weapon Conditions 

Grappling Weapons - Characters with grappling weapons attempt to catch another character with them.  Positive 
results do not inflict point damage, therefore grappling damage points are not affected by armor.  Refer to the Grab/Grapple 
chart.  Grappling Results: light blue means the target is almost caught; green results indicate that the character is caught; 
yellow results mean that the target is immobilized; and tan is when a character is immobilized and down on the ground and 
receives 1D6 stun damage. 
 Enchanted Weapons – Weapons can be enchanted in many ways.  They can be constructed to give pluses to the 
wielding character’s Melee bonus (MelB) in the form of +1, +2, +3, etc.  Or they can be enchanted to do damage to spirits 
such as undead wights, ghosts, and specters which only receive half-damage from normal weapons.  This would also come in 
the form of +1, +2, +3, etc. versus undead.  Enchanted weapons can only be broken by a purple color result. 
 Weapon Criticals – Some weapons are designated as magically giving ‘criticals’ (critical hits) of one type or 
another.  This means that any positive attack, no matter how severe, gives a critical level hit to the specific body location 
contacted by the weapon.  For example, if a character with ‘slashing critical’ sword hits an orc’s arm with just one point of 
damage, the arm is severed.  If a weapon is designated as giving ‘additional criticals’ roll again (against the original 
defender’s roll) to see if a second critical (caused by a positive hit) is achieved.  Roll separately for the location of the second 
critical. 

Of Slaying Creatures - Some weapons are designated as ‘of slaying’ certain creatures such as orcs, trolls, wolves, or 
dragons, etc.  These weapons cause a mortal hit upon any positive result on the creature of the type for which they are 
enchanted, ‘of slaying trolls’, for example.  In the case of even one point of damage on a Troll, the Troll is killed. 
 Of Slaying Items – Weapons ‘of slaying items’ such as swords or shields, etc. destroy those items on any positive 
hit.  For example, if a character successfully parries a weapon of that type, his own weapon is destroyed, 
  Holy/Unholy Weapons – Holy weapons are those which cause mortal hits on any positive hit of an evil creature (one 
aligned with Sauron or Morgoth).  Unholy weapons cause mortal hits on any creatures opposed to Evil, including player 
characters.  The character will die in 1D6 rounds. 
 
Martial Arts 
 Warrior Monks are monastic warriors who are trained in unarmed combat. (automatic +1 skill in Martial Arts).  
Players may choose between two types: one that uses karate style combat and Ranger spells, or another that is adept in both 
karate and judo type combat as well as standard weapons but has no magic spells.  Monks are light monastic magicians who 
are also adept in unarmed combat (automatic +1 Martial Arts); may also be skilled in Illusionist spells.  There are two types 
of Martial Arts (MA) available to monk characters.  Warrior Monks use the type that resembles Karate while Monks use the 
kind that is similar to Judo.  When making attacks characters add their Martial Arts skill to their MelB the same way that 
weapon combatants add their weapon damage factor.  During the Melee Phase Monks and Warrior Monks may do regular 
attacks: punch, kick, powerattack, sharpattack, and quickattack. 
 Punch/Kick – (1 action, MelB + MA) the attacker throws a punch at a defender; kicking adds 2 damage points to 
attacker’s MOB. 
 Powerattack – (2 actions, Melb+StrB+MA) the attacker puts extra strength behind the punch or kick. 
 Sharpattack – (2 actions, Melb+PerB+MA) the attacker puts extra perception behind the punch or kick. 
 Quickattack – (2 actions, Melb+AgB+MA) the attacker puts extra agility behind the punch or kick. 
 
Brawling Attacks 
 Brawling is combat without weapons.  It is not a special skill.  Characters use their Melee Bonus skill to physically 
attack other characters that use their parry skill to defend (without any weapon DM’s).  Brawling skill is added to MOB the 
same way weapon damage is added.  Brawling inflicts point damage as well as chart damage.  Brawling characters may also 
powerattack, quickattack, or sharpattack, same as in weapon combat.  Brawling maneuvers spend one action point, except 
Ramming, which costs three action points and allows limited defense.  All brawling damage is initially concussion damage.  
 Punch - (1 action, MelB) A regular punch, no modifications, bonuses, or penalties. 
 Kick – (1 action, MelB+2) as punch +2 and the attacker must resist unbalancing after the attack. 
 
Agility Attacks 
 Agility actions are listed on the character sheet on the agility chart.  These actions utilize Agility skill (Agil) versus 
the defender’s agility skill, and do not always inflict point damage on the defender.  Reference results on the brawling chart.  
Positive results correspond to light, medium, severe, and critical wounds. 
 Shake Free - (1 action, AgB vs. StrB) Characters being held by a grab or grapple, may attempt to shake (or wriggle) 
free, using their agility skill.  Characters holding them make an opposing agility or strength roll (which is a reaction, not an 
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action).  A yellow result is required to shake free. 
Grab - (1 action, AgB vs. AgB) Grabbing represents an attempt to grab and hold another character.  A yellow result 

is required to grab another person.  Game Master may determine that other creatures are  more or less difficult to grab. 
Trip - (1 action, AgB vs. Agb) Tripping is when one character tries to trip an opponent who is moving by him.  

Tripping is successful on any positive result in which the target receives point damage.  The target moves 2” and goes prone. 
Pounce – (2 actions, AgB+MovB) A Pounce is when a character uses agility and movement to jump another 

character.  Pouncing causes point damage; the defender is knocked prone, and the attacker must resist unbalancing. 
Hey Mo! – (1 action, AgB or IntB) A 'Hey Mo!' as you might have guessed, is based on the 3 stooges 'two-fingered 

eye attack'.  This move is rarely done in serious combat but comes in handy when one needs to disable an opponent in order 
to get away.  Actually this move can be any such move the player can think of (for example, step on the foot, jab in the belly, 
kick in the n---, clap on the ears, throw a drink in a face, etc.).  Subtract the defender’s agility from the attacker’s and roll on 
the combat chart.  Upon a successful Hey Mo!, the defender is stunned one turn, but not damaged.  Characters can also use 
their Intelligence skill to perform a Hey Mo! but it will be in the form of deception rather than agility: “Your shoes untied”, 
“Look over there”, “I’m the new troop inspector”, etc.  this cannot normally be done in a combat setting, but it usually works 
pretty good on guards, patrols, and bureaucratic officials.  

 
Strength Attacks 
 Strength attacks are done with 2D6+ Strength Bonus (StrB).  Strength has its own maneuver chart which is 
referenced to determine the required die roll and damage bonuses. 

Hold – (StrB vs. StrB or AgB) Holding an object or character after grabbing them is considered a reaction 
maneuver.  The holder simply reacts when the defender tries to break free.  The defender tries to break out (strength) or shake 
out (agility).  The holder cannot perform any other actions while holding unless the prisoner is half-size (a Hobbit or a child), 
then the holder can perform actions at a -2.   

Break Free – (1 action, StrB vs. StrB) This is similar to ‘shake free’ except strength is used instead of agility.  
Characters may attempt to use strength to break free from being held.  A yellow result is required to break free. 

Push/Pull – (1 action, StrB vs. StrB) One character pushes or pulls another.  A yellow result is required to push or 
pull the target 2”.  Pushing or pulling causes unbalancing. 

Choke – (3 actions, StrB vs. StrB) One character chokes another around the neck.  Choking is successful on any 
positive result which causes point damage.  Target passes out upon receiving 7 concussion points. 

Bearhug – (2 actions) one character crushes another character by crushing them in his arms.  The target must have 
been previously grabbed first.  A bearhug  is successful on any positive result which causes concussion point damage.  Target 
passes out upon receiving 7 concussion points. 

Headbutt – (1 action, StrB+Brawl vs. StrB) A character butts another character (usually on the head) with his own 
head, causing concussion point damage.  A headbutt causes unbalancing. 
 Ramming – (2-3 action, StrB + MovB vs. StrB) A character body-slams another.  Ramming can be done at a walking 
(2 actions) or jogging (3 actions) movement rate.  This causes point damage on the target.  Ramming gives the attacker an 
automatic defense of movement skill if jogging and movement x2 if running.  It also causes the defender to be knocked prone 
and the attacker to resist unbalancing. 
 Throw/Drop – (2 actions, StrB+Brawl vs. StrB) one character throws another (the character being thrown must have 
been picked up in a previous round.  If the throw attempt fails, the victim is dropped instead which equals being rammed.  
Throwing causes point damage x2; dropping causes damage x1.   

Pick-up – (1 action) Picking-up must be performed by brawlers who wish to throw or carry a character.  Characters 
picking up another character by subtracting the defender’s strength from the attacker’s and rolling on the appropriate column 
on the combat chart.  Any positive result indicates the target has been picked up.  Check the weight of the character being 
picked up if the carrier has to move.  Movement will be restricted by weight.  It may require two characters to move quickly 
with a wounded comrade. 
 
5. MOVE AND ATTACK  

Move and attack maneuvers involve movement and attack resolution in the same phase; attacks can be in the form of 
magic, archery, or melee.  The full rules for each are discussed in those sections.  Characters that jog or run (or trot or gallop 
on horseback) to a target are considered to be charging; while those that walk simply move and then attack.  Special moves 
can be performed by acrobats and other characters with tumbling skill. 
 Charging – Characters that jog or run are considered to be charging and the attack itself is a bonus free action (from 
the impetus of the charge) as well as OB DM’s: +2 OB for jogging (2 actions), and +4 OB for running (3 actions).  
Characters on horseback that trot or gallop are also considered to be charging and receive OB DM’s: +4 OB for trotting, and 
+6 OB for galloping, as well as a free attack action.  Charging characters cannot perform special attacks (powerattack, 
sharpattack, quickattack, etc.).  Charging Characters receive an automatic defense skill of movement for jogging, and 
movement x2 for running. 
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Martial Arts and Acrobat Maneuvers 
During the Move and Attack Phase Monks and Warrior Monks may perform special maneuvers which affect their 

performance offensively and defensively and allow limited movement.   Equipment such as swords, arrow quivers, and 
backpacks cannot be worn and shields cannot be worn; and the martial artist cannot wear any armor heavier than soft leather.  
It is assumed that MA attacks and defenses are capable of avoiding contact with the enemy’s sharp weapons.  All the 
defenses are available to all Monks except shielding, and all defenses are good versus archery, except parrying, which is done 
with an arm or leg.  All MA attacks cause concussion damage and may break bones but cannot sever limbs. 
 Momentum – (1 action, +MovB) Warrior Monk and Monk characters may add momentum to any of their 1 or 2 
action maneuvers by adding MovB to any attack or defense.  This allows 1D6+MovB walking movement in addition to any 
other movement. 
 Karate – Warrior Monks may perform the special maneuvers listed below. 
 Flying Punch – (2 actions, MelB+MovB+MA) the martial artist jumps forward into the air and punches at the 
opponent.  This allows 2” of movement and causes unbalancing to the defender.   

Flying Kick – (2 actions, MelB+2+MovB+MA) the martial artist jumps into the air and kicks at the opponent (MelB 
+ MovB).  Kicking allows 2” of movement and causes unbalancing to the defender and attacker alike.  Flying Kicks also 
gives the attacker a +2 damage. 

Tumble Forward or Backward – (2 actions, MelB+AgB+MA or ParB+AgB+MA) tumbling forward is an attack and 
tumbling back is a defense; the MA character tumbles up to 3” and attacks or defends.  In attacking the movement is done 
first (towards the opponent) and in defending the movement is done after (away from the opponent).  If attacked in an earlier 
phase, the character may perform this defense which is still available if attacked in a later phase also. 

Flip Forward or Backward – (3 actions, Melb+AgB+MovB+MA or ParB+AgB+MovB+MA) the Monk hand-flips 
up to 5” and attacks or defends.  In attacking the movement is done first (moving forward) and in defending the movement is 
done after (moving away).  If attacked in an earlier phase, the character may perform this defense which is still available if 
attacked in a later phase also. 

Judo – the Monk performs special attacks using only the maneuvers listed here. 
 Headlock – (1 action, easy, grappling attack, MelB+1+MA) the Monk steps forward (up to 1”) to one side of the 
opponent while grabbing him around the neck and pinning him helplessly under one arm.  This immobilizes the opponent 
which may be moved about in this state at a walking rate.  Subtract the defender’s skill from the attackers; the die roll is 
successful upon an “easy” result (green).  The defender must make a ‘moderate’ roll (yellow) to break free. 
 Arm Lock – (1 action, moderate, grappling attack, MelB+2+MA) the Monk steps forward (up to 1”) to one side of 
the opponent while grabbing him around the wrist, twirling him around, and pinning his arm behind his back.  This 
immobilizes the opponent which may be moved about in this state at a walking rate.  Subtract the defender’s skill from the 
attackers; the die roll is successful upon a “moderate” result (yellow).  The defender must make a ‘difficult’ roll (tan) to break 
free. 
 Knee Lock – (1 action, difficult, grappling attack, MelB+3+MA) after throwing the opponent to the ground the 
Monk pins him down with a knee on his chest, back, or neck.  Subtract the defender’s skill from the attackers; the die roll is 
successful upon a “difficult” result (orange).  The defender must make a ‘very difficult’ roll (dark orange) to break free. 
 Foot Throw – (2 actions, point damage, MelB+AgB+MA) Step forward (1”) the Monk grabs the opponent and sets 
his foot his just behind or to the side of the target’s  ankle; then, using the foot as a pivot point against the opponent's balance, 
he throws the opponent to the ground.  Upon a successful ‘very easy’ result the target receives point damage and is now 
prone. 

Hip Throw - (2 actions, +1 damage, MelB+1+AgB+MA) Step forward (1”) the Monk grabs the opponent and sets 
foot his just behind or to the side of the target’s  ankle; then, using the foot as a pivot point against the opponent's balance, he 
throws the opponent to the ground.  Upon a successful ‘easy’ result the target receives point damage and is now prone. 
 Shoulder Throw - (2 actions, +2 damage, MelB+2+AgB+MA) the Monk steps forward (up to 1”), grabs the 
opponent’s arm, turns around, and throws the opponent over his shoulder.  Upon a successful ‘moderate’ result the target 
receives point damage and is now prone. 
 Hand Throw - (2 actions, +3 damage, MelB+3+AgB+MA) the Monk steps forward and to the side of the target (up 
to 1”), grabs the opponent’s wrist, and throwing the opponent head over heels onto the ground.  Upon a successful ‘difficult’ 
result the target receives point damage and is now prone. 
 
6. MOVEMENT 
 Movement is controlled by the number of action points spent, a movement die roll, and how much weight the 
character is carrying.   
 Movement Distance: The distance walked is determined by adding a character’s die roll result of 1D6 to his 
Movement Skill.  The result equals the number of inches that can be moved.   For jogging, the player rolls 2D6 plus 
Movement Skill to determine distance allowance.  Running characters roll 2D6, add the Movement Skill, and then multiply 
by 2 to determine the number of inches that can be moved.  Characters may use as much of their movement allowance as 
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desired, and do not have to use all of it.  Unused movement points cannot be saved for a later turn.  If a jogging or running 
die roll is an unmodified 3 the character stumbles and moves only two inches; if the roll is snake-eyes, roll for a penalty.  
Boxcars, roll for a bonus.  No penalties or bonuses can be given for walking movement. 

Actions: Walking requires one action point, jogging spends two, and running costs three, which allows for no 
defense that round. 

Encumbrance: Characters may move at the desired speed if their total weight is less than the restriction number 
listed on the character sheet beside the action.  For instance, a man with 0 Strength may walk with up to 55lbs., jog with up to 
35lbs, and run with up to 25lbs.  He cannot move at all with more than 55lbs, and must get help to carry it.  Add 5 pounds of 
to each weight limit for each strength point a character have.  For example, a man with a strength of three may walk with up 
to 70lbs., jog with up to 50lbs, and run with up to 40lbs.  If two characters are sharing a burden, divide the weight between 
them to determine their movement restrictions (use the slower character’s limitations. 

Starting/Stopping: starting movement from standing still or coming to a stop, costs a character 1” of movement if 
they are jogging, and 3” if they are running.  There is no penalty for starting or stopping at walking speed.  

Jumping: characters may jump over obstacles if they halve the length of their movement for each jump.  Each jump 
is rated with a difficulty number: 1’ high = very easy (blue), 2’ = easy (green), 3’ is moderate (yellow), 4’ is difficult (tan), 
and 5’ is very difficult.  The character jumping must make a maneuver die roll to determine if the jump was successful.  The 
number of levels actually rolled below the required die roll indicates how many feet by which the jump was missed.  For 
example, say a character wants to jump a 3’ fence which is a moderate roll (yellow).  If the actual die roll turns out to be 
green, the character missed the jump by 1’.  If the actual die roll is tan, the jumper cleared the obstacle with a foot to spare.  
Assume that the character will jump an equal distance in front of the object as he does behind it.   

Shifting Items: Moving characters may shift items (sheath or unsheathe) at a movement cost of 2” per item.  
However, dropping an item does not cost any movement. 
 

Movement      
 Foot Foot # of Stop Charge  
 Move Distance Actions Distance Bonus  
 Walk 1D6” 1 0” none  
 Jog 2D6” 2 1” +2 OB  
 Run 2D6x2” 3 3” +4 OB   
    
Riding 

Characters may be mounted on horseback.  Characters who ride horses move faster than those on foot, and may 
perform other actions while they are riding (such as fighting, or shooting a bow, etc.).   
 Movement Distance: The distance walked by a horse is determined by a player’s die roll of 2D6 and addition of the 
horse’s Movement Skill.  The result equals the number of inches that can be moved.   For trotting, the player rolls 2D6 plus 
the horse’s Movement Skill, and then multiply by 2 to determine distance allowance.  Galloping characters roll 2D6, add the 
horse’s Movement Skill, and then multiply by 3.  If a horse’s movement die roll is an unmodified 3 the horse stumbles and 
moves only two inches; if the roll is snake-eyes, roll for a penalty.  Apply bonuses and penalties to the horse not the rider. 

Actions: Riding a walking horse requires no action points, trotting spends two, and galloping costs three, which 
allows for no defense that round. 

Encumbrance: Riders may move at the desired speed if their total weight (rider, equipment, and baggage) is less 
than the restriction number listed on the character sheet beside the action same as in character movement above.  If two 
horses are sharing a burden, divide the weight between them to determine their movement restrictions (use the slower 
character’s limitations. 

Riding Skill Rolls: Riders must make skill rolls each turn that the horse is moving.  Failed riding die rolls mean the 
rider spends the turn trying to regain control of the horse (defense only) and does not move that turn.  Apply bonuses and 
penalties to the rider, not the horse. 
 Starting: starting a horse moving costs a movement penalty depending on how fast it is going: 1” for walking, 3” for 
trotting, and 5” for galloping.   

Stopping: If the horse is moving faster than a walk, the rider must spend a separate action, and make a separate die 
roll to stop.  If a character doesn’t deliberately stop a horse, or fails the die roll, it will proceed to the full extent of its 
movement.  The same movement penalties as for starting are applied to stopping. 
 Turning: turning a horse requires a movement penalty (the same as for starting and stopping) of some of its 
movement allowance if the turn is more than 45 degrees, and twice the penalty (plus and action) if it is making a U turn.  A 
rider making a U-turn would be required to lose: 2” for walking, 6” for trotting, and 10” for galloping; and in addition, has to 
spend another action point.  That is, a rider making a U-turn at a gallop would have to spend 1 action for riding, and make a 
required die roll of 9+, deduct 10” of movement, spend an action, and make another required die roll of 9+ for the turning 
maneuver; failure of the turning roll means that the rider is thrown the number of inches the roll is failed by and receives 1D6 
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damage points. 
Jumping: characters riding horses may jump over obstacles if they halve the length of their movement for each 

jump.  Each jump is rated with a difficulty number: 1’ high = very easy (blue), 2’ = easy (green), 3’ is moderate (yellow), 4’ 
is difficult (tan), and 5’ is very difficult.  The character jumping must make a maneuver die roll to determine if the jump was 
successful.  The number of levels actually rolled below the required die roll indicates how many feet by which the jump was 
missed.  For example, say a character wants to jump a 3’ fence which is a moderate roll (yellow).  If the actual die roll turns 
out to be green, the character missed the jump by 1’.  If the actual die roll is tan, the jumper cleared the obstacle with a foot to 
spare.  Assume that the character will jump an equal distance in front of the object as he does behind it.   

Fighting: Some warhorses are trained to kick at the enemy in battle.  In game terms an attack may be made (by 
warhorses only) once per combat round if the horse is in melee that turn (not moving).   

Ramming: Sometimes a horse will ram a character or object.  Roll damage on the person or object based on the 
horse’s strength (x2 for trotting, and x3 for galloping).  If the object is not broken, apply a damage roll on the same column to 
the horse.  Ramming does not cost an extra action, it is a function of moving. 
 

Mounted Movement 
 Horse Horse Rider’s Required Stop/start Charge 
 Move Distance Actions Die Rolls Distance Bonus 
 Walk 2D6” 1 5+ 1” +2 OB 
 Trot 2D6x2” 2 7+ 3” +4 OB 
 Gallop 2D6x3” 3 9+ 5” +6 OB  
 
 Mounted Penalties Riding (falling = 1D6 concussion damage) 
 1 = Mount slips on a rock and falls; weapons scatter (if lance attack, rider pole vaults 1D6x5’). 
 2 = Mount stops dead; rider make a Very Difficult roll to hang on or be thrown. 
 3 = Mount moves half distance and veers (right or left); rider roll Difficult to hang on or be thrown. 
 4 = Mount moves 1D6”, stops & rears; rider roll Moderate to regain control or defense only. 
 5 = Mount throws a shoe 1/2 movement. 
 6 = Recover control, try die roll again. 
 
 Mounted Penalties Starting (falling = 1D6 damage) 
 1 = Mount Rears; roll Very Difficult to hang on or be thrown. 
 2 = Mount moves half distance and veers; rider roll Difficult to hang on or thrown. 
 3 = Mount moves 1D6” & rears; rider roll Moderate to regain control or defense only.  

4 = Mount fidgets 1D6” to (direction); rider roll Easy to stop it and return to starting point -1 action. 
 5 = Mount will not move – turn lost. 
 6 = Recover control, try die roll again. 
 
Driving 
 Characters may also drive wagons, carts or chariots using their driving skill.  Conditions are similar to riding 
without so many fancy options.  Only chariots move at the speed of single horses.  Wagons or carts pulled by oxen or 
donkeys may not gallop.  Camels also move at the rate of a one-horse cart.  If a wagon or cart is fully loaded, movement is 
halved.  Use the standard bonus chart for boxcar die rolls.  See the penalty chart below.  Turning penalties are applied same 
as in riding above. 
 
 Horse  1 Horse  2 Horse  Stop/start  Rider’s  Required 
 Move  Distance  Distance  Distance  Actions  Die Rolls 
 Walk  1D6”  2D6  2”  0  5+  
 Trot  2D6”  2D6x2  3”  1  7+  
 Gallop  2D6x2”  2D6x3  4”  2  9+  
 
 Vehicle Driving Penalties 
 1 = Vehicle careens out of control*; driver roll Extremely Difficult to recover; lose all other actions this turn. 
 2 = Vehicle swerves dangerously; driver roll Very Difficult to recover; lose all other actions this turn; lose 1/2 speed. 
 3 = Vehicle skids to the side; driver roll Difficult to recover; lose 4 points of speed. 
 4 = Vehicle stalls (slows 2 points); driver roll Moderate to recover). 
 5 = Vehicle slows 1 point. 
 6 = Recover control, try again.  *will crash in 1D6 turns; try each turn to recover. 
 
7. STATIC MANEUVERS 

Maneuvers are non-combat, compound actions which use other skills.  The gamemaster must make a judgment on 
the difficulty level of the maneuver, which die modifications apply, and the number of actions (or time) it will spend.  
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Maneuvers (such a picking a lock) usually require 2 action points per round, sometimes three, and some actions can often 
take several rounds, minutes, or hours to accomplish.  When the consequences of a die roll are cut and dry, such as when a 
character might see a chair or not, then these charts will not be needed.  These are called Static Maneuvers; they are listed on 
the Game Master’s reference sheet.  General Maneuvers: White = Failure, forget it; Blue = Very slight success, try again later 
or let someone else try; Green = Almost successful; try again this turn with a +2; Yellow = Success; Orange = Very 
successful. 

Influence Maneuvers – Influence maneuvers are used to convince NPC’s to agree to cooperate with you.  This could 
be anything from convincing someone to hire on as a guard, or to help get a permit from a bureaucrat.  This chart can be used 
by many skills: character, charisma, con, bribe, command, etc.  Influence Maneuvers: White = Failure, the answer is a flat no; 
try again tomorrow; Blue = Indifference; try again next turn with a -2; Green = Mild interest; try again next turn (+2 
charisma); if fail, try again tomorrow; Yellow = Interested, and ready to join or help; Orange = Very interested, thrilled to be 
part of it. 

Shapeshifter Change Maneuvers – This chart is used for any shapeshifter’s attempt to change form.  This is used for 
the six types of shapeshifters: werebears, berserks, werewolves, trollbloods, treemelders, and chameleons.  The character uses 
their shapeshifter skill versus 0 to attempt the maneuver.  Shapeshifting is discussed in detail below in the Shapeshifter 
portion of this section.  Shapeshifter Change Maneuvers: White = Failure, try again in an hour; Blue = Change very slowly, 
takes 4-6 game turns; Green = Change slowly, takes 2-3 game turns; Yellow = Good, change in one turn; Orange = Excellent; 
change in one action. 

Cause Fear Maneuvers – When a player character is causing fear to NPCs this chart is used to determine the extent 
to which the maneuver worked.  When attempting to influence a troop of minions, roll once for the whole group.  Only roll 
separately for leaders and Shamans etc.  Attempting to cause fear does not cost any action points.  SE = defender is free from 
fear for the rest of this combat, White = no fear this round (turn), Blue = the defender is frightened but can continue to 
maneuver at a –2 to all actions, Green = the defender is shaking with fear but can operate with a –4 to all actions, Yellow = 
the defender is petrified and cannot act at all, Orange = the defender will run (2D6x2) straight out of range and will not return 
for the rest of this combat, BC = the defender is destroyed with permanent mind damage.  Roll for a bonus. 
 
7. RESISTANCE MANEUVERS 
 Resistance rolls are used when a character is reacting to or resisting some kind of influence.  These maneuvers are 
instant reactions and do not use any action points.  Players roll on the chart versus the strength of the influence. 
 Resist Sickness/Poison Maneuvers – See Healing Section. 

Sickness/Poison Recovery Maneuvers – See the Healing Section. 
Resist Nausea Maneuvers – This chart is used to determine how much a bad stench or gory situation affects the 

character.  Use the character’s constitution versus the difficulty of the situation.  Resist Nausea Maneuvers: SE = 1D6 
organ/muscle damage from retching for 1D6 turns; White = completely incapacitated this turn; Blue = vomiting -4 to all 
actions this turn; Green = gagging -2 to all actions this turn; Yellow = OK but not happy; Orange = “What smell?  What’s the 
matter with you?”; BC = (deep breath), roll for constitution bonus. 

Resist Unbalancing Maneuvers – This chart is used when a character is resisting the possibility of losing their 
balance, either from combat (results on the resolution chart with an asterix), or from walking on a slippery ledge or tree 
branch, etc.  Resist Unbalancing Maneuvers: SE = fall hard 1D6 damage; White = fall 1 point damage; Blue = recover or 
catch onto something (-2 actions); Green = recover -1 action; Yellow = OK no effect; Orange = really OK +1 action; BC = 
roll for agility bonus. 

Resist Surprise Maneuvers – If the players are caught off-guard or ambushed, use this chart to determine their level 
of readiness.  Use their tactics or leader skill versus an ambush and perception skill for everything else (traps, etc).  Resist 
Surprise Maneuvers: SE = completely unaware, no defense; White = caught off guard –2 defense; Blue = surprised, -1 
defense; Green = OK, but defense only this round; Yellow = saw it coming, OK to act this round; Orange = expected it, +2 
defense this round; BC = roll for perception or tactics bonus. 

Resist Detection Maneuvers – Hiding/Subterfuge Maneuvers: White = Failure, you are completely noticed; Blue = 
someone heard/saw something, roll again with a -2; Green = someone suspects something; ; Yellow = Success; you are 
hidden for now; Orange = Very successful, you are completely hidden; BC = roll for possible skill improvement. 

Resist Control/Influence Maneuvers – Sometimes NPC’s are trying to influence player characters, perhaps to 
sidetrack them from their goals (PC’s are only human, right?).  The character must attempt to resist using their character skill, 
versus the NPC’s skill.  Resist Influence Maneuvers: SE = you become a complete slave to the suggestion; White = you are 
hooked, for now; Blue = interested, -2 to further resistance; 2nd time = failure; Green = mild interest, -1 to further resistance; 
Yellow = Free; Orange = no way, ever; BC = never, roll for character bonus. 

Resist Fear Maneuvers – This maneuver is used when a player character is being influenced by fear caused by an 
evil magician or undead creature (magic fear) or by a large and ferocious creature (natural fear).  Fear Resistance Maneuver: 
SE = the defender is petrified and cannot act at all; roll for a penalty; White = the defender will run (2D6x2) straight out of 
range and will not return for the rest of this combat; Blue = the defender is shaking with fear but can operate with a –4 to all 
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actions; Green = the defender is frightened but can continue to maneuver at a –2 to all actions; Yellow = the defender is free 
from fear this round (turn); Orange = defender is free from fear for the rest of this combat; BC = defender is free from fear of 
this person/animal, roll for possible bonus.  Use this penalty chart when a player character rolls snake-eyes during a 
resistance maneuver.   
 

Magical Fear Resistance Penalty: 
 1 = character becomes autistic/insane. 
 2 = character loses control of thoughts; 2D6 mind damage. 
 3 = character automatically runs away; 1D6 mind damage. 
 4 = character starts shaking; permanent -2 versus creature type that caused the fear.* 
 5 = character develops a tick at the mention of the feared object; permanent -1 versus the creature type.* 
 6 = character suddenly finds new courage, try Fear Resistance again. 
 *This can be overcome by not taking a +1 bonus to skill in the future. 
 
Shapeshifters 
 Shapeshifting is a skill which can be acquired by non-urban cultures of the Northman, Southron, and Easterling 
races.  It is not to be confused with lycanthropic-type diseases that cause a person to periodically change into an evil or 
amoral beast against their will.  The character makes the transformation at will and still remains aligned with ‘good’ peoples 
although on a much more instinctive level.  They may become confused but not evil.  In order to generate a shapeshifter 
character, choose one of two professions available in the Character Generation Section: Shapeshifter Bear or Shapeshifter 
Wolf.  Shapeshifters must choose shapeshifting skill points when generating the character.  Points must be applied from a 
non-general skill selection when creating the character (i.e. instead of choosing a skill such as Blacksmith, place that point on 
the Shapeshifting Skill).  Shapeshifting skill points are used in the static maneuver of transformation.  The shapeshifter skill 
determines which column to use on the resolution chart during transformation (use the +1 column for a +1 skill, etc.).  Roll 
2D6 and consult the shapeshifter table to determine the degree of success in transformation, if any.   
 Fear: Bears, Berserks, Wolves, and Trollbloods cause fear equal to their shapeshifting skill versus their opponent’s 
courage.  This causes opponents to make a fear roll each round when fighting against a shapeshifter (roll once for a whole 
group of minions if it’s more convenient; roll separately for leader types).  Shapechangers cannot use the Character or Magic 
skills while transformed.  There are three types of shapeshifters and 2 levels of each.  The three types are bear, wolf, and tree 
shifters. 
 Bear – full bear shapeshifting is only available to those of the Beorning culture.  The character must choose the 
“shapeshifter, bear” profession.  Changing into a bear gives the character x2 for Strength, Melee, and Parry skills; all other 
stats remain the same.  Being a large creature, bears cause fear and are immune to natural fear (but not magical).  They 
receive a –4 fatigue DM for 1 hour for every portion of an hour spent transformed, or for every round of combat.  They need 
to transform again to change back to human. 
 Berserk (partial bear) – berserks can come from any Northman culture but must be from the warrior profession.  
They are a type of bear worshipping cult.  Berserks become bear-like in features and ferocity and they cause fear.  They 
growl, froth at the mouth, bite their shields, etc. but do not become actual bears.  They receive their shapeshifter skill # added 
to their Strength, Melee, and Parry skills.  Other stats remain the same.  They are also immune to natural fear but not magical 
fear.  After transforming back to full human, they are fatigued with a –4DM for all stats, for 1 hour per every minute spent 
transformed or for every round of combat.  They need to consciously transform again to change back to human; but if they 
fail a resistance roll against magical fear, they transform automatically. 
 Wolf – full wolf shapeshifting is only available to those of the Gramuz culture.  The character must choose the 
“shapeshifter, wolf” profession.  Wolf shapeshifters double their stats for Agility, Movement, Perception, and Subterfuge 
while transformed (other stats remain as normal).  Wolves cause natural fear but are not immune to magical fear.  They also 
receive a –4 fatigue DM for 1 hour for every part of an hour spent transformed or for each combat round.  They need to 
transform again to change back to human. 
 Trollblood (partial wolf) – is available to any Northman warrior.  This transformation only takes place after 
sundown.  Mistakenly called ‘trollblood’ by many Northmen, this phenomenon should actually be called ‘wolf blood’ 
because it is a partial wolf transformation and has nothing to do with trolls (Northmen think all magic comes from trolls, so 
even magicians are called ‘troll wise’).  The character’s face becomes distorted and his hair becomes white (trollbloods cause 
fear); the eyes reflect in the dark light like an animal’s eyes.  The character receives night strength, night vision, and cause 
fear.  Add character’s shapechanging skill points to Strength, Perception, MOB, and Courage during the transformation; the 
other stats remain the same.  After transforming back to full human, they are fatigued with a –4DM for all stats, for 1 hour for 
every portion of an hour spent transformed or for every combat round.  They need to transform again to change back to 
human. 
 Treemelder – melting into tree trunks (for up to 1 hour) is available to Northmen of the Rhovanian (Woodman) 
culture who are rangers or hunters.  The tree trunk must be at least 12” in diameter.  During a tree meld, the character can see 
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and hear all that goes on (within normal limitations) around the tree.  There are no bonuses or penalties for this maneuver, 
and the character is undetectable for the duration.  After 1 hour, the character will receive a –6 DM for 1 hour for every 
portion of an hour spent in the tree.  They need to transform again to change back to human. 
 Chameleon – blending in with a foliage background is a partial skill of treemelding and is also only available to 
characters of the Rhovanian (Woodman) culture that are rangers or hunters.  This is a chameleon-like camouflage maneuver 
that provides a x2 bonus to subterfuge for the duration.  The character’s skin, clothing, and equipment all change physically 
to look like the background vegetation.  The transformation works as long as desired, as long as the character doesn’t move.  
If the character moves, the spell is broken.  There is no fatigue penalty and they only need to move to transform back to 
human. 
 
DEFENSE 

Players must declare what defense they are using and what their total defense skill is.  There are seven possible 
defenses, utilizing various skills the character might have an advantage in.  Defenses include Catch, React, Run, Evade, 
Dodge, Parry with a shield, and Parry with a weapon.  Defense is subtracted from the attacker’s MOB; if the attack die roll 
indicates a ‘0’ result on the combat chart, the defense was successful.  Characters may use as many defensive reactions in a 
round as needed if they reserved one action point for defense.  They do not need to always use the same defense option but 
they cannot exceed the number of actions they reserved for defense.  Defenders can also compound their defenses by 
doubling and tripling their defenses, which requires 2 and 3 actions respectively.     
 
Single Defenses 

Catch - (1 action) A Catch is when a defender attempts to catch an attacker's weapon shaft or his wrist.  Subtract the 
defender’s General skill from the attacker’s MOB.  If the attack result is a “0”, the weapon has been caught and removed 
from the attacker’s hand.  If the attack is a ‘moderate’ (Yellow) or less result, the hand or weapon shaft is caught but it is still 
in the attacker’s hand.  Damage points do not apply.  After catching the weapon, the character may try to take it from his 
hand using Agility or Strength maneuvers.  If the attack result is higher than moderate, the attempt failed and the defender 
receives damage normally. 

React - (1 action) Reacting requires quick and intelligent thinking (use Intelligence skill).  This is when a defender 
kicks sand, waves a hat or cloak, or throws a drink, etc., before an attacker can strike.  The player must state what action is 
being done and must have such a resource nearby in order to do it.  If no resources are available, the defender may try "Your 
shoe's untied!", or "Look behind you!"  Subtract the defender’s Intelligence skill from the attacker’s MOB.  If the attack 
result is a “0”, the attacker is stunned for the rest of that round and can only do defense.  If the attack result is moderate or 
less, the defender receives no damage but the attacker is not stunned.  If the attack is higher than moderate, the defender is 
hit, the react didn’t work.  The attacker must be in close range (within 4“) of the defender to use this defense. 

Move – (1 action) A character attempts to back up quickly before a blow falls.  Subtract the defender’s movement 
bonus from the attackers MOB.  The defender may move after the attack (unless he is knocked prone or unconscious) in any 
phase in which the attack takes place (in the archery, melee, or move and attack phases).   

Dodge - (1 action) Characters Dodge enemy attacks by relying on their quick reflexes to confuse the enemy and 
avoid hits.  Subtract the character's Agility skill from the attacker’s MOB.  An attack result of “0’ indicates that the defense 
was completely successful, otherwise hits are taken normally.   

Evade – (1 action) Evading an enemy attack is done using the character's Perception Bonus (similar to dodge, just a 
different skill).  Subtract the defender’s Perception skill from the attacker’s MOB.  An attack result of “0’ indicates that the 
defense was completely successful, otherwise hits are taken normally.   

Shielding – (1 action) Shielding is done by adding the shield bonus to the character’s parry bonus and subtracting the 
result from the attacker’s MOB.  The shield bonus is based on the size of the shield and represents the additional difficulty in 
hitting the defender.  A target gives a +1 bonus, a small shield gives a +2, medium a +3, and large a +4.  In addition, also 
depending on their size, shields give an automatic protection to certain areas of the body if they are hit.  That is, hits on body 
areas that are covered by a shield are deflected: bucklers provide no cover of this type, but small shields cover the shield arm, 
medium-sized shields cover the shield arm and the body, and large shields cover the shield arm, body, and shield-side leg.  
However, die rolls that are ‘doubles’ (2-2’s, 2-3’s, 2-4’s, 2-5’s or 2-6’s) indicate that an attack somehow gets past the shield 
(perhaps it was turned away), and the location rolled is hit anyway.   

Whenever a shield makes an automatic stop always check to see if it is broken in the process.  Shields are made of 
different materials that have varying degrees of strength: leather, wood/bronze, iron, steel, or mithril/magic.  Edged and 
concussion weapons will break a shield, arrows and spears will only pierce them.  If a shield is pierced or broken, apply half 
the damage to the appropriate body area.  The combat chart is coded by color to indicate hits that will break shields.  For 
example, a ‘9’ result on the +4 column will cause a wood or bronze shield to break.  A magic or enchanted shield (any shield 
that magically gives a bonus to the character) cannot be broken except by a purple result even if it is made of leather (or 
paper for that matter).  Desperate characters may use another item as a shield, such as a chair or board.  Rate the bonus by 
size (+1 very small, +2 small, +3 medium, +4 large) and determine whether it breaks by type of material.  Even if a shield 
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stops a hit, the asterix results do apply and the character still may be knocked down or at least have to resist unbalancing. 
 Parrying – (1 action) Characters who do not use a shield may defend themselves by parrying with their weapon.  
Different weapons have different parry bonuses listed on the weapons chart.  For example broadswords give a +2 to parry.  
Add the parry bonus to the character’s parry bonus and subtract the result from the attacker’s MOB.  If the defender is using 
two weapons to parry, add both parry bonuses to the parry bonus.  Parrying also gives automatic body area cover benefits just 
like a shield as follows: a one-handed weapon covers the weapon arm; a two-handed weapon covers the weapon arm and 
body; two 1-handed weapons (one in each hand) cover both arms; and a quarterstaff covers both arms and the body.  
Whenever a weapon makes an automatic parry check the color result to see if the weapon is broken.  For example a ‘9’ result 
on the +4 chart will break a quarterstaff made of wood.  However, just as in shields, die rolls that are ‘doubles’ do get past the 
parry and hit the location rolled.  Parrying only works against melee or thrown weapons and does not work against arrows 
(except Quick Parry).  Asterix results also apply to successful parries. 
  
Double Defenses 
 Characters may spend 2 actions and add two of their defensive skills together.  Defense remains doubled for the 
entire round.  Double defenses cannot be done if the character is carrying a shield.  No single skill except movement can be 
used more than once.  That means that except for movement two different skills must be combined to make a double defense. 
 Power-Parry – (2 actions) add defender’s Parry skill + weapon parry number + Strength.  This defense is only good 
against regular attacks and power attacks.  It cannot be used against any other attack. 
 Quick-Parry – (2 actions) add defender’s Parry skill + weapon parry number + Agility.  This defense is only good 
against regular attacks and quickattacks.  It is also good against archery, and thrown weapons.   
 Sharp-Parry – (2 actions) add defender’s Parry skill + weapon parry number + Perception.  This defense is only 
good against regular attacks and sharpattacks.  It is also good against archery, and thrown weapons.   
 Dodge-Evade – (2 actions) add Agility + Perception.  This defense is good against all forms of melee and archery 
attacks. 
 Double Move – (2 actions) subtract defender’s Movement bonus x 2 from attacker’s Melee skill.  The defender may 
make a jogging movement directly after the attack.  This defense is good against all forms of melee or archery attacks and 
remains in effect for the rest of the round. 
 
Triple Defenses  
 Characters may spend 3 actions and add three of their defensive skills together (defense remains tripled for the entire 
round).  These are really helpful when a hobbit does not want to be crushed by a troll’s warclub.  No single defensive 
attribute except movement can be used more than once, i.e., no one can do a quick-quick-parry.  However an evade-quick-
parry can be done.  Triple defenses cannot be done by any characters that are carrying a shield. 
 Dodge-Evade-Move – (3 actions) add Agility, Perception, and Movement.  After the attack the character may make 
a walking movement away from the attacker.  This is good against all forms of melee and archery attacks. 
 Triple Move (Running) – (3 actions) Subtract the defender’s Movement bonus x3 from the attacker’s MOB.  
Directly after the attack the character may make a running movement away from the attacker.  This defense is good for the 
rest of the round. 

Some attacks have inherent defenses built into them.  Pouncing, Ramming, and Charging attacks give an automatic 
defense of movement: Movement skill x1 if walking, x2 if jogging, and x3 if running.  Martial arts and acrobat attacks also 
have inherent defense bonuses depending on the maneuver performed during the combat round.  These bonuses are listed on 
their maneuver list.  All these defenses are good for the rest of the round. 
 
BREAKING ITEMS 
 Characters may want to break an item, a door for example.  These items do not have any defense, so adjust the 
attacker’s MOB by the degree of difficulty to hit (moderate, difficult, very difficult, etc.) and roll on the appropriate column 
of the combat chart.  The difficulty begins at moderate because breaking solid objects is never easy or very easy.  Characters 
must have the appropriate tools versus the specific material being attacked (an axe for a tree, a hammer for stone, etc.).  
Inanimate items do have endurances, depending on how strong they are, and endurance reductions do increase the attacker’s 
MOB.  Only point damage is used in breaking large solid objects – color and asterix results are ignored. 
 
 Some suggested endurances are: 

Item Break/Endurance: -2 -4 -6 Broken 
Adobe/earth 1’  2 4 6 8 
Softwood plant 1” 3 6 9 12 (thin door) 
Hardwood plank 1” 4 6 12 16 (thick door) 
Timber 6”  5 10 15 20 (very thick door) 
Timber 1’  6 12 18 24 (Village gate) 
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Iron 1”   7 14 21 28 (Village gate reinforced by iron) 
Masonry/stone 1’  8 16 24 32 
Solid Stone 1’  10 20 30 40 (reinforced city gate) 

 
 
 For example, say a character wants to cut a 1 foot diameter tree trunk that is lying across the road.  Use the 
endurance for Timber 1’.  Characters may use powerattacks when attempting to break an item but not sharpattacks or 
quickattacks.  If the character has an axe and the tree trunk is easy to hit, then the difficulty will be ‘moderate’ which gives no 
modifier to the Character’s offensive bonus.  If the character’s offensive melee skill is 4, that places the character on the 4 
column of the combat chart.  Say he swings and rolls a 3.  He missed.  He swings again and rolls an 8.  That’s 5 points of 
damage which gives the tree trunk a minus 2 – which is added to the character’s offensive bonus (since we can’t subtract it 
from the object.  Now the character rolls on the 6 column of the combat chart.  He swings again and rolls a 9 which gives 10 
more points of damage.  When added to the previous 5 points the tree trunk now has 15 points of damage.  It is now a -4, 
which puts the character on the 7 chart.  The tree trunk only has 9 more points left before it is broken.  Unfortunately the 
character rolls snake-eyes – well, you get the picture.  Eventually the tree trunk is cut and then a dwarf or a strong man must 
move the pieces out of the way or more cuts have to be made.   
 If a time constraint needs to be considered, use combat rounds to keep track of the passing of time but double them.  
Each combat round is 10 seconds but working is harder than fighting so call these rounds 20 seconds each.  If a character is 
attempting to use magic to break an item then only spells that have a physical effect can be used: firebolts, waterbolts, 
icebolts, and shock bolts.  Loose items can be levitated out of the way, but items that are attached to something must be 
broken.  There may be conditions which cause the chopping of the tree trunk such as slippery mud, ice, or snow.  In this case 
the offensive bonus of the character will be reduced and in addition he may have to resist unbalancing after each swing. 
 
LARGE SCALE BATTLES AND SIEGES 
 Large battles need less detail in the combat.  The players cannot worry about every little scratch as NPC receives so 
an alternate system is used.  The melee and archery systems are the same, i.e. the melee offensive bonus equals melee skill 
plus weapon damage versus the opponent’s defense skill plus shield or weapon parry.  Leaders apply regular damage as is 
done for Player Characters but NPCs apply damage as follows: 1 or 2 points = no effect, 3 = wounded, 6 = killed.  Wounded 
NPCs may not continue to fight.   

Morale – is applied based on surviving members of a company.  A company with a leader will flee upon receiving 
50% casualties, but a company with a leader down will flee on only 25% casualties.  In large battles siege equipment will 
often be in effect.  To create a company take an NPC Company template and write their stats on it.  Also write down the main 
stats for their weapons, armor, and equipment. 

Battering Rams – Battering rams must be manned by at least four figures at all times otherwise they cannot be 
moved or used.  Castle doors will be rated by the materials with which they are constructed.  It is operated by using the 
average crew strength as an attack DM.  If the target is a wooden door of a fort or small castle the ‘break wood’ result will 
achieve a hit.  Roll 1D6 whenever a hit is made.  If the number rolled is equal to or lower than the number of hits the door has 
received then it is broken and troops may enter.  If the door belongs to a larger castle then it will be made of wood and iron 
straps.  In that case a ‘break iron’ result will achieve a hit.  The largest castles will have steel doors and a ‘break steel’ result 
will be required in order to achieve a hit. 
 Siege Turtle Ram – A siege turtle is a man-powered wagon with a battering ram in it.  It requires a crew of six and 
gives a defense bonus of 8.  Because the ram is suspended it is easier to swing and hits a door with more power.  Add 4 
strength points to the crew’s average strength to attack.  It can only be broken with a ‘break wood’ result.  Roll 1D6 for each 
hit – if the result is equal to or lower than the number of times it is hit then it is destroyed and cannot be used as a ram – nor 
does it provide any defensive protection. 
 Scaling Ladders – Ladders must be carried and raised by two figures; otherwise they cannot be moved or raised.  
Ladders are set up by making a ‘difficult’ strength roll (roll only once per ladder).  This action takes two actions.  If 
successful, the ladder is up and figures may begin climbing it.  A ladder on a small fort palisade requires 6” of movement to 
reach the top; a medium castle wall takes 10” and a large castle wall takes 14”.  The figure must have enough movement to 
make it to the top of the ladder or it remains on the ground.  Then the character may jump onto parapet with succeeding 
movement points.  To knock down a ladder requires two defenders (two actions) and they must make a ‘difficult’ die roll 
(roll once per ladder).  If an attacker was trying to climb the ladder he receives an ‘8’ melee attack for the fall.  Any figures 
hit by the falling character/ladder receive the same. 

Boiling Oil – Dropping boiling oil requires that the oil be heated up first.  At the start of the battle roll 1D6 and the 
result indicates the number of turns that will pass before the oil is hot enough to use.  Oil pots require two crewmen to 
operate.  Dropping the oil takes two actions and is an ‘easy’ die roll (roll once per oil pot).  Oil will hit all targets in a 3” 
radius from the place where the oil is dropped.  The oil makes a ‘15’ melee attack on each target (roll separately for each).  
The oil pot requires 1D6 turns to reload.  Reloading and dropping is impossible with out a crew of two. 
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 Rock Droppers – A rock dropper requires a crew of two to load and operate.  Loading takes three actions.  Dropping 
takes two actions because it must be moved out over the parapet and then released (a ‘moderate’ maneuver).  The rocks will 
hit any target in a three inch radius with a ‘10’ melee attack.  Roll separately for each target figure.  The rock dropper then 
takes 1D6 turns to reload.  On a roll of snake-eyes the rock dropper will fall over the edge along with the load of rocks.  In 
that case the targets get hit with a ‘15’ attack and the dropper is no longer available to the defenders. 
 Catapults – Catapults are small rock throwing devices that require a crew of two to operate and reload.  A full crew 
is required to move them.  To fire a catapult, select a target location (mark it on the board) and roll 2D6.  A die roll of ‘12’ 
(boxcars) indicates the desired location is hit.  Otherwise subtract the die roll from 12 and multiply the result by three.  That 
is how far the shot missed the target by.  Then roll 1D8 for direction of the missed shot and resolve the hit in that location (1 
= N, 2 = NE & etc.).  Catapults hit their targets with a ‘12’ melee attack in a 2” radius.  The target’s defense skill does not 
apply, but the shield bonus and armor do.  These weapons are so unreliable that gunnery skill does not apply.  Instead, for 
each attempt to hit the exact same target subtract one from the required die roll to hit; that is, on the second attempt a die roll 
of ‘11’ is required, on the third a ’10,’ and etc.  Catapults only move at the walking rate although three actions are expended.  
A catapult’s maximum range is only 40”.  If snake-eyes are rolled the machine breaks and needs 1D6 rounds to repair and 
then 1D6 more rounds to reload. 
 Trebuchet - Trebuchets are large catapults.  They are used as above except the range is 72”.  The damage is a 20 
melee attack in a 3” radius. 
 Siege Towers – A siege tower is a means to get a lot of men onto the parapet of a castle.  A medium tower requires a 
crew of four to push it along at the walking rate (3 actions).  The crew is assumed to be inside the tower base.  Figures on a 
tower receive a 4 point defense bonus.  The tower may have men on it as it rolls along.  When the tower reached the parapet 
wall it takes one action to drop a gang plank.  Then figures may move along it onto the parapet at a walking rate (1 action).  A 
large tower requires a crew of 8 to move it and it provides a defense bonus of 6.  These can also be moved by larges beasts 
instead of men.
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Magic Section 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Many of these magic lists have been distilled (and modified) from the Middle Earth Role Playing game (MERP) by 
Iron Crown Enterprises (ICE).  Additional spell lists and additional magic character types have also been added to the basic 
lists.  Magic User or Magician characters in the game receive spell lists from the selection below.  To understand magic, one 
must understand the creation of Middle Earth.  Eru (God) created the Valar (angels) to help him sing the creation song, the 
means by which Middle Earth was created.  But one of the Valar, Melchor, loved chaos and sang discord into the creation 
song.  Maiar are lesser Valar who loved creation so much they wanted to live and work in the creation itself, not just as gods 
outside of it (Tom Bombadil was one of these).  Many of these Maiar became gods to men and elves (God of the Hunt, God 
of the sea, etc.), thus forming different religions for the various cultures of Middle Earth.  The Valar reside in Aman where 
the elves go when they tire of Middle Earth.  The Maiar and Istar live in Middle Earth itself.  Melchor (who became 
Morgoth) and some of his Maiar servants (Sauron was one), also moved to middle earth, seeking to completely corrupt the 
creation.  They began to create evil creatures with which to fight the firstborn (elves) and second born (dwarves).  Morgoth 
was defeated in the first age, but Sauron sprang up again in the second age, when the ring was cut from his hand by Isuldur.  
The five Istari (Wizards), were sent by the good Valar to help destroy Morgoth’s evil once and for all.  But only Gandalf 
remained true to his mission.  Player characters are involved in the third age, when Sauron is coming back to power.   
 Realms of Power - Spells are derived from four realms of power: Essence, Channeling, Etheria, and Necromancy.  
Essence receives its power from the echoes of the original creation song, which created Arda, the physical universe of Middle 
Earth.  Therefore most of the essence spells use forces elemental in nature: Fire, earth, wind, light, cold, etc.  As time passes, 
the echoes become weaker, so this magic is waning.  Channeling uses the residual power of the Valar, which is channeled 
through the magicians who cast the spells.  These spells do not normally require the conscious cooperation of the individual 
Valar themselves.  The connection of the Valar to Middle Earth and the strength of the Maiar in Middle Earth are becoming 
fainter, so this power is fading also.  Essence and Channeling magicians are aligned with the powers of ‘good’ and are 
available to Elves and Numenorians.  The Noldo elves learned these powers from the Valar in Aman (heaven), and taught 
them to the Numenorians and other elves when they returned to Middle Earth.  Essence power is also accessible by Dwarves.  
The Ethereal Realm receives its power from the residue of ether (an echo of the magic of the creation itself) that still resides 
in  the physical world, trees, rocks, lakes, etc.  This is the realm of the Shamans of Men, and it can be used for good or evil.  
Much of the ethereal form of magic is slower to access and must be achieved through special rituals and mediums.  As the 
world becomes more ‘solid’ and the ether fades, this magic slowly wanes also.  In time, there will be no more magic in 
Middle Earth.  The last magic realm, Necromancy, consists of the Black Arts created by Morgoth.  Creatures using this magic 
are unequivocally evil in nature and are aligned with Sauron.  Player characters cannot cross realms. 
 Schools of Magic - Within each realm there is a number of ‘schools.’  Each school is a group of four spell lists with 
five spells in each list.  Player characters must choose a school as their primary curriculum.  When they graduate from their 
primary school, they may choose another to study (skill level 6).  Six is the highest Magic skill that can be achieved.  Once 
the magician has reached level 6, further skill bonuses result in gaining a new school, up to the limit allowed for that 
magician type.  The schools are: 
 Essence Realm : Elemental Law, Fundamental Law, Illusion Law, and Enchantment Law. 
 Channeling: Channeling Ways, Protection Ways, Healing Ways, Creation Ways, Nature Ways, and Song Ways. 
 Ethereal Realm: Mental Precepts, Seeing Precepts, Mystical Precepts, Cursing Precepts, and Mending Precepts. 
 Necromancy Realm: Mentalist Controls, Cleric Controls, Conjurer Controls, Sorcery Controls, and Curse Controls. 
 
MAGICIANS 
 There are 15 types of magic users who are available as player characters.  Eight are professional magicians (or 
magic is part of their profession) and there are 5 civilian or lay magicians.  Civilians can only learn their original spell lists, 
while professionals can eventually learn all of the lists if they want to.  The eight professional magicians are Mages, 
Animists, Bards, Elven Rangers, Monks, Warrior Monks, Conjurers, and Enchanters.  The civilian magicians are Sages, 
Mystics, Seers, Healers, and Shamans.  Players may not choose evil magic characters to play.  The good magicians and a 
description of the realms of magic are listed here. 
 
Magicians of the Essence Realm 

Mage - Mages are allowed to choose from the Mage Lists, which derive their power from the physical elements 
(earth, air, fire, and water).  They use the laws of the universe to move elements as weapons or for protection.  Mages are 
very aggressive and active against evil.  Gandalf clearly favored the Essence realm of magic, especially Fire Law.  Mages 
have the possibility of learning 4 different schools. 
 Illusionist - Illusionists use their own illusionist spell lists.  They are good at deceiving people with images and 
sensations.  Illusionists can learn 2 schools. 
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 Monk - Monks are magicians who are trained in unarmed combat; they may use spells from the Healer, Illusionist, 
Mystic, Sage, Seer, or Shaman spells (choose one). 

Enchanter - Enchanters (sometimes called Alchemists) use magic to enchant weapons or other object with magic 
spells.  True enchanting of artifacts (which is not available to any player characters) requires that the caster be a skilled 
artisan as well as a magician.  He must create the object, all the while, casting spells before, during, and after the creation of 
the artifact.  The most powerful enchantment spell in Middle Earth was done when the One Ring was created.  Most truly 
enchanted items are actually ancient artifacts that can only be found – such powerful spells are no longer available in Middle 
Earth. 
 
Magicians of the Channeling Realm 

Animist - Animists use the magic of the gods to help other creatures through healing and protection.  Animists are 
mostly passive against evil, preferring to maintain and restore goodness and health in the world rather than directly fight 
against evil.  They repair damage that is done by evil, using animist spell lists.  See the article on Magic Healing below. 
 Conjurer - Conjurers use channeling and bard lists to confuse their enemies. 

Bard - Bards are musicians who use magic to influence the perceptions, thoughts, and actions of those around them.  
Bards have their own set of spell lists to choose from.  Musicians who do not use magic are called minstrels. 
 Ranger - Numenorian, Elven, and Half-elven Rangers have their own spell lists which enhance their abilities in the 
wild.  Ranger spells help them to move faster, track enemies, and blend in with the environment better.  Rangers of other 
cultures/races do not use magic. 
 Warrior Monk - Warrior Monks are magicians who are trained in unarmed combat; they may choose spells from the 
Ranger lists. 
 
Magicians of the Ethereal Realm 
 Sages - use spells which help them to know things about other people in order to solve problems.  They have their 
own special spell list.  Sages are the good counterpart to evil mentalists.  They only harm others when threatened, whereas 
mentalists try to hurt others mentally. 
 Mystics - are spiritualists who use their knowledge and experience of the spirit world as well as their own list of 
spells to defend and protect people. 
 Seers - use Open Channeling and Spirit Protection spells to benefit people. 
 Healers - use healing magic to heal people.  See the article on Magic Healing below. 

Shamans - Shamans use their own shaman and healer lists.  They are usually connected to a specific tribe and the 
well-being of that tribe but a few apprentices can be found wandering about, gaining experience.  Shamans can be found in 
any nomadic or semi-nomadic tribal culture.   

Shamanic Ceremonies and Methods by Culture - The list below describes the traits of each type of shaman.  The list 
describes the culture and name of each type, the predominance of male or female adepts, the medium used, skills used, and 
danger involved.  The medium is used as a focal point for the magic (same as a wizard’s staff or wand) in order to reduce 
fatigue to the Shaman.  Some Shamans will have helpers who will share some of the fatigue.  The skills listed as Magic+Herb 
indicate that both the magic and the herb’s benefits apply to the patient’s recovery.  Danger refers to what both the patient 
and the Shaman will have to make a resistance roll against if the shaman rolls snake-eyes during the curing phase of the 
ceremony.  Cultures not listed do not have Shamans.  Level 5 Shamans can perform all the spells within a ceremony 
regardless whether they have a specific list or not.  These rituals are performed slowly to conserve energy (save from fatigue 
damage) and to build up power to perform an action more powerful than any single spell.   

 
Culture  Name  M/F Medium Skills     Danger 
Estaravi Urdharkona F Clerics  Black Magic    Insanity 
  These Shamans are evil Clerics and use their own lists in the Gamemaster’s Section. 
Beorning Shapeshifters M/F Animal Empath Magic + Herb Healing   Poison 
  They use herbs a lot, but their magical healing is done through tame and willing animals. 
  If the healing fails the patient must resist poison versus Constitution. 
Rhovanian Wita  F Carved Wood Magic + Herb Healing   Wood-splice 
  The Wita must carve a piece of wood that resembles the ailing part of the body; it melds 
  into the body during the ceremony if successful and remains wood if not.  Nothing happens 
  to the Wita. 
Dale Folk Urdharkona  F Rune Carving Wood Carving, Magic Healing  Superstition 
  These Shamans carve Magical Runes into wood or bone and the patient will be relieved 
  in 1D6x1D6 weeks if successful.  Shaman must make a saving roll against losing her 
  powers if not successful.  Nothing happens to patient. 
Gramuz  Urdharkona  F Bone Casting Bone Reading, Magic Healing  Superstition 
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  These Shamans read bones they cast during the ceremony and the patient will be relieved 
  in 1D6x1D6 weeks if successful.  Shaman must make a saving roll against losing her 
  powers if not successful (Constitution).  Nothing happens to patient. 
Other Northmen Seers  F Spirits  Magic Healing, Fortune telling  Possession 
  These Seers use the influence of spirits to heal their patients.  If they fail in the healing 
  they and the patient must both resist a level five spirit possession versus Constitution. 
  Seers can easily scare the wits out of any Northman. 
Donan/Donaen Modru  F Human Sacrifice Mystical and Cleric spells  Possession 
  Modru are evil Clerics who use Human sacrifice to the quell the anger of the gods 
  And animal sacrifice to heal people.  If fail both Cleric and Patient must resist 
  A level five possession by the animal’s spirit (versus Constitution). 
Daen Lintis Miach  F Viper’s Blood Viper Venom Prep, Magic Healing Poison 
  Use viper’s poison mixed in its own blood to heal.  The patient must make a resistance 
  roll against poison and if surviving and recovering from the poison they are healed. 
Dunir  Miach  F Fish oils  Fish oil prep, Magic healing  Drowning 
  These Miach do their ceremonies in the water, anointing the patient with fish oils. 
  Both patient and Miach must resist drowning (versus Constitution) if healing roll fails. 
Oathbreakers Miach  F Spirits  Magic+Herb healing, Mystical, Physic Possession  
  These Miach use the influence of spirits to heal their patients.  If they fail in the healing 
  they and the patient must both resist a level five spirit possession versus Constitution. 
Sakalai  Nehalit  M Herbs  Herblore, Magic+Herb healing, Mystic Poison 
  Nehalits use herbs alone and herbs + Magic for more effect.  Their ceremonies involve 
  Strange poisons and both Nehalit and patient must resist poison if the healing fails. 

Nemlit  F T’malshi (cats) Magic Healing    Possession 
  Nemlits use cat familiars in order to do their healing.  Both healer and patient must 
  Resist cat possession (versus Constitution) if the healing spell fails. 
Saralainnen Nehalit  M Herbs  Magic+Herb healing, Mystic spells Poison 
  Nehalits use herbs alone and herbs + Magic for more effect.  Their ceremonies involve 
  Strange poisons and both Nehalit and patient must resist poison if the healing fails. 
Ne Dreubhan Wegech  F Animal Sacrifice Chanting, Magic healing, Mystic, Sage Possession 
  Wegech use losrandir sacrifice to heal people.  If fail both Wegech and Patient must 
  resist a level five possession by the animal’s spirit (versus Constitution). 
Other Daen Miach  F Spirits  Magic+Herb healing, Mystical, Physic Possession 
  These Miach use the influence of spirits to heal their patients.  If they fail in the healing 
  they and the patient must both resist a level five spirit possession versus Constitution. 
Wainriders Akshum-oymalv M Angry Spirits Rage Spirits, Black Magic Healing Insane Rage 
  These Shamans use the angry spirits to heal their patients.  If they fail in the healing 
  they and the patient must both resist a level five spirit possession versus Constitution. 
  Failure causes insanity and uncontrollable rage. 
  Vadania F  Own Blood Bloodletting, Magic Healing  Bleeding 
  These Shamans let out their own blood in payment for healing their patients (point for 
  Point).  This is a good ceremony to have a helper Shaman 
Variags  Varia  F Torture  Bloodletting, torture, magic healing Death 
  Varia cure the patient through bloodletting and torturing the patient (point for point). 
  if the healing fails the patient dies.  If successful the patient must recover from the  
  wounds inflicted. 
Gypsies  Witches/Warlocks M/F Animal Empath Healing & Cursing precepts, herblore Possession 
  Magical healing is done through tame and willing animals.  If the healing fails the  
  patient must resist poison versus Constitution. 
     Personal Article       
  Witches and Warlocks may use target’s personal articles as a vehicle to inflict damage 
  via Cursing Precepts Spells.  No danger to caster. 
Lossoth  Viisas  M Rune Knives Rune Lore, Bone Carving, Magic Healing Insanity 
  These Viisas carve Magical Runes into wood or bone and the patient will be relieved 
  in 1D6x1D6 weeks if successful.  Shaman must make a saving roll against losing his 
  powers if not successful.  Nothing happens to patient. 
  Hendinimittasa  F Beads  Bead Necklace, Magic Healing, Mystic Possession 
  Hendinimittasa instill spells in bead necklaces.  The patient will be relieved in 1D6 x  
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  1D6 weeks if successful.  Shaman must make a saving roll against losing her powers 
  if not successful (Constitution).  Nothing happens to patient. 
 
SPELL CASTING 
Spell Lists 
 Each School has spell lists of five spells each, numbered 1-5.  Magicians may not perform spells numbered higher 
than their skill.   
 Spell Ranges - Each spell has a range limitation listed on the spell lists.  Some spells require that the spellcaster 
touch the target, some require sight of the target, and others require a distance range, such as 20” (100’). 
 Spell Effect - The effect of each spell is also described on the spell lists.  The final effect may be subject to the Game 
Master’s interpretation. 

Spell Type - Each spell is classified by type, indicating how the spell is cast: Attack (A), Burst (B), Control (C), and 
Static (S).   
 Spell Duration - Each spell also lists a duration; i.e., how long the effect will last.  Some spells have a time 
limitation such as 6 rounds of play, or 1 day of game time, etc.; some require the caster to continue to concentrate in order to 
keep the spell going.  This means the castor must expend one action per round in concentration in order to continue the spell; 
and if attacked in any way, the spell ceases.  Ethereal spells list the time it takes to cast the spell instead of how long the spell 
lasts. 
 
Spell Types 
 Most spells take one action to perform.  Some spells take longer, and magic ceremonies take even longer.  Magic 
ceremonies are rituals that combine several spells into a progressive shifting of the balance of power.  There are five types of 
spells and each is cast differently: Static, Control, Attack, Burst, and Multicast. 
 Static Spell Casting (S) – Static spells do not involve an unwilling target.  All spell lists have five separate spells, 
each numbered from one to five (multicast spells are level 6).   These levels are listed on the character sheet.  The required 
color for performance of a successful spellcasting depends on the spell number.  To cast a static spell, the magic user finds 
the column on the resolution chart equal to his skill and rolls 2D6. 
    
   Spell# Difficulty  Color 
   1 Very Easy blue 
   2 Easy  green 
   3 Moderate  yellow 
   4 Difficult  tan 
   5 Very Difficult orange 

Control Spells (‘C’) – Spells that attempt to influence or control an unwilling character are resolved like static spells 
except that the target’s Magic Resistance is subtracted from the attacker’s Magic skill in order to find the appropriate column 
on the resolution chart.  Then the die cast is made to determine if the spell worked. 
 Attack Spells (‘A’) – Magic attack spells may take one of several physical forms: heat, cold, or electrical shock.  
These are physical attacks therefore all forms of armor apply to the damage taken.  First check to see if the spell works (as in 
static spell casting); then apply damage to each target by subtracting the defender’s Magic Resistance from the attacker’s 
Magic skill, finding the appropriate column on the Combat Chart and rolling two dice.  The result, minus armor factor, is the 
damage number indicated.  Weapon and shield breakage and asterisk effects apply also. 
  Attack Spell Difficulty Level Shifts – if a spellcaster is aiming for a specific body location (head, body, arm,  

and leg) or a very small target, the difficulty level is raised by one (from moderate to difficult, etc.).  If the 
spellcaster is trying to hit a precise location (face, knee, hand, etc.), the difficulty number is raised two levels.  These 
conditions are listed on the character sheets. 

  Magic Damage – can cause point damage (roll location) as well as chart damage (stuns, limp limbs, broken  
bones, etc.).  Fire-based attack spells do burn damage; cold-based spells do freeze damage, and electrical spells do 
stun damage in the weapon damage category.  This is explained in more detail under Wounds in the Healing 
Section. 
Burst Attack Spells (‘B’) – Some attack spells, such as “Fireball” cause an explosion in a certain radius.  Select a 

radius point for the burst and mark it with a die or other marker.  First check to see if the spell works (as in static spell 
casting); then apply damage to each target by subtracting the defender’s Magic Resistance from the attacker’s Magic skill, 
finding the appropriate column on the Combat Chart and rolling two dice.  The result, minus armor factor, is the damage 
number indicated.  Weapon and shield breakage and asterisk effects apply also. 
 Static/Control Spells (‘SC’) – Some spells are marked as both Static and Control spells because they can be either 
depending on the target.  If the target is willing, it is a Static Spell; if not, it is a Control. Spell. 
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Special Spell Casting 
Multicasting –Magicians of skill level ‘6’ can perform the same spells on multiple targets or with multiple effects.  

For example, a Mage may cast multiple stone walls side-by-side or vertically on top of each other.  These magicians may also 
attack multiple targets with single attacks (such as a firebolt) or a single target with multi-attacks.  Or they may teleport a 
number of friends out of their current location.  First resolve the spell casting as in static spells to see if it works.  All 
Multicast spells are level “6” spells (Extremely Difficult).  If the spell is cast successfully, the caster must select the potential 
targets, and then roll to determine how many targets are affected.  Depending on the level of skill of the Magician, he may 
multicast times 1D6, 2D6, or 3D6.  The player rolls one, two, or three dice and the result is the number of successfully 
repeated effects or the number of targets successfully involved.  Finally, roll damage (if it is an attack spell) for each target on 
the appropriate column for that target. 

Multicasting Burst Spells – Magicians may also multicast Burst Attack Spells but there is a risk of overloading the 
focal point (staff, wand, amulet, etc.).  If the spell roll is successful the multicast works, but the magician must make a saving 
roll on 1D6.  If the result is a “1”, or “2”, the focal point is destroyed.  Then resolve damage as in Burst Attack Spells above. 
 Powercasting – To powercast, that is, to bring all experience and knowledge to bear, and then cast a spell costs two 
action points.  Characters who do this may add their intelligence (Int) to their Magic Skill (Mag).  Characters that powercast 
may still do defensive reactions with their third action point. 
 Focuscasting - To focuscast, that is, to focus (concentrate) and then cast a spell costs two action points.  Characters 
who do this may add their perception (Perc) to their Magic skill (Mag).  Characters that focus may still do defensive reactions 
with their third action point. 
 
Magic Resistance  
 Magic Resistance (MR) is the only defense against a magic attack.  It is a reflexive action, which does not cost any 
action points to perform.  The unwilling target subtracts his Magic Resistance skill from the Attacker’s Magic Skill.  Spell 
attacks cannot be defended by normal defenses (dodging, shielding, etc.).  Resistance is not used if the target is willing. 
 Enhancing Magic Resistance – Characters that are receiving a magic attack may want to increase their resistance by 
adding their Intelligence Skill to their Magic Resistance (2 actions).  Characters can also increase their resistance by adding 
Concentration (Perception Skill) to their Magic resistance (2 actions). 

Resisting Control - Characters that have fallen under a control spell may attempt to regain control once per round 
(once per minute if not in combat).  During the Magic Phase, the character makes a resist control maneuver; this effort costs 
one action.  If successful, the character may perform actions in the current round (see the Resistance Maneuvers portion of 
the Resolution Section for more detail). 
 
Magic Fatigue 
 Magic has a cost to the magician’s endurance because it causes fatigue.  To determine whether the spell causes a 
point loss, the magic user must make a saving roll on 1D6 (unmodified by any skills).  If the result is greater than the spell#, 
then casting the spell has no cost.  Otherwise the spell costs the user one point of endurance due to fatigue.  All spells, which 
are cast, cause the magic user to make this saving roll, whether they have the desired effect or not.  Since multicast spells are 
level 6, the caster will automatically take fatigue unless he has a spell adder artifact.  In order to determine fatigue it is most 
efficient if a spell caster rolls an extra die of a different color at the same time as the other two dice when casting the spell.  
Saving rolls must be made each time a Magician rolls a die for success or attack, whether it is a one-action spell or a two-
action spell (Powercast or Focuscast).  Multicast Spells also only require one saving roll.  Saving rolls can only be made by a 
Magician who possesses a Focal Point. 

Spell Adders – Certain magic items are enchanted with an ability called ‘spell adders.’  Spell adders increase the 
caster’s chances of not being fatigued by casting spells.  Subtract the spell adder number from the required fatigue die-roll 
number.  For example, if a magic user cast a #3 spell, the saving roll on 1D6 would ordinarily have to be a 4 or better in order 
to save.  But if he has an amulet which is a +3 adder he would subtract 3 from the 4; which would save on a die roll of 2 or 
better (the save number can never be reduced to less than two). 

Spell Multipliers – Some magic items are enchanted with their own built-in spells, which have a multiplier value of 
x1, x2, or x3, etc.  These are called spell multipliers because the caster may use the spells from these items once a day per 
adder without rolling for fatigue.  For example, a staff which has a x3 multiplier on a firebolt spell, would allow the 
spellcaster to shoot three firebolts a day without rolling for fatigue.  If the spell is embedded in the staff, a character without 
firebolt skill could still use it with the x3 multiplier. 
 
Focal Points 
 Every magic user has a focal point for the emission of their magic.  It can be a staff, wand, ring, pendant, or scroll 
(or perhaps another form, like a sacred place), but it must be a magic artifact (an item with any magic spell imbedded in it) to 
be used as a focal point.  This artifact focuses the power of the magic away from the caster (like an exhaust nacelle on a jet 
airplane).  Any magician can still do their magic without a focal point, but if they don’t have one, fatigue is automatically 
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taken by the caster (there is no saving roll); and if a power cast or focus cast is done, then 2 fatigue points are taken.  
Multicasting causes 1D6 fatigue points without a Focal Point.   

 Creating a Focal Point – In order to create a focal point the magician must perform a “Use/Analyze Item” static 
maneuver to ‘master’ use of that item as a focal point.  A successful ceremony will take at least 1D6 minutes to perform.  A 
magician may only have one active focal point at a time (it’s like having a loaded gun in your pocket or backpack, with the 
safety off).  If the magician insists on carrying an extra focal point, there is a chance (die roll of 1 or 2 on 1D6) that the spell 
will not work.   

Focal Defense – In a dire emergency, a magician may attempt to absorb an enemy’s magic attack using the focal 
point (like a lighting rod), but there is a chance of a mishap.  If this is attempted, the attack is automatically dispelled, but the 
magician must make a saving roll on 1D6.  If the result is a ‘1’ or a ‘2’, the defense is still successful, but the focal point is 
destroyed. 
 
Magic Healing 

Animists, Healers, and any other magicians that use “Healing Ways” are a must for any group of travelers who keep 
getting into scrapes, however magic healing is not all powerful.  There are many things it cannot do.  First of all, magic 
healing may only be done once per day on any person for each type of damage (blood damage, bone, muscle, etc); failed 
attempts may not be tried again.  This rule is true no matter how many times a character is wounded in a day – however, 
herbal and natural healing may still be attempted.  The “Diagnosis” spell is required to determine damage that is not readily 
apparent (mind, fatigue, disease, fever, and poison damage).  Also, organ and nerve repairs must be done within 6 game turns 
(one minute) of receiving the wound.  There are some healing that Shamans can do using “Mending Precepts” spell lists that 
Animists and healers cannot because their ceremonies take longer and build up more foundation.  Only Shamans may use 
“Mending Precepts” spells.  Animists cannot resurrect the dead or preserve life.  Some ancient artifacts may be able to do 
healings that are not normally available, but not the Animists, Healers, and Shamans of the late Third Age.   

Animists, however, can reattach severed or crushed limbs.  The attempt must be initiated within six game turns of 
the occurrence (one minute), unless the Preservation spell is successfully cast - and it requires three consecutive successfully 
cast spells, in a specific order; one to heal the blood circulation system, one to heal the bone and muscles, and one to heal the 
nerves.  If any spell in the sequence fails, the subsequent spells may not be cast.   

 1) If healing the blood damage fails (Blood/Concussion Ways – Joining #5), the limb cannot be reattached and it 
must remain severed.  Bleeding, bone, and muscle tissue repairs still may be separately attempted. 
 2) If healing the bone/muscle fails (Bone/Muscle Ways - Joining #5), the character will have an amputated limb.  
The bleeding is stopped but the bone and muscle repairs may still be attempted. 
 3) If the nerve repair fails (Organ/Nerve Ways – Joining #5), the limb will still be perfectly healed, but the 
character will have not any feeling and will not be able to manipulate the limb and it will be limp. 
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ESSENCE REALM SPELL LISTS 
ELEMENTAL LAWS Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration    (Mages) 
Earth Law 
1. Loosen Earth sight Loosens 100cf of earth to the consistency of plowed ground  (S) once/casting 
2. Crush Stone sight Crushes 2'x2'x2' block of stone to powder    (S) once/casting 
3. Earth Wall sight Summons a wall of packed earth 10'x10'x2'    (S) once/casting 
4. Cracks Call sight Extends existing cracks in a structure by 10'x10'x10'   (S) once/casting 
5. Stonewall sight Creates a stone wall of 10'x10'x1'     (S) once/casting 
 
Air Law 
1. Breeze Call self Causes a 20'R breeze in a set direction; dispels gasses; -4 archery (S) concentration 
2. Condensation touch Causes 1cf of water to condensate from surrounding air into container (S) once/casting 
3. Stun Cloud 100'   Creates a 10'R cloud which stuns creatures for 1D6 rounds  (B) once/casting 
4. Air Stop self Cuts all air movement in a 10'R -30MPH; +4DB against archery (S) concentration 
5. Death Cloud 100'  Creates a 10'R cloud; +10 OB vs. ConB.    (S) once/casting 
 
Fire Law   
1. Warm Item touch Can heat a solid to 100F or a liquid to boiling (1cf/R)   (S) concentration 
2. Woodfires 1' Causes wood to ignite and burn     (S) once/casting 
3. Wall of fire sight 10'x10'x6" wall of fire; +10 OB vs. ConB.    (S) 1D6 minutes 
4. Fire Bolt 100’ A single target is hit by a firebolt attack    (A) once/casting 
5. Fire Ball sight A firebolt explodes at a point chosen by caster in a 10'R  (B) once/casting 
 
Water Law 
1. Fog Call sight Creates a dense natural fog in a 10'R; obscures vision -3; -5 ArchB (S) concentration 
2. Clean Water touch Purifies water 1D6cf      (S) once/casting 
3. Water Bolt 100’ A bolt of water is shot from palm     (A) once/casting 
4. Water Wall sight Creates a 10'x10'x1' standing wall of water; movement -4"; -8 ArchB (S) concentration 
5. Call Rain sight If there are any clouds at all, it will rain outside, 100’ radius  (S) 1D6 minutes 
 
FUNDAMENTAL LAWS Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration    (Mages) 
Ice Law 
1. Freeze Liquid touch Cools a liquid down to freezing point (1cf/round)   (S) concentration 
2. Cool Solid touch Cools a solid down to -20F (1cf/round)    (S) concentration 
3. Ice Bolt 100’ A single target is hit by an icebolt attack    (A) once/casting 
4. Wall of Ice sight 10'x10'x1' wall of ice; can be toppled if not fixed to a wall  (S) once/casting 
5. Cold Ball sight An icebolt explodes at a point chosen by castor in a 10’R  (B) once/casting 
 
Light Law 
1. Project Light self A 50' beam of light from hand; open/close palm   (S) 1D6+MagB min. 
2. Light  touch Lights an area touched; equivalent to lantern light for 10'R  (S) 1D6+MagB min. 
3. Shade  touch Darkens shade in a 100'R, +4 to hiding    (S) 1D6 rounds 
4. Dark  touch Darkens a 10'R into pitch darkness for 1D6 R, +3-6 Subterfuge (S) 1D6 minutes 
5. Light Bolt 100’ Sends a lightning bolt attack to a single target   (A) once/casting 
 
Lofty Bridge 
1. Leaping touch Allows target to leap 50' horizontally or 20' vertically   (S) once/casting 
2. Landing sight  Allows target to make a soft landing up to 10'/level of castor  (S) once/casting 
3. Leaving sight Teleports man-sized target up to 100' away (no physical barriers) (CS) once/casting 
4. Levitation sight Levitates target vertically 10'/R of concentration   (CS) concentration 
5. Teleport sight Will teleport character up to 1D6 miles; misfire (SE) will scatter (CS) once/casting 
 
Living Change 
1. Speed  touch Adds 1D6 to target’s movement bonus.    (S) 1D6 rounds 
2. Size  touch Target shrinks to half or expands to 1 1/2 own size; strength same. (S) 1D6 minutes 
3. Sprint  touch Target runs at 2D6+MovB x3.     (S) 1D6 rounds 
4. Change touch Alters target's form to any humanoid form of similar mass.  (S) 1D6 minutes 
5. Time   touch Target can make 4 actions per round.    (S) 1D6 rounds 
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ILLUSION LAWS Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration    (Mages, Monks, Illusionists) 
Perception Law 
1. Familiar touch Cast on animal 1/day for 7 days; experience senses (-2 2wks if killed) (S) once/casting 
2. Presence touch Aware of presence of sentient beings in 100' radius   (S) once/casting 
3. Long Ear touch Sends point of listening to a point up to 100' away   (S) concentration 
4. Long Eye touch Sends point of sight to a point up to 100' away   (S) concentration 
5. Telepathy sight Caster can read surface thoughts on one target (if fail, target realizes)  (C) concentration 
 
Illusion Law 
1. Sound Mirage sight Creates a set of simple sounds 100' away; or dampens sounds –2 (C) concentration 
2. Shade  touch An object or being is made somewhat invisible, +4 SubB  (S) 1D6 minutes 
3. Unseen touch Everything within a 10'R is made invisible    (S) concentration 
4. Phantasm touch A single image is created up to 10'R which can move as castor desires (S) concentration 
5. Invisibility touch A room is changed completely (clap twice; on or off); or remove spell (S) until removed 
 
Mastery Law 
1. Sleep  100' Causes a sentient being to sleep (on their feet)   (C) 1D6 rounds 
2. Charm 100'   Causes a sentient being to believe caster is a good friend  (C) until attacked 
3. Confusion 100'   Target is dazed (cannot attack but can defend)   (C) 1D6 rounds 
4. Suggestion 100'   Target will follow a single suggested act that is not alien to him (C) as required 
5. Calm  100'   Calms any sentient being or animal     (C) until attacked 
 
Sound Control Law 
1. Whisper 100'   Caster's whisper can be projected within 100'   (S) concentration 
2. Silence touch Any sounds within 10'R of caster cannot be heard outside radius (S) concentration 
3. Pause  touch Target cannot move or speak     (C) concentration 
4. Sonic Law 100’ Caster can manipulate/fabricate sounds    (S) 1D6 minutes 
5. Great Pause self Same as Pause except target forgets all that occurred (during spell) (S) 1D6 minutes 
 
 
ENCHANTMENT LAWS Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration  (Mages, Monks, Illusionists, Enchanters) 
Enhancement Laws 
1. Resist Heat  Touch +6 Const/DB/MR against heat      (S) 1D6 rounds 
2. Resist Cold Touch  +6 Const/DB/MR against cold     (S) 1D6 rounds 
3. Sly Ears Touch Add +6 to hearing and +32to perceptions involving other senses (S) 1D6 rounds 
4. Balance Touch Add +6 to slow (walking) maneuvers involving balance  (S) 1D6 rounds 
5. Night Vision Touch See 100' in pitch dark (not magic dark)    (S) 1D6 minutes 
 
Detection Laws 
1. Detect Magic  10’ Detect any potential magic     (S) once/casting 
2. Detect Ethereal   10' Detect any potential Ethereal magic    (S) once/casting 
3. Detect Essence  10' Detect any potential Essence magic    (S) once/casting 
4. Detect Channeling  10’ Detect any potential Channeling magic   (S) once/maneuver 
5. Detect Evil    100’ Detect/identify an evil being or item   (S) once/casting 
 
Unbarring Laws 
1. Lock  100' Cause any mechanical lock to lock or unlock normally  (S) as required  
2. Magic Lock 100' Causes a lock to be magically locked; can be broken or dispelled only (S) as required 
3. Opening 100' Unlocks magic locks (must do use/analyze item maneuver for success) (S) once/maneuver 
4. Jamming 100' Causes a door to physically expand and jam into frame(break or dispel)(S) as required 
5. Undoor 100' Will vaporize a 10'x10'x6” thick door (must be a door of some type) (S) once/casting 
 
Essence Hand 
1. Shield  touch Creates an invisible medium magic shield (used as normal)  (S) 1D6 rounds 
2. Deflections 100' Deflects missile attacks for 1 round; only boxcars will get thru  (S) once/casting 
3. Blade turn 100' Deflects melee attacks for 1 round; only boxcars will get thru  (S) once/casting 
4. Telekinesis 100' One object up to 10lbs can be moved 1'/second; stationary when stop (S) 1D6 rounds 
5. Dispel 100’ Cancels a single spell from a single source    (S) once/casting 
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CHANNELING REALM SPELL LISTS 
CHANNELING WAYS Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration    (Animists, Conjurers) 
Nature's Lore Ways 
1. Detection self Caster has a +3 to detect outdoor traps in any 50' radius  (S) once/casting 
2. Awareness   self  Allows caster to monitor animate activity in 100’ radius  (S) once/casting 
3. Weather  self    Allows caster to predict the general state of the weather  (S) once/casting 
4. Breeze Call self Causes a breeze to blow in a set direction; 10mph; 10'R    (S) concentration 
5. Fog Call self Creates a dense natural fog 100’ radius; -5 to all perception/missile (S) concentration  
 
Nature's Movement Ways 
1. Sandrunning self Allows caster to run on sand     (S) 1D6 minutes 
2. Limbrunning self Allows caster to run in the treetops     (S) 1D6 minutes 
3. Stonerunning self Allows caster to run on rocky surfaces    (S) 1D6 minutes 
4. Waterrunning self Allows caster to run on water or snow    (S) 1D6 minutes 
5. Windwalking self Allows caster to run on a breeze (must be one available)  (S) 1D6 minutes 
 
Sound/Light Ways 
1. Project Light  self 50' beam of light from caster's palm (open or close to operate)  (S) 1D6 minutes 
2. Speech touch Allows caster to understand one speaker in foreign language  (S) 1D6 minutes 
3. Quiet  self Any sounds made by caster cannot be heard outside radius  (S) concentration 
4. Silence self Any sounds within 10'R of caster cannot be heard outside radius (S) concentration 
5. Shock Bolt 100’ A shock bolt is shot from palm of caster    (A) once/casting 
 
Calm Spirits Ways 
1. Calm  100' Humanoid target will take no aggressive actions   (C) once/casting 
2. Charm 100'   Causes a sentient being to believe caster is a good friend  (C) until attacked 
3. Stun  100' Target is dazed       (C) 1 round 
4. Sleep  100'   Target falls asleep      (C) 1D6 rounds 
5. Blinding 100' Target is blinded       (C) 1D6 rounds 
 
PROTECTION WAYS Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration    (Animists, Conjurers) 
Spell Defense Ways 
1. Protect sight/100’ Adds 2 to all target's Magic resistance die rolls    (S) 1D6 rounds 
2. Area Protect sight/100’ Adds 2 to all Magic resistance die rolls within a 10' R of target (S) 1D6 rounds 
3. Spell Shield sight/100’ Adds 4 to all target's Magic resistance die rolls   (S) 1D6 rounds 
4. Area Shield sight/100’ Adds 4 to all magic resistance die rolls within a 10' R of target (S) 1D6 rounds 
5. Reverse Spell sight/100’ Reverses damage/effects to the caster (must cast first).  (C) once/casting 
 
Conflict Ways 
1. Melee  sight Target receives +1-4 bonus for melee attack (once/character).  (S) 1D6 rounds 
2. Archery sight Target receives +1-4 bonus for archery attack (once/character). (S) 1D6 rounds 
3. Defense sight Target receives +1-4 bonus for shield/parry defense (once/character). (S) 1D6 rounds 
4. Agility sight Target receives +1-4 bonus for agility attack/defense (once/character). (S) 1D6 rounds 
5. Strength sight Target receives +1-4 bonus for strength attack/defense (once/character). (S) 1D6 rounds 
 
Resistance Ways 
1. Resist Heat  touch +6 Const/DB/MR against heat      (S) 1D6 rounds 
2. Resist Cold touch  +6 Const/DB/MR against cold     (S) 1D6 rounds 
3. Underwater  touch   Allows target to breathe normally underwater   (S) 1D6 minutes 
4. Shadow touch Provides near invisibility in dark areas (roll on –4 chart to discover) (S) 1D6 minutes 
5. Deflections self   +5 versus missile attacks (once/character) in 10’ radius  (S) 1D6 rounds 
 
Detection Ways 
1. Detect Magic  10’ Detect any potential magic     (S) once/casting 
2. Detect Ethereal   10' Detect any potential Ethereal magic    (S) once/casting 
3. Detect Essence  10' Detect any potential Essence magic    (S) once/casting 
4. Detect Channeling  10’ Detect any potential Channeling magic   (S) once/maneuver 
5. Detect Evil    100’ Detect/identify an evil being or item   (S) once/casting 
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HEALING WAYS Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration    (Animists) 
Life Ways  Once per character/wound type 
1. Diagnosis touch Determines nature of illness & curing method (prerequisite for healing) (S) once/char 
2. Fatigue touch Repairs fatigue damage at 1-6 points.    (S) once/wound 
3. Fever/Disease touch Repairs fever/disease damage at 1-3 points.    (S) one attempt only  
4. Poison touch Repairs poison damage at 1-3 points.    (S) once/wound 
5. Preservation touch preserves a damaged part of the body 1D6 hours.   (S) one attempt only 
 
Blood/Concussion Ways Once per character/wound type 
1. Stun Repair touch Repairs stun damage at 1-6 points.     (S) once/wound 
2. Cut Repair  touch  Stops bleeding.       (S) once/wound 
3. Conc. Repair touch   Repairs concussion damage 1-3 points.    (S) once/wound 
4. Blood Repair touch Repairs blood damage by 1-3 points.    (S) once/wound  
5. Joining touch Re-attaches a severed limb (cast with bone and organ ways).  (S) once/wound 
 
Bone/Muscle Ways Once per character/wound type 
1. Sprain Repair touch Repairs sprain damage at 1-6 points.    (S) once/wound 
2. Muscle Repair touch Repairs muscle damage at 1-3 points.    (S) once/wound 
3. Bone Repair touch Repairs bone damage at 1 point.     (S) once/wound 
4. Fracture Repair  touch Resets a broken bone (needed before bone healing can begin).  (S) once/wound 
5. Joining touch Re-attaches a severed limb (cast with blood and organ ways).  (S) once/wound 
 
Organ/Nerve Ways Once per character/wound type 
1. Frost Repair touch Repairs freeze damage 1-4 points.     (S) once/wound 
2. Burn Repair touch Repairs burn damage 1-4 points.     (S) once/wound 
3. Nerve Repair touch Repairs nerve damage 1-3 points.     (S) once/wound 
4. Organ Repair touch Repairs damaged organ 1-2 points.     (S) once/wound 
5. Joining touch Re-attaches a severed limb (cast with blood and bone ways).  (S) once/wound 
*sight and hearing must repair nerves and organ involved.  Joining, nerve, organ repair must be within 6 rounds of wound. 
 
CREATION’S WAYS Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration  (Animists, Rangers, Warrior Monks) 
Animal Mastery 
1. Animal Sleep sight Puts non-magical animals to sleep     (C) 1D6 minutes 
2. Animal Speak self  Caster can speak with an animal     (S) concentration 
3. Master Animal sight Allows caster to control action of an animal    (C) concentration 
4. Locate Animal self Caster can determine location and species of animals in the area (S) once/casting 
5. Empathize   self All animals within 50' will act friendly (but not controlled)  (C) concentration 
 
Plant Mastery 
1. Plant Lore self Caster can learn the nature and history of any one plant  (S) once/casting 
2. Instant Cure touch  Allows an herb's benefits to take effect immediately   (S) once/casting 
3. Enhance Herb touch Doubles one dose of an herb's effectiveness     (S) 1 round 
4. Locate Plant touch Caster can determine location and species of plants in the area  (S) once/casting 
5. Cleanse Herb touch Removes poisons or side-effects from one dose of herbs  (S) once/casting 
 
Purifications 
1. Purify Food touch   Removes disease or poisons from a body of water (to tub size)  (S) once/casting 
2. Detect Disease 100’ Detects any disease or source of disease in 5'R   (S) once/casting 
3. Detect Poison 100'   Detects any poison or source of poison in 5'R   (S) once/casting 
4. Resist Disease  touch  Target may roll twice for disease resistance (take best roll)  (S) once/casting 
5. Resist Poison touch   Target may roll twice for poison resistance (take best roll)  (S) once/casting 
 
Creations 
1. Sustain Self self Caster receives nutrition and water for one day   (S) once/day 
2. Make Water  touch   Caster can fill one waterskin (1 day's water)    (S) once/casting 
3. Make Food touch Caster can produce one day's food for one person  (eat immediately) (S) once/casting 
4. Make Nutrient touch Caster produces one 2oz. loaf of waybread (3 rations: lasts 1 month) (S) once/casting 
5. Group Nutrient touch Caster produces 1D6 loaves of waybread    (S) once/casting 
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NATURE’S WAYS Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration    (Rangers, Warrior Monks) 
Path Mastery 
1. Pathlore self Caster gets visual image of nearest destination both ways on a path (S) once/casting 
2. Tracking self Caster gets +5 bonus for tracking maneuvers    (S) once/casting 
3. Pathfinding self Caster gets a mental diagram of all routes within 1D6 miles  (S) once/casting 
4. Tracks Lore self Caster gets a visual image of being who made the tracks  (S) once/casting 
5. Track Hiding   10R’ Caster can hide tracks of all characters in radius (6 max)  (S) once/casting 
 
Moving Ways 
1. Swimming touch Allows target to swim without tiring (even without skill)  (S) 1D6 minutes 
2. Sandrunning self Allows caster to run on sand     (S) 1D6 minutes 
3. Limbrunning self Allows caster to run in the treetops     (S) 1D6 minutes 
4. Stonerunning self Allows caster to run on rocky surfaces or climb cliffs   (S) 1D6 minutes 
5. Waterrunning self Allows caster to run on water or snow (unbalancing if rough)  (S) 1D6 minutes 
 
Nature's Guises 
1. Shade  self Shadows around caster deepen giving a +2 to hiding maneuvers (S) 1D6 minutes 
2. Silent Moves self Caster emits no sounds while moving      (S) 1D6 minutes 
3. Self-cloaking self Caster receives +5 to hiding maneuvers (no moving or talking)  (S) 1D6 minutes 
4. Shadow self Caster is invisible in shadowed areas    (S) 1D6 minutes 
5. Thought Guise self Caster's mental patterns appear to be an animal of choice; magic also (S) 1D6 minutes 
 
Nature's Ways 
1. Water Find   self Caster learns approximate size and quality of water sources 1Mile R (S) once/casting 
2. Fire Start 1' Caster can ignite any combustible material    (S) once/casting 
3. Resist Heat  self +6 Const/DB/MR against heat      (S) 1D6 rounds 
4. Resist Cold self  +6 Const/DB/MR against cold     (S) 1D6 rounds 
5. Awareness  self   Allows caster to monitor animal activity in 1 mile radius  (S) 1D6 minutes 
 
SONG WAYS Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration     (Bards) 
Lore Ways 
1. Study  self Caster has a photographic memory (a mental picture) until next use (S) until next one 
2. Language self Caster learns what language a text is written in; & about the author (S) concentration 
3. Mind Read self Caster can read part of target's knowledge (about a specific subject) (C) once/casting 
4. Interpret    self Allows caster to understand one speaker in foreign language  (S) 1D6 minutes 
5. Origins self Caster can discern the origins and background of a text  (S) 1D6 minutes 
 
Controlling Song Ways 
1. Calm Song 100'   Target is calmed while caster plays/sings; must keep target in sight (C) concentration 
2. Silence Song 100'   Same as calm except target may not speak    (C) concentration 
3. Sleep Song 100'   Same as calm except target falls into light sleep; awakes if hit  (C) concentration 
4. Charm Song 100'   Same as calm except target continues to be charmed after stop   (C) 1D6 minutes 
5. Forget Song 100'   Same as calm except target forgets what happens while song is played  (C) concentration 
 
Sound Control Ways 
1. Whisper 100'   Caster's whisper can be projected within 100'   (S) concentration 
2. Silence touch Any sounds within 10'R of caster cannot be heard outside radius (S) concentration 
3. Pause  touch Target cannot move or speak     (C) concentration 
4. Sonic Law 100’ Caster can manipulate/fabricate sounds    (S) 1D6 minutes 
5. Great Pause self Like Pause except target forgets all that occurred during spell time (S) 1D6 minutes 
 
Item Lore Ways 
1. Assessment   touch   Castor can assess the physical value/usage of a single item  (S) once/casting 
2. Analysis touch Detects magic power and realm of a single item   (S) once/casting 
3. Significance touch Determines if an item has any cultural/historical significance  (S) once/casting 
4. Detect Curse touch Determines if item has a curse on it; gives image of originator  (S) once/casting 
5. Origins touch Reveals culture, character, and race of the being that made the item (S) once/casting 
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ETHEREAL REALM SPELL LISTS  Except for mental precepts, spells must be performed in static ceremonies.  
Ceremonial procedures are described below.  Roll for success for 3each step in a ceremony.  One helper Shaman can share 
fatigue points and cuts times in half.  SE for curing sick patients is described in the shaman list above.  
  
Shamanic General Procedures 
Commencement 
 Detect spirit influence - Spirit Detection, #1 spell, 1D6x1 minutes. SE = spirit attack. 

Protection of Shaman – Spirit protection, #2 spell, 1D6x2 minutes. SE = no protection. 
Prepare Medium – Purify Artifact, #3 spell, 1D6x3 minutes.  SE = medium ruined, start over. 

Main Spell 
 Cast all appropriate main spells.  SE per regular magic rules. 
Conclusion 

Praise Gods – shaman praises gods in his/her own manner, 1D6x2 minutes. SE = demon attack. 
Praise Spirits – Bless spirits, #4 spell, 1D6x5 minutes. SE = spirit attack. 

 
Shamanic Healing Rituals 
Commencement – Spirit Free Precepts 
 Detect spirit influence - Spirit Detection, #1 spell, 1D6x1 minutes.  SE = spirit attack. 

Protection of Shaman – Spirit protection, #2 spell, 1D6x2 minutes.  SE = no protection. 
Protection of patient – (same spell as above).  SE = no protection. 
Prepare Medium – Prepare or Purify Artifact/Medium, #3 spell, 1D6x3 minutes.  SE = medium ruined, start over. 

Diagnosis 
 Detect Curse – Detect Curse, #4 spell, 1D6x5 minutes.  SE per regular magic rules. 
 Detect Magic – Analysis, #2 spell, 1D6x2 minutes.  SE per regular magic rules. 
 Detect mind damage – Mind Scan, #1 spell, once/casting.  SE per regular magic rules. 
 Detect physical ailments – Diagnosis spell, #1 spell, 1D6 minutes.  SE per regular magic rules. 
Healing 
 Cast all appropriate healing spells from the Mending Precepts school.  SE per regular magic rules. 
Conclusion 

Praise Gods – shaman praises gods in his/her own manner, 1D6x2 minutes.  SE = demon attack. 
Praise Spirits – Bless spirits, #4 spell, 1D6x5 minutes.  SE = spirit attack. 
Invoke patient’s health – choose appropriate spell from Blessing Precepts list.  SE = -4 constitution for 1D6 weeks. 

 
MENTAL PRECEPTS Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration    (Sages, Shamans)  
Mind Merge Precepts 
1. Mind Scan     100’ Scan target's mind for general feelings, thoughts, mood  (SC) 1D6 actions 
2. Mind's Eye    100' See through target's eyes for 1D6 minutes    (SC) 1D6 rounds 
3. Mind Probe   100' Search for specific non-surface thoughts or knowledge  (SC) 1D6 rounds 
4. Suggestion    100' Put a thought or suspicion into a target's mind   (SC) 1D6 minutes 
5. Erase thought touch Erases one specific thought or item of knowledge from target's mind (SC) 1D6 minutes 
 
Mind Control Precepts 
1. Mind Numb   100' Gives target a –1D6 to perception & intelligence   (C) 1D6 minutes 
2. Mind Hold    100' Target cannot move or act; but can perceive    (C) 1D6 rounds 
3. Mind Freeze   100' Freezes target's perceptions (target's surroundings do not change) (C) 1D6 rounds 
4. Mind Block    100' (as above) Target cannot perceive anything new   (C) 1D6 minutes 
5. Mind Coma touch Puts target into a magic sleep; only removable by magic  (C) 1D6 minutes 
 
Mind Attack Precepts 
1. Mind Shake    100' -1D6 to target's decision-making ability    (C) 1D6 actions 
2. Mind Stun      100' Target stunned for one round     (C) 1D6 rounds 
3. Mind Jolt        100' Target stunned for 1D6 rounds     (C) 1D6 rounds 
4. Mind Shout    100' Target stunned for 1D6 minutes     (C) 1D6 minutes 
5. Mind Pain touch Target receives 1D6 mind damage points for 1D6 hours  (C) 1D6 minutes 
   
Telepathy Precepts 
1. Mind Speak 200' Caster can talk to a target (even unseen)     (S) 1D6 actions 
2. Mind Listen  200' Caster can listen to target      (S) 1D6 rounds 
3. Mind Converse 200' Caster can converse with target     (S) 1D6 rounds 
4. Long Send na   Caster can send thoughts to an acquaintance anywhere in M.E.  (S) 1D6 minutes 
5. Long Converse na   Caster can converse with an acquaintance anywhere in M.E.  (S) 1D6 minutes 
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MYSTICAL PRECEPTS Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration    (Mystics, Shamans) 
Summon Dead Precepts  (these spells require a minimum 30 minute ceremony) 
1. Summon Ancestors touch  Summon one ancestor of target for council   (S) 1D6x1min. 
2. Summon Ghosts 200' Summon apparition/ghost/specter of present location  (S) 1D6x2min. 
3. Summon Dead  none Summon specific dead person for council   (S) 1D6x3min. 
4. Banish Ghosts  location Call known past dead leader for aid vs. evil spirits  (C) 1D6x5min. 
5. Banish Spirit  touch exorcise spirit from a possessed person   (C) 1D6x10min. 
 
Spirit Free Precepts  
1. Spirit Detection touch Target can presence or influence of spirits   (SC) 1D6x1min. 
2. Spirit Protection touch Target is free from further influence of spirits  (SC) 1D6x2min. 
3. Purify Artifact  touch Artifact/medium is free from influence of spirits  (SC) 1D6x3min. 
4. Bless Spirits  100' Spirits within area are appeased and quieted   (SC) 1D6x5min. 
5. Bless Living  touch Target is free from any influence of spirits for 1D6 weeks (S) 1D6x10min. 
 
Spirit Soar Precepts 
1. Spirit Jump touch Target's spirit can go anywhere within 100'     (S) 1D6x1min. 
2. Spirit Fly touch Target's spirit can go anywhere within 100 miles    (S) 1D6x5min. 
3.  Spirit Travel touch Target's spirit can go anywhere in M.E. within 1000 miles   (S) 1D6x10min. 
4. Spirit Journey touch Target's spirit can fly anywhere in M.E. beyond 1000 miles  (S) 1D6x1hours 
5. Spirit Sojourn  touch Target's spirit can fly to unnatural realms of M.E.    (S) 1D6x1days 
 
Spirit Defense Precepts 
1. Spirit See touch Target can see invisible spirits; +1 OB for 1D6 hours   (S) 1D6x1min. 
2. Spirit Safe touch Target's drainage reduction is halved for 1D6  hours   (S) 1D6x2min. 
3. Spirit Shield touch Acts as a large shield vs. undead attacks for 1D6 hours  (S) 1D6x3min. 
4. Spirit Spear sight Caster makes a magical attack at undead,  for 1D6 hours  (S) 1D6x4min. 
5. Spirit Courage touch Target receives +2 vs. undead fear spell attacks for 1D6 hours  (S) 1D6x5min. 
 
SEEING PRECEPTS  Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration    (Seers, Shamans) 
Lore Precepts 
1. Study  self The caster has a vision of a person or place (must have an artifact) (S) 1D6x1min. 
2. Text  self Caster learns what language a text is written in; & about the origins (S) 1D6x2min. 
3. Mind's  self Caster can read part of target's knowledge (about a specific subject) (SC) 1D6x3min. 
4. Language self Allows caster to understand speakers in a vision (even foreign)  (S) 1D6x5min. 
5. Origins self Caster can discern an ancient historical event (on site or with artifact) (S) 1D6x10min. 
 
Item Lore Precepts 
1. Assessment   touch   Castor can assess the physical value/usage of a single item  (S) 1D6x1min. 
2. Analysis touch Detects magic power and realm of a single item   (S) 1D6x2min. 
3. Significance touch Determines if an item has any cultural/historical significance  (S) 1D6x3min. 
4. Detect Curse touch Determines if item has a curse on it; gives image of originator  (S) 1D6x5min. 
5. Origins touch Reveals culture, character, and race of the being who made the item (S) 1D6x10min. 
 
Blessing Precepts 
1. Prayer touch Target receives a +2 magic resistance rolls (1 day)   (S) 1D6x1min. 
2. Blessing touch Target receives a +2 defense bonus (1 day)     (S) 1D6x2min. 
3. Resistance touch Target receives a +2 Constitution (1 day)    (S) 1D6x3min. 
4. Elements touch Target receives a +4 versus heat & cold attacks (1 day)  (S) 1D6x4min. 
5. Turning touch Turns next 10 melee/archery attacks at target (1 day)   (S) 1D6x5min. 
 
Intuition Precepts  Caster receives spell number in fatigue damage 
1. Intuitions1 touch Caster sees an event which will happen to target next day  (S) 1D6x1min. 
2. Dreams1 touch Caster dreams during sleep (1D6 hours) one topic/event of target (S) 1D6x2min. 
3. Intuitions2 touch Caster sees outcome of a journey of target    (S) 1D6x4min. 
4. Dreams2 touch Caster Dreams during sleep (1D6 hours) several topics/events of target (S) 1D6x5min. 
5. Intuitions3 touch Caster sees eventual outcome of a lifetime or campaign  (S) 1D6x10min. 
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MENDING PRECEPTS Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration    (Shamans, Healers) 
Life Precepts 
1. Diagnosis touch Determines nature of illness & curing method (prerequisite for healing) (S) 1D6x1min. 
2. Fatigue touch Repairs fatigue damage in 1D6 minutes    (S) 1D6x5min. 
3. Fever/Disease touch Repairs fever/disease in 1D6 hours     (S) 1D6x10min. 
4. Poison touch Repairs poison damage in 2D6 hours    (S) 1D6x20min. 
5. Remove Curse touch Repairs magic/curse/Lycanthropy damage in 12 hours  (S) 1D6x30min. 
 
Blood/Concussion Precepts 
1. Stun Repair touch Repairs stun damage in 1D6 rounds     (S) 1D6x1min. 
2. Cut Repair  touch  Stops bleeding in 2D6 rounds     (S) 1D6x2min. 
3. Conc. Repair touch   Repairs concussion damage in 1D6 minutes    (S) 1D6x5min. 
4. Blood Repair touch Repairs blood damage in 1D6 hours    (S) 1D6x10min. 
5. Purify Blood touch Repairs blood/conc/stun damage from curse/Lycan. in 2D6 hours (S) 1D6x30min. 
 
Bone/Muscle Precepts  
1. Sprain Repair touch Repairs sprain damage in 1D6 rounds    (S) 1D6x2min. 
2. Muscle Repair touch Repairs muscle damage in 1D6 minutes    (S) 1D6x5min. 
3. Bone Repair touch Repairs bone damage in 1D6 hours     (S) 1D6x10min. 
4. Fracture Repair  touch Resets a broken bone in 2D6 minutes    (S) 1D6x20min. 
5. Remove Curse touch Repairs Bone/Muscle & magic/curse damage in 2D6 hours  (S) 1D6x30min. 
 
Organ/Nerve Precepts  
1. Frost Repair touch Repairs freeze damage in 1D6 minutes    (S) 1D6x5min. 
2. Burn Repair touch Repairs burn damage in 1D6minutes    (S) 1D6x10min. 
3. Nerve Repair touch Repairs nerve damage in 1D6 hours     (S) 1D6x15min. 
4. Organ Repair touch Repairs organ damage (within 6 hours of damage) in 2D6 hours (S) 1D6x20min. 
5. Joining touch Cures mind damage in 2D6 hours     (S) 1D6x30min. 
 
CURSING PRECEPTS Name/Range/Description/Type/Duration          (Shamans) 
Dark Channeling  
1. Dark Hits 100' Target receives 1D6 concussion hits     (A) 1D6x1min. 
2. Dark Muscle  100' Target loses use of specified limb (muscle damage)   (A) 1D6x2min. 
3. Dark Bone 100' Target receives one broken bone     (A) 1D6x3min. 
4. Dark Blood 100' Target loses blood 1 pt/round       (A) 1D6x5min. 
5. Dark Organ 100' Target receives one destroyed organ (eyes, ears, nose)   (A) 1D6x10min. 
 
Cursing Ways*  
1. Detect Curse  touch   Detect if target has a curse      (S) 1D6x1min. 
2. Curse Health   touch Target receives -1D6 constitution points    (C) 1D6x2min. 
3. Curse Wealth touch  Target will become a pauper     (C) 1D6x3min. 
4. Curse Form touch Target becomes a minor animal (squirrel, dog, cat, etc.)  (C) 1D6x5min. 
5. Madness  touch  Target makes a RR versus mind damage    (C) 1D6x10min. 
 
Dark Ways*  
1. Dark Poison touch Target food or drink becomes deadly poison (make RR)  (S) 1D6x1min. 
2. Dark Want  touch  Target will become insatiably thirsty or hungry (make RR)  (C) 1D6x2min. 
3. Dark  Fatigue touch Target will become incurably tired (make RR)   (C) 1D6x3min. 
4. Dark Sickness touch Target will contract an incurable mild sickness (make RR)  (C) 1D6x5min. 
5. Dark Disease touch   Target contracts an irreversible deadly disease (make RR)  (C) 1D6x10min. 
 
Dark Dreams* (target receives in a dream in next sleep) 
1. Dream1 touch Target is listless through an imagined lost love; -2 all activities  (C) 1D6x1min. 
2. Dream2  touch  Target is hopeless towards success of any venture; -4 all activities (C) 1D6x2min. 
3. Dream3 touch   Target dream-struggles violently all night; -6 due to fatigue  (C) 1D6x3min. 
4. Dream4 touch Target becomes terrified; check fear every action round 24 hours (C) 1D6x5min. 
5. Dream5 touch   Target will become trapped in a dream and cannot wake  (C) 1D6x10min. 
*Shaman must have (touch) a personal article of the target.  Wounds from this list can only be healed by magic. 
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Healing Section 
 Healing is as much a part of Middle Earth as fighting, and many gamers enjoy the use of healing skills as much or 
more than the fighting skills.  Healer characters can be magical, herbal, or physical.  Civilized man races, including Hobbits, 
will have Physicians and Herbalists for healers.  Rustics, nomads and semi-nomads will have shamans and herbalists.  
Dwarves have ‘stone’ healers, and elves have ‘song’ healers.  Many characters can perform various degrees of healing.  
Choose from the following possibilities to generate the healer character you would like.  There are 6 types of healers. 

Magic Healer – Animist, Healer, or Shaman professions; lay magic healers: none (except by possession of magical 
artifacts). 

Herbal Healer – Healer profession, herblore skill; lay herbalists: any profession, herblore skill. 
Non-professional Physic – (first aid medic or nurse) any character may choose first aid or nursing skill. 
Physician – (doctor) may perform first aid, nursing, surgery and apothecary functions.  Choose a ‘Professional’ 

profession and Physic Lore skill in order to create a doctor character. 
Dwarven Mirnethryn (Stone Healer, Dwarves only) – Healer profession, Mirnestad skill; lay Mirnethryn: any 

profession, use gems & powders only. 
Elven Song Healer – (Elves and Half-elves only), Healer profession, Song Healing skill; lay song healer: any 

profession, song healer skill. 
 
WOUNDS 
 Many types of damage can be received by characters and in many forms.  Through combat, poison, illness, or spirit 
possession, etc.  Physical wounds resulting from combat are the most common.  There are three types of physical wounds: 
point, chart, and class damage.  Although most wounds are caused by damage received in combat, other types of damage can 
be received by exposure to disease, poison, or the elements.  Whenever a character is exposed to these elements they must 
make a ‘resist sickness poison maneuver’. 
 Endurance – Each Character has an endurance rating of 12.  This number is broken down into four numbers: 3, 6, 9, 
and 12.  The numbers represent the levels of wound: light, moderate, severe, and critical.  As point damage is accumulated 
the characters will reach each Endurance level.  They become progressively weaker and receive negative skill DM’s for all 
stats.  When the characters reach their endurance level in damage (12), they pass out.  When they reach double the endurance 
level (24) they die of shock and loss of blood.  Players keep track of hits in the hit box.  Circle the level of damage 
accumulated hits have reached: -2, -4 ,-6, U (unconscious).  This modifier affects all subsequent die rolls by the character.   
 
 Creature    DMs: -2 -4 -6 U K 
 Birds, Small Animals    0 0 0 1 2 
 Dogs, Eagles, Sheep, Coyotes, Lynx, Losrandir 1 2 3 4 8 
 Wardogs, boars, Pigs, Deer, Mtn Goats, Wolverine 2 4 6 8 16 
 Characters, Horses, Grey Wolves   3 6 9 12 24 
 Bears, G. Spiders (sm), Snow Leopard, Warg 4 8 12 16 32 
 Chatmoig, G. Spiders (lg), Elk, Moose  5 10 15 20 40 
 Cave Bears, Werebears    6 12 18 24 48 
 Great Bears     7 14 21 28 56 
 Ents, Beorn     8 16 24 32 64 
 

Damage Location - Physical damage is always applied to one of six locations to the body.  But some types of 
damage, such as illness or fatigue, do not affect a specific location.  If a location die is not available, roll 1D6 and then roll 
2D6 for a specific location: 

 
Wound Locations 

 2 Legs   4 Legs  2 Legs/wings  4 Legs/Wings 
 1 = Head   Head  Head   Head 
 2 = Torso   Torso  Torso   Torso 
 3 = Left Arm  L.Foreleg  L.Wing   L.Wing 
 4 = Right Arm  R.Foreleg  R.Wing   R.Wing 
 5 = Left Leg  L.Hindleg L.Leg   Front Leg (even=L., odd=R.) 
 6 = Right Leg  R.Hindleg R.Leg   Rear Leg (even=L., odd=R.) 
 

Specific Wound Locations 
 Body Organs  Head Organs (Protected by):  Arms  Legs 
 2 = Chest - Heart (K) L.Eye   Full Helm  Elbow  Knee 
 3 = L. Side - Liver  Nose   Noseguard, Full Helm Forearm  Shin 
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 4 = Chest - L.Lung  L.Ear-Brain  3/4, Full Helms  Wrist  Ankle 
 5 = L. Side - Kidney Cheek-Tongue  3/4, Full Helms  Hand  Foot 
 6 = Belly - Stomach Forehead-Brain(K) Pot, 3/4, Full Helms Fingers (1D6) Toes 
 7 = Chest - (w)  Scalp (w)  Pot, 3/4, Full Helms Shoulder  Hip 
 8 = Belly - Intestines Scalp-Brain(K)  Pot, 3/4, Full Helms   Upper Arm Thigh 
 9 = R. Side - Kidney Neck-Artery  3/4, Full Helms  Elbow  Knee 
 10 = Chest - R. Lung R.Ear-Brain  3/4, Full Helms  Forearm  Shin 
 11 = R. Side - (w)  Mouth-Teeth  Full Helm  Wrist  Ankle 
 12 = Back - Spine  R.Eye   Full Helm  Hand  Foot 
 

Point Damage – Except for a few specific cases, point damage is reduced by the armor points worn on the location 
in which the defender is hit.  That is, if a character receives six points of damage on the arm and has an armor value of 2, the 
character actually receives only 4 points of damage.  Point damage is cumulative and successive damage adds to the previous 
damage.  Characters that receive more than 12 points of damage go into shock.  They will receive 1 point of damage per 
minute in which they are untreated.  When they reach 24 points they die of shock. 
 Chart Damage – In addition to the point damage described above, successful attacks also do chart damage.  Each 
level of chart damage is different depending on the area of the body hit.  Chart damage is not cumulative and relates to the 
severity of a single hit, which is referenced separately.  If a character receives 1-2 points it is a scratch, 3-5 points is a light 
wound; 6-8 points is a moderate wound; 9-11 is a severe wound; and 12 or more is a critical wound.   Reference the 
appropriate column for the location of the wound and across at the number of points received.  Chart damage is indicated as a 
capital letter in the appropriate box.  For example, a scratch on the head will cause the character to be dazed for 1 round 
(result: D1); a moderate wound on the arm will cause the character to be stunned for 1 round and the arm will become limp 
(result: D1/L); a Critical wound on a leg will cause the character to become incapacitated for 1-6 rounds and the leg will be 
severed (result: U6/S). 
 Class Damage – Class damage describes the type of damage to the body, which determines the type of healing that 
will be required: whether it is bleeding, concussion, muscle, bone, nerve or organ damage.  Class damage is indicated by a 
small letter on the weapon damage chart.  Each type has its own box on the character sheet.  Class damage is divided in a 
special way.  The points received in a location are divided between the lighter wound types in the same location.  In other 
words, a ‘severe’ wound on the arm also does ‘scratch’, ‘moderate’ and ‘light’ damage.  For example, if a character is hit in 
the arm with 10 points of damage on the leg, the result is a severe wound; count down the chart starting with the scratch  
wound to the heaviest wound received; i.e., one point goes to ‘s’ (scratch), the next to ‘w’ (light), then to ‘m’ (moderate), 
then ‘b’ (severe level), finally,, start over until all the points received are accounted for.  The end result is that the character 
receives 3 points of stun damage, 3 points of weapon damage, 2 points of muscle damage, and 2 points of bone damage.  
Weapon damage depends on the type of weapon used and is explained below. 
 Damage Chart – The body will take hits in six major areas: the head, body, left arm, right arm, left leg, and right 
leg.  To determine the damage a character has received, reference the damage chart below.  This chart will indicate the total 
extent of damage received.  For example, let’s say the character receives 9 points of damage (after armor reduction) on his 
right arm caused by a blow from a warhammer.  Scroll down the Points column to the level of points received.  First, we 
notice that this is a Severe hit.  Second, that the character is now a -6 modifier on all skills.  Third, cross-reference the level of 
severity with the location hit and read the applicable codes, in this case “D6/B/b.”  “D6” means  the character is dazed for 
1D6 rounds and cannot attack – he can only defend.  “B” (capitalized) means that the character’s arm is broken, and he can 
no longer use it.  “b” (small case) indicates that he has received bone damage (plus the lower level damages in that column).  
Counting one point for each lower level of damage, the player would read: “One point “s” (stun damage), 1 point “w” (for a 
warhammer this means concussion damage), one point “m” (muscle damage), one point “b” (bone damage), and count from 
the bottom of the chart again until nine points of damage are designated.  The final assessment is: 3 stun, 2 concussion, 2 
muscle, and 2 bone.  The player must write these amounts in the appropriate boxes on the character sheet.  When the 
character attempts to heal himself, he will be dealing with these four types of damage, as well as needing to have the broken 
bone reset before healing can begin.  Needless to say, this is a fairly serious hit.  This system initially appears complicated but 
after a few tries the Game Master will get the hang of it. 
 
 DAMAGE    Points DM Head Body Arm/Leg 
 Scratch:       1-2 --- D1/w s s 
 Light:       3-5 (-2) D6/o D1/w w 
 Moderate:     6-8 (-4) U6/n* D6/o D1/L/m 
 Severe:       9-11 (-6) M1/-- U6/n* D6/B/b 
 Critical:       12+ (U) K/-- M1/-- U/S/n* 
Chart Damage Codes: 
 D1 = character is dazed for one round; defense only (no double or full defenses).  If the character already took his actions this 
round, the penalty will occur on the next round; if not, the penalty will occur immediately. 
 D6 = character is dazed for 1D6 rounds; defense only (same restrictions as above). 
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 U6 = character is unconscious for 1D6 rounds & cannot defend. 
 U = character is unconscious indefinitely. 
 M6 = mortally wounded, the character will die in 1D6 rounds. 
 K = the character is killed instantly. 
 L = character's limb muscles is/are sprained (ligament damage) and limb cannot be used (character stunned for 1D6 rounds). 
 B = character's limb bone is broken; bone must be reset before healing (character unconscious for 1D6 rounds). 
 S = character's limb is completely severed limb must be rejoined (character unconscious for 2D6 rounds). 
Class Damage Codes: 
 s = stun damage. 

w = Weapon damage - depends on the type of weapon used in the attack:  
  Concussion damage - caused by hammers, clubs, falling impact, and brawling.  
  Bleeding damage - caused by slashing from edged-weapons like swords & axes.  Bleeding damage    
   causes 1 point of additional damage per round.  
  Puncture damage - by arrows, spears, and other pointed weapons cause the next level higher damage: 
   i.e., muscle damage at limbs, and organ damage at the head & body. 
  Burn damage - from physical fire, demons and fire-dragons, and fire-based magic. 
  Freeze damage - caused by physical cold, demons and cold-drakes, and cold-based magic. 
  Stun damage - caused by electrical-based magic and light wounds. 
 m = muscle damage - caused by moderate damage on limbs. 
 b = bone damage - caused by severe damage on limbs. 
 o = organ damage - caused by moderate wounds to the head and severe wounds to the torso. 
 n = nerve damage - caused by severe wounds to the head and critical wounds to the torso and limbs. 
 * = possible trauma.  The character must make a die roll to resist trauma damage.  See below. 
Other types of damage (not listed on the chart) 
 Mind damage - can be caused by magic, trauma, or failure to resist spirit possession. 
 Fatigue damage - can be caused by lack of rest, food water or shelter; or hangovers, spirit drainage,  and spellcasting. 
 Disease damage - can be caused by germs, plague, or spirit possession. 
 Fever damage - is caused by lack of resistance to viruses (colds and flues). 
 Poison damage - is caused by failure to resist poison.  

 
Sickness/Poison Resistance Maneuvers – This chart is used when a character is first exposed to a disease or poison 

to determine how successfully their constitution resists it.  Use the character’s constitution skill versus 0.  The level of 
success determines how many sickness or poison damage points the character receives.  Results: SE = 16 points; white = 12 
points; blue = 9 points; green = 6 points; yellow = 3 points; and tan = no damage.  BC = roll for possible Constitution bonus. 
 Sickness – Characters may be exposed to other ailments and sicknesses or poisons.  If this occurs, each character 
must make a resistance roll on the charts below using their unmodified constitution skill.  Also roll for other types of 
exposure: sunstroke (burn damage) or hypothermia (freezing damage).  Check for sickness: 
 1. When characters wake up every morning; S.E. = minor disorder. 
 2. When the cook rolls S.E. (food poisoning). 
 3. When exposed to a disease or poison. 
 4. When exposed to cold (freezing) or heat (sunstroke, sunburn). 
 5. When going without food or sleep for more than 1 day. 
 6. When a wound is open more than 24 hours (possible infection, i.e. poison). 

Minor disorders – can periodically cause irritation to the average player character (but elves are immune).  Make a 
2D6 routine die roll every morning for characters to see if each character is all right.  On a die roll of snake eyes, they may 
become sick.  Roll on the chart below to see what the potential problem is.  Then roll on the resist sickness chart above to see 
how bad the malady is.  

1 = Headache (organ)   7 = Poison Ivy (poison) 
2 = Stomachache (organ)   8 = Muscle cramp (muscle) 
3 = Toothache (organ)   9 = Fever (cold) 
4 = Infection (poison, wound or bug-bite) 10 = Fatigue (didn’t sleep well). 
5 = Blisters (hands, feet, or saddle)  11 = Nerves (didn’t sleep well) 
6 = Fleas/ticks    12 = Rheumatism (bone, joints ache) 

 
HEALING 
 Characters can heal naturally if they are sheltered, rested, and eat well for certain periods of time.  Of course, this 
means they might miss out on some adventuring.  These healing times can be changed by various treatments.  Healing rates 
triple if a character does not rest. 

Natural Healing Rates - Wounds can heal naturally if the character is resting.  Some types of wounds will not heal 
naturally and require treatment.  Stun and Fatigue wear off at the rate of 1 point per hour.  Concussion, Fever, Bleeding, 
Freeze, Burn, and Muscle damage heal at the rate of one point per day;  Bone, Organ, and Nerve damage at one point per 
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week.  Mind, Disease, and Poison damage will not heal naturally and require special treatment. 
Accelerated Healing Rates – Healing times can be accelerated by different types of Magic or herbs.  Some magic or 

herbs will heal a number of damage points instantly, or over a specified period of time; or sometimes they will accelerate 
healing x2 (double) or x3 (triple).  Herbs may also give the patient a DM benefit to their constitution to aid in healing.  
Character make static maneuver die rolls when attempting to accelerate recovery. 
 First Aid/Nursing Maneuvers - First Aid and Nursing skills are interchangeable, one usually referring to men and the 
latter to women.  Characters can help wounded characters from becoming progressively more damaged.  The first aid skill 
involves stopping bleeding, binding wounds, setting splints. Treating shock, and transporting wounded.  If the patient is 
bleeding, the medic must first attempt to stop the blood flow.  Blood flows at the rate of 1 additional blood damage point per 
round.  Nursing involves assisting a doctor or surgeon and midwifery (if female), care and maintenance of patients who are 
recovering from wounds: cleaning, bandaging, and applying minor medicines. 
 

Success Task   Time  Task    Time 
Blue Stop bleeding  1D6m  Administer meds   1D6m 
Green Set bones  1D6x5m  Binding/cleaning wounds  1D6x5 
Yellow Applying splints  1D6x10m Treating shock   1D6x10m 

 
Doctor Maneuvers – Doctors may perform all the tasks that first aid and nursing characters can do.  They can also 

diagnose illness, perform surgery, and make medicines using apothecary techniques.   
 

Success Task   Time   Task    Time 
Blue  Diagnose illness  1D6m  Upset stomachs/blisters  1D6m 
Green  Sewing cuts  1D6x5m  Sooth muscle/sprained ligaments 1D6x2m 
Yellow  Removing foreign objects 1D6x10m` Headaches/rashes   1D6x2m 
Tan Amputating limbs 1D6x5m  Treat burns, fever, disease, plague 1D6x5m 

  
Medicinal Supplies – Apothecary tasks involve formulating mineral salts and chemicals for general pain relievers, 

upset stomachs, headaches, soaking muscle and skin tissue, animal salves to treat burns, blisters, sprained ligaments, fever 
control ants for colds and flues.  Apothecaries also usually carry and deal with herbal remedies as a sideline. 
  

Item  Type  $/dose  Effect(once per day)    
Bandages  equipment 1c/dose  bind wounds, chance of infection-2, stop bleeding 
Splints  equipment 3c/dose  set broken bones or sprained joints 
Saws  equipment 1gp  for surgery 
Knives  equipment 1sp  for surgery 
Scissors  equipment 5sp  for cutting bandages 
Needles  equipment 2sp  for sewing wounds 
Catgut  equipment 2c  for sewing wound 
Medical bag equipment 2sp  to carry all this stuff 
Headache  tea  1c  relieve headaches and hangovers 
Stomachache  tea  1c  relieve stomachaches and food poisoning 
Toothache  salve  1c  relieve toothaches and act as a local anesthetic 
Infection  poultice  5c  deters infection 
Blisters  salve  1c  removes 1 point per day. 
Fleas, ticks  powder  3c  relives itching, kills bugs 
Poison ivy  salve  4c  relives itching, reduces topical poison points 
Muscle ache salve  2c  reduces one muscle point 
Muscle ache salts  1c  bath reduces 2 muscle points 
Fever remedy  tea  3c  reduces one fever point 
Nerve remedy  potion  1s  calms nerves, aids sleep 
Disease remedy potion  1s  remove 1 disease point 
Rheumatism  salve  3c  relieves rheumatic pain 
Burn   salve  2c  reduces one burn point 
Fever   poultice  5c  reduces 1 fever point 
Poison antidote potion  1sp  cures 1 poison point 
Anesthetic  potion  8c  renders patient unconscious for surgery 

 
 Sickness and Poison Recovery Maneuvers – This chart is used after a character has been exposed to disease or 
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poison damage.  Roll once per day, twice per day if the healing rate is doubled, and three times if tripled.  After contracting 
sickness, the character rolls on the recovery chart every day using their constitution skill plus applicable DM’s for any 
medicines used.  If the patient has received any medicine that speeds recovery time, roll twice per day for doubled time and 
3x per day for tripled time.  If a character has multiple wounds, they must roll for each type of wound or ailment.  Results: SE 
= add 1D6 damage; white = bad, +2 damage points; blue = not good +1 damage point; green = stable; yellow = good –1 
damage point; Tan = very good, -2 damage points; BC = complete recovery, no effects of illness (a miracle). 
 NPC Damage – (Non-player characters) do not record damage the same way that player characters do, so the method of healing 
them is different.  Healing NPC’s (magic healers: animists, and shamans): 
 
 Wound Level Difficulty  # points healed  Natural Healing 
 #1 Scratch blue  1D6   1 day/point 
 #2 Light  green  1D6   2-6 days 
 #3 Moderate yellow  1D4   2D6 days 
 #4 Severe  tan  1D4   2D6 weeks 
 #5 Critical orange  1   1D6 months 
 Magic fatigue is calculated per spell # rules based on difficulty level. 
 
DWARVEN STONE HEALERS (Mirnestad) 

Dwarves have physicians and herbalists, but there is another form of healer that is unique only to the Dwarves.  It is 
the art of Mirnestad (jewel healing).  For most treatments, powdered stones are used, but in some cases the patient may be 
given an amulet to help them heal or to strengthen a weakness.  Stone healing has full effect on Dwarves and Elves but the 
healer must take a –3 skill DM when treating other races.  To generate a Mirnethryn choose the Healer Profession and 
Healing Stone Lore skill; only professional Dwarven healers can be stone healers.  Some observers claim that stone healing is 
naught but animist magic, but Dwarves are quick to point out that their healers can wear armor and use shields (which is a 
very good idea when walking about with all these gems). 
 Mapping – The Dwarf healer diagnoses the illness by ‘mapping’.  An amulet of amethyst is passed over the patient 
to diagnose the improper flow of energy, taking 1D6 x 10 minutes to complete (three tries maximum of a tan result).  Then a 
proper procedure is selected for treatment.  The cost is 1 gold piece. 

Alignment Ceremony – Mirnethryn can do any of the spells on the Healer magic list by performing an Alignment 
Ceremony, in which specific stones are placed on pressure points of the body (a complete selection of gems is required).  As 
in magic, healers may only perform spells up to their skill numbers.  The difficulty to perform healing successfully is the 
same as for casting the spell.  The time taken to perform the ceremony is the spell# x 10 minutes.  If the ceremony is 
unsuccessful, the time is wasted.  The cost is the spell# in gold pieces. 

Mental Healing Ceremony – Mental damage is very critical for Dwarves and difficult to heal.  The character with 
the mind damage is brought to a special place where the magnetic energy currents in the earth harmonize with the energy 
currents in the body and re-align the mind’s thought patterns to their natural state.  Diamond, malachite, and sapphire stones 
are placed on pressure points on the body to facilitate the re-alignment.  The patient lies on his back on a specially-placed 
stone slab.  A diamond is placed on his forehead 4 malachites are placed, one on each shoulder and one on each hip.  Eight 
sapphires are placed on the main joints of the limbs (the elbows, wrists, knees, and ankles).  The ceremony takes 1D6 hours 
while the mirnethryn is constantly making adjustments and chanting sacred verses of Mahal, God of the Dwarves.  At the end 
of the ceremony, the healer must make a tan result for success; if the die roll fails, the ceremony can be attempted again after 
7 days.  If the ceremony is successful, the patient then requires a rest period of 1D6 days, before he is completely back to his 
old self again.  On a die roll of snake-eyes, the patient cannot be healed and is permanently damaged.  Each ceremony 
(whether successful or not) costs 12 gold pieces which is paid to the Mahalite. 
 
Healing Stone List 

Diamonds Gem – 5gp/each, a blessed amulet, used in the mind healing ceremony 
Garnet  Powder – 1gp/dose, tea, general resistance; +2 vs. poison, +3 vs. disease, +1 vs. fever. 

   Powder – 1gp/dose, ingest; heals 1 point of poison, fever, or disease per day. 
Quartz  Powder – 1sp/dose, tea, general healing (Dwarves only); doubles recovery rate; sometimes gives  

spiritual gifts (on boxcars). 
Ruby  Powder – 2gp/dose, tea; +1 vs. disease and fever. 
Amethyst Powder – 1gp/dose, ingest; increases resistance to mental attacks (+4) for 1 hour. 

   Gem – 10gp, amulet; used to perform mapping. 
Turquoise Powder – 5sp/dose, poultice; heals 1-4 concussion hits. 
Malachite Powder – 3sp/dose, tea; heals 1 point of stun damage per hour. 
Pearl  Powder – 1gp/dose, steam, fever, poison, and disease healing x2. 
Camelian Powder – 2sp/dose, tea, doubles the healing rate for bleeding damage. 
Red Jasper Powder, 4sp/dose, poultice, stops bleeding completely; heals all healing damage 1D6 hrs. 
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Sapphire  Gem – 1gp/dose/amulet, +2 vs. mind damage; doubles mental healing rate. 
Agate  Gem – 7sp/dose, tea, double healing rate of fatigue. 
Avenbrine Gem – 2sp/dose, steep stone in water overnight; bathe wound with water; muscle healing x3. 
Haematite Powder – 1sp/dose, ingest; heals 1-3 points of organ damage. 
Lodestone Powder – 1sp/dose, poultice; heals 1-3 points of bone damage. 
Amazonite Powder – 2sp/dose, ingest; heals 1-3 points of nerve damage. 
Amber  Powder – 1sp/dose, tea, +3 resistance of burn or freeze damage for 1D6 hours. 

Powder – 5sp/dose, poultice; heals 1-3 points of burn/freeze damage. 
 
Healing Stone List by Effect 

General Alignment Ceremony – (described above) 
Quartz, Powder – 1sp/dose, tea, general healing (Dwarves only); doubles recovery rate; sometimes gives  

spiritual gifts (on boxcars). 
Stun Malachite, Powder – 3sp/dose, tea; heals 1 point of stun damage per hour. 
Concussion Turquoise, Powder – 5sp/dose, poultice; heals 1-4 concussion hits. 
Blood Camelian, Powder – 2sp/dose, tea, doubles the healing rate for bleeding damage. 

  Red Jasper, Powder, 4sp/dose, poultice, stops bleeding completely; heals all healing damage 1D6 hrs. 
Muscle Avenbrine, Gem – 2sp/dose, steep stone in water overnight; bathe wound with water; muscle healing x3. 
Bone Lodestone, Powder – `sp/dose, poultice; heals 1-3 points of bone damage. 
Organ Haematite, Powder – 1sp/dose, ingest; heals 1-3 points of organ damage. 
Nerve Amazonite, Powder – 2sp/dose, ingest; heals 1-3 points of nerve damage. 
Burn/Freeze Amber, Powder – 1sp/dose, tea, +3 resistance of burn/freeze damage for 1D6 hours. 

Amber, Powder – 5sp/dose, poultice; heals 1-3 points of burn/freeze damage. 
Mind Mental Healing Ceremony (described above), 13 gems, 1 Diamond, 4 Malachites, and 8 Sapphires. 

Amethyst, Powder – 1gp/dose, ingest; increases resistance to mental attacks (+4) for 1 hour. 
Sapphire, Gem – 1gp/dose/amulet, +2 vs. mind damage; doubles mental healing rate (if treated as above). 

Fatigue Agate, Gem – 7sp/dose, tea, double healing rate of fatigue. 
Disease Ruby, Powder – 2gp/dose, tea; +1 vs. disease. 

Garnet, Powder – 1gp/dose, tea, general resistance; +3 vs. disease. 
 Garnet, Powder – 1gp/dose, ingest; heals 1 point of disease per day. 
 Pearl, Powder – 1gp/dose, steam, disease healing x2. 
Fever Ruby, Powder – 2gp/dose, tea; +1 vs. fever. 

Garnet, Powder – 1gp/dose, tea, general resistance; +1 vs. fever. 
  Garnet, Powder – 1gp/dose, ingest; heals 1 point of fever per day. 
  Pearl, Powder – 1gp/dose, steam, fever healing x2. 

Poison Garnet, Powder – 1gp/dose, tea, general resistance; +2 vs. poison. 
  Garnet, Powder – 1gp/dose, ingest; heals 1 point of poison per day. 
  Pearl, Powder – 1gp/dose, steam, poison healing x2. 
 
ELVEN SONG HEALERS 
 Elves have a healer type that can perform healing by singing songs of the Valar.  The elven song healer can perform 
any function listed on the Healer magic list.  Unlike magic, song healing does not cause fatigue points to the healer (the song 
sustains the singer), but it takes longer than magic healing.  Song healing has full effect on elves and half-elves but the healer 
must take a –2 skill DM when treating other races.  To generate a professional song healer choose the Healer Profession and 
Healing Song Lore as a skill; only professional elven healers can do song healing.  The difficulty number to perform healing 
successfully is the same as for casting the equivalent spell.  The time required is the spell# x 10 minutes.  If the song is 
unsuccessful, the time is wasted.  Any Elf may attempt self-healing through meditation using these same rules.  As in magic, 
healers may only perform spells up to their skill numbers.   
 
 HERBAL HEALING 
 Herbs are the most common form of healing Middle Earth.  Even the smallest village will have an herbalist of some 
level of skill.  Characters can become professional herbalists by choosing the Healer profession and gaining the Herblore 
skill; but any PC with access to the Lore List can choose Herblore skill as a sideline.   

Herb Lists – There are many herb lists based on the location and climate for growing the herb.  There are five 
regions and several special locales:  Far North, North, Temperate, South, and Far South.   Other special locales are: Frozen 
Land, Volcanic Land, Desert, and Rain Forest.  The herb lists give several different properties for each herb besides the 
location where it grows.  They also describe readying, effects, and duration of effects of each herb. 
 Herb Effects – There are 4 main possible effects that herbs can have: Curing, Protection, Acceleration, and Benefit.   
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Curing – heals the specified number of points in the specified amount of time (immediately if no time is 
noted).   

Protection – will give a benefit to a potential target for a specified amount of time (24hours if no time is 
noted); this protection is added to a character’s defense bonus if attacked, or to their Constitution if making a 
resistance roll.   

Acceleration – is a speeding up of the healing process for 24 hours; it can be doubled or tripled.   
Benefit – is a DM that is added to the character’s constitution when making a recovery die roll. 

Herb Identification and Harvesting – Identification is the most important part of herb lore.  This knowledge gives 
the herbalist the ability to recognized different herbs as they find them as well as knowledge of the herb’s potential uses.  
Harvesters know where to find different types of herbs and how to collect them without losing the herb’s benefits.  Harvesters 
gather them and prepare them or sell them to a preparer.  Failures for herb harvesting mean the plant/herb is ruined.  Growers 
grow their own herbs in their gardens.  They know how to plant them and care for them until they are ready for harvesting.  
Then they harvest them and prepare them or sell them to a preparer. 
 
 Herb Identification, Harvesting     Success 
 Leaf, nut, flower, berry, fruit, bud, grass    blue 
 Stem, stalk, spine, bark, nodule, clove, cone    green 
 Moss, lichen, algae, resin, pollen, seed    yellow 
 Root, sap, cactus, fungus, mushroom    tan 
 

Herb Storing - Some herbs must be used right away. Others can be stored for certain periods of time.  Most herbs 
have to be stored in airtight containers.  There is one special herb, whose leaf can store other herbs for a year.   Players are 
given two tries to store an herb; after that, that particular dose of herb is ruined. 

Herb Preparation - Preparers know how to prepare the herbs for long-term storage, either by drying, bundling, or 
wrapping or storing them in protective casings, etc.  Players preparing an herb for administration can try twice; but 2 failures 
ruin the herb. 
 
 Herb Preparation    Time   Success 
 No preparation, unwrap, slice-up, etc. 1D6x2 minutes  blue 
 Boiling, brewing (must start a fire first) 1D6x3 minutes  green 
 Crushing, pressing, grinding into a paste 1D6x4 minutes  yellow 
 

Herb Administration - Natural healers use herbs to treat ailments.  They can diagnose maladies and prescribe herbal 
treatment, and they know how to ready the herb for application.  Patients who are eating, drinking, or inhaling an herb ruin it 
if they fail a general skill roll. 
 
 Herb Administration      Success 
 Drink, ingest, inhale (patient’s general skill)    blue 
 Rubbing, applying (herb skill, first aid, or nurse)   green 
 Poultice with bandage (herb skill first aid, or nurse skill)  yellow 
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ALPHABETICAL HERB LIST 
A  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Aloe  FN,N,T, fields leaf 3 mo 5bp apply Burn: Protect +2; Accelerate x2; Benefit +2 
Aldaka  FN, N, T, S mtns root 2 wk 12gp brew Organ: Cure 1 eye/sight (24hrs, within 1D6 hours) 
       apply Circulatory: stops bleeding (1 rnd) 
Anserke  S, sea  root 1 mo 7gp apply Circulatory: Cure 2pts; Accelerate x2. 
Arfandas N,T fr.water stem 3 hr 2sp Paste Bone: Accelerate x2; Benefit +2 
Arlan  FN,N,T fields leaf 1 mo 13sp apply Concussion: Cure 1-2pts (2 hrs) 
       brew Stun: Cure 1-3 pts 
Arlan  FN,N,T fields root 1 yr 12sp apply Fever: Protect +3; Cure 1 pt; Benefit +1 
Arkasu  N, T, S fields sap 3 mo 12gp apply Fatigue: Cure 1-2pts; Accelerate x2 
       brew Fever: Protect +3; Cure 1 pt; Benefit +1 
Arnuminas FN, N, T leaf 1 wk 6bp apply Ligament: Accelerate x2; Benefit +2 
 
Arpsusar S fr.water stalk 1 dy 30gp apply Muscle: Cure 1-3pts; Benefit +3 
       brew Bone: Cure 1 pt; Accelerate x2 
       ingest Nerve: Accelerate x2 
Arthond  FN, N, T, S mtns root 1 wk 5bp ingest Fever: Protect +2; Accelerate x2 
       brew Disease: Protect +2; Accelerate x2 
Arunya  T, S fields root 3 mo 4sp brew Fatigue: 1 hr sleep = 8; once/week or addictive 
Atigax  FN, N mtns root 6 mo 4gp brew Physical: Protect +4 vs. light/glare (8hrs). 
       ingest Organ: Cure 1 pt; Accelerate x2 
       apply Freeze: Cure 1-2pts; Protect +2 
Athelas  FN, N, T, S forest  leaf 3 dy --- brew Mind: Cure 1pt; Accelerate: all healing x3 
Attanar  N, T, S fr.water moss 3 dy 8gp apply Fever: Protect +4; Cure 1pt; Accel. x2; Benefit +3 
       brew Fatigue: Cure 1-2pts 
       ingest Stun: cure 1-2pts 
B  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Belan  S, sea  nut 3 mo 4gp ingest Circulatory: Cure 1pt; Benefit +2 
Belramba S forest  lichen 6 mo 6gp brew Nerve: Cure 1-3pts 
Berterin  T, S forest moss 1 mo 2gp brew Organ: Cure 1pt (24hrs, preservation for one day) 
Breldiar  S mtns  flower 3 mo 3gp ingest Physical: +10 spells (1 hr, -9 for 1D6 hrs)  
Brorkwilb S mtns, volc. flower 1 wk 9gp ingest Physical: +2 Char 12hrs) shared dreams 
       brew Stun: Cure 1-3pts 
Bursthelas FN,N,T,S fields stalk 1 mo 10gp brew Bone: Cure 3pts (24hrs); bone must be set first 
 
C  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Culkas  S, desert  leaf 2 wk 3gp apply Burn: Cure 1sf  (24hrs) 
       ingest Burn: Protect +3 
D  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Dagmather S fields  spine 1 mo 2gp apply Muscle: Cure 1-2pts; Benefit +1 
       brew Bone: Cure 1pt 
Darsurion FN,N,T, S mtns leaf 1 wk 3sp apply Poison (external): Cure 1pt (1 hr); Accel. x2 
       brew Poison (internal): Cure 1pt (1 hr); Benefit +2 
Degiik  S sea  leaf 1 wk 10gp ingest Lifekeeping: for 1 day; if given within 1 hr 
Delrean  FN, N, T forest bark 2 yr 3sp apply Physical: repels insects; smells foul 
Draaf  S, sea  leaf 3 dy 5sp ingest Concussion: Cure 1pt (24 hrs); Accel. x2; Benefit +2 
       brew Bone: Cure 1 pt; Accelerate x2 
E  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Ebur  FN, N, T, S sea flower 1 hr 2gp ingest Muscle: Cure 1pt; Accelerate x2 
       brew Fever: Cure 1pt; Accelerate x2 
Edram  FN,N, fr.water moss 1 min 3gp ingest Bone: Cure 1pt (24 hrs); bone must be set first  
       brew Fatigue: Cure 1D6pts 
F  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Febfendu FN, N, T, S fr.water  root 6 mo 9gp brew Organ: Cure ear/hearing in (1wk; 1dose/day) 
Felmather FN, N, T, S sea leaf 1 day 10gp ingest Fatigue: Cure 1pt; relieves coma/unconc. 
       brew Stun: Cure 1D6pts 
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G  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Gariig  S, desert  cactus 1 hr 5gp apply Concussion: Cure 1-3pts (1 hr); Accel. x2; Benefit +2 
       brew Muscle:  Cure 1pt 
Gefnul  volcanic  lichen 1 mo 9gp apply Concussion: Cure 1-6pts (24 hrs); Accel. x3; Ben +4 
Gort  N, T, S fields leaves  1 mo 1gp ingest Physical: +4 CharB (2 hrs); -6 to actions (2-12hrs) 
Gylvir  FN, N, T, S sea algae 1 hr 4gp brew Physical: breath underwater, only (4 hrs, -2 1D6hrs)  
 
H  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Harfy  S fields  resin 2 mo 5gp apply Circulatory: Stops bleeding 1D6 rounds 

brew Circulatory: Cure 3pts; Accelerate x3; Benefit +3 
Hoak-foer S fields  flower 3 mo 60gp ingest Mind: Cure all (2-12 days) 
       brew Organ: Cure 1pt 
J  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Jojojopo  FN,N,T mtns leaf 1 wk 9sp apply Freeze: Protect +2; Cure 1pt, Accel x2; Benefit +2 
 
K  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Kelventari  FN,N,T, fields berry 1 hr 2gp apply Burn: Cure 1pt; Benefit +2 
       apply Freeze: Cure 1pt; Benefit +2 
Kathkusa FN, N mtns leaf 1 mo 5gp ingest Physical: strength x2 (2D6rds, -6 4-8hrs) 1/week 
Kilmakur S fields  root  3 mo 6gp apply Burn: Protect +4 (1D6 hrs) 
       brew Burn: Accelerate x2 
Klagul  S fields  bud 6 mo 3gp brew Physical: see like an elf for 6 hrs. 
 
M  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Megillos  FN, N, T, S mtns leaf 1 mo 12sp ingest Physical: vision x2 for 10 minutes (even in dark) 
       brew  Nerve: cure 1pt 
Melandar FN, N, T fr.water moss 1 yr 12sp brew Disease: Protect +4 (for 10 days); Accel. x2 
       ingest Fever: Protect +2, Cure 1pt 
Menelar  FN, N forest cone 3 mo 7gp brew Disease: Cure 1pt; Accelerate x2; Benefit +2 
       brew Poison: Cure 1pt; Accelerate x2; Benefit +2 
Mirenna  FN,N,T, S mtns berry 1 mo 1gp ingest Concussion: Cure 1-2pts (1 hr); Accel. x2; Benefit +2 
 
N  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Nelisse  S mnts, volc. leaf 1 wk 9sp brew Physical: (1 hr (-2); 1 day’s nutrition 

      ingest Physical: can see in pitch dark 1 hr 
O  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Oiolosse  FN, N fr.water clove 1 wk 60gp ingest lifekeeping: for 1 day (elves) if given within 2 days 
Olvar  FN, N, T sea flower 1 dy 20gp ingest lifekeeping: for 2 days 
 
P  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Pargen  S jungle  berry 3 mo 80gp ingest lifekeeping: 1 day; keeps any herb for 1 yr 
Pathur  S fields  nodule 6 mo 10gp ingest lifekeeping: for 1 hour; if given before death 
 
R  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Rewk  FN,N,T, S forest nodule 1 hr 9sp brew Concussion: Cure 1-2pts (1 hr) 
       ingest Fatigue: Cure 1-3 pts 
S  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Siran  S fields  clove 3 mo 8gp ingest Organ: Cure one organ (1hr) 

      brew Nerve: cure 1 pt; Accelerate x2 
Siriena  S fields  grass  1 yr 7gp apply Organ: preserves organ/limb (1wk); herbs 1 year 
Suranie  N, T, S fr.water berry 3 mo 2gp ingest Stun: Cure 1pt; (also like smelling salt) 

      brew Muscle: Cure 1pt; Accelerate x2 
T  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Tarnas  S jungle  nodule 1 yr 2gp brew Organ: Cure 1pt; Acceleration x2; Benefit +2 

      apply Circulatory: Cure 1 pt; stops bleeding 
Terbas  T, S forest leaf 1 mo 2gp brew Nerve: Acceleration x2; Benefit +2 
Thurl  FN,N,T forest clove 1 wk 1sp brew Concussion: Cure 1pt; Accel. x2; Benefit +2 
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Tyr-fira  FN, N, T mtns leaf 1 wk 12gp ingest lifekeeping: 1 day; if given within 7 days 
 
U  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Ulnaza  FN fields leaf 1 yr 5gp ingest Poison: Cure all (1D6hrs, if taken within 1 day) 
Ur  FN, N fields nut 1 mo 3gp ingest Fatigue: Cure 1D6; gives one day’s nutrition 
 
V  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Vinuk  S fields  root 1 wk 12sp brew Stun: Cure 2pts 
 
W  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Winclammit FN, N, mtn fruit 3 mo 10gp ingest Concussion: Cure 1-6pts; Accel. x3; Benefit +6 
Witan  S jungle  leaf 2 wk 12gp ingest Stun: Cure 3pts 
 
Y  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Yavethalion N,T,S, sea fruit 1 mo 4gp ingest Concussion: Cure 1-10pts (1D6hrs) 

      brew Fatigue: Cure 1-3pts 
Yaran  FN, N, T, S fields  pollen 1 wk 9sp inhale Physical: smell/taste +4 (1hr); can detect poison 
Z  Location Form Store Cost Prep Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Zulsendura S caves  mushr. 1 mo 7gp ingest Physical: haste (double actions) for 3 rounds 
Zur  N caves  fungus 2 mo 1gp brew Physical: smell/hearing +4 (1hr) 

      ingest Nerve (in head): Cure 1 pt. 
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HERB LIST BY EFFECT 
Bone   Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Arfandas N,T fr.water stem 3 hr Paste 2sp Bone: Accelerate x2; Benefit +2 
Arpsusar S fr.water stalk 1 dy 30gp brew Bone: Cure 1 pt; Accelerate x2 
Bursthelas FN,N,T,S fields stalk 1 mo 10gp brew Bone: Cure 3pts (24hrs); bone must be set first 
Dagmather S fields  spine 1 mo 2gp brew Bone: Cure 1pt 
Draaf  S, sea  leaf 3 dy 5sp brew Bone: Cure 1 pt; Accelerate x2 
Edram  FN,N, fr.water moss 1 min 3gp ingest Bone: Cure 1pt (24 hrs); bone must be set first  
 
Burn  Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Aloe  FN,N,T, fields leaf 3 mo 5bp apply Burn: Protect +2; Accelerate x2; Benefit +2 
Culkas  S, desert  leaf 2 wk 3gp apply Burn: Cure 1sf  (24hrs) 
       ingest Burn: Protect +3 
Kelventari  FN,N,T, fields berry 1 hr 2gp apply Burn: Cure 1pt; Benefit +2 
Kilmakur S fields  root  3 mo 6gp apply Burn: Protect +4 (1D6 hrs) 
       brew Burn: Accelerate x2 
 
Circulatory  Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Aldaka  FN, N, T, S mtns root 2 wk 12gp apply Circulatory: stops bleeding (1 rnd) 
Anserke  S, sea  root 1 mo 7gp apply Circulatory: Cure 2pts; Accelerate x2. 
Belan  S, sea  nut 3 mo 4gp ingest Circulatory: Cure 1pt; Benefit +2 
Harfy  S fields  resin 2 mo 5gp apply Circulatory: Stops bleeding 1D6 rounds 

brew Circulatory: Cure 3pts; Accelerate x3; Benefit +3 
Tarnas  S jungle  nodule 1 yr 2gp apply Circulatory: Cure 1 pt; stops bleeding 
 
Concussion  Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Arlan  FN,N,T fields leaf 1 mo 13sp apply Concussion: Cure 1-2pts (2 hrs) 
Draaf  S, sea  leaf 3 dy 5sp ingest Concussion: Cure 1pt (24 hrs); Accel. x2; Benefit +2 
Gariig  S, desert  cactus 1 hr 5gp apply Concussion: Cure 1-3pts (1 hr); Accel. x2; Benefit +2 
Gefnul  volcanic  lichen 1 mo 9gp apply Concussion: Cure 1-6pts (24 hrs); Accel. x3; Ben +4 
Mirenna  FN,N,T, S mtns berry 1 mo 1gp ingest Concussion: Cure 1-2pts (1 hr); Accel. x2; Benefit +2 
Rewk  FN,N,T, S forest nodule 1 hr 9sp brew Concussion: Cure 1-2pts (1 hr) 
Thurl  FN,N,T forest clove 1 wk 1sp brew Concussion: Cure 1pt; Accel. x2; Benefit +2 
Winclammit FN,N, mtn fruit 3 mo 10gp ingest Concussion: Cure 1-6pts; Accel. x3; Benefit +6 
Yavethalion N,T,S, sea fruit 1 mo 4gp ingest Concussion: Cure 1-10pts (1D6hrs) 
 
Disease  Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Arthond  FN, N, T, S mtns root 1 wk 5bp brew Disease: Protect +2; Accelerate x2 
Melandar FN, N, T fr.water moss 1 yr 12sp brew Disease: Protect +4 (for 10 days); Accel. x2 
Menelar  FN, N forest cone 3 mo 7gp brew Disease: Cure 1pt; Accelerate x2; Benefit +2 
 
Fatigue  Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Arunya  T, S fields root 3 mo 4sp brew Fatigue: 1 hr sleep = 8; once/week or addictive 
Arkasu  N, T, S fields sap 3 mo 12gp apply Fatigue: Cure 1-2pts; Accelerate x2 
Attanar  N, T, S fr.water moss 3 dy 8gp brew Fatigue: Cure 1-2pts 
Edram  FN,N, fr.water moss 1 min 3gp brew Fatigue: Cure 1D6pts 
Felmather FN, N, T, S sea leaf 1 day 10gp ingest Fatigue: Cure 1pt; relieves coma/unconc. 
Rewk  FN,N,T, S forest nodule 1 hr 9sp ingest Fatigue: Cure 1-3 pts 
Ur  FN, N fields nut 1 mo 3gp ingest Fatigue: Cure 1D6; gives one day’s nutrition 
Yavethalion N,T,S, sea fruit 1 mo 4gp brew Fatigue: Cure 1-3pts 
 
Fever  Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Arkasu  N, T, S fields sap 3 mo 12gp brew Fever: Protect +3; Cure 1 pt; Benefit +1 
Arthond  FN, N, T, S mtns root 1 wk 5bp ingest Fever: Protect +2; Accelerate x2 
Attanar  N, T, S fr.water moss 3 dy 8gp apply Fever: Protect +4; Cure 1pt; Accel. x2; Benefit +3 
Arlan  FN,N,T fields root 1 yr 12sp apply Fever: Protect +3; Cure 1 pt; Benefit +1 
Ebur  FN, N, T, S sea flower 1 hr 2gp brew Fever: Cure 1pt; Accelerate x2 
Melandar FN, N, T fr.water moss 1 yr 12sp ingest Fever: Protect +2, Cure 1pt 
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Freeze/Cold  Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Atigax  FN, N mtns root 6 mo 4gp apply Freeze: Cure 1-2pts; Protect +2 
Jojojopo  FN, N,T mtns leaf 1 wk 9sp apply Freeze: Protect +2; Cure 1pt, Accel x2; Benefit +2 
Kelventari  FN, N,T, fields berry 1 hr 2gp apply Freeze: Cure 1pt; Benefit +2 
 
Mind   Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Athelas  FN, N, T, S forest  leaf 3 dy --- brew Mind: Cure 1pt; Accelerate: all healing x3 
Hoak-foer S fields  flower 3 mo 60gp ingest Mind: Cure all (2-12 days) 
 
Muscle  Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Arnuminas FN, N, T leaf 1 wk 6bp apply Ligament: Accelerate x2; Benefit +2 
Arpsusar S fr.water stalk 1 dy 30gp apply Muscle: Cure 1-3pts; Benefit +3 
Dagmather S fields  spine 1 mo 2gp apply Muscle: Cure 1-2pts; Benefit +1 
Ebur  FN, N, T, S sea flower 1 hr 2gp ingest Muscle: Cure 1pt; Accelerate x2 
Gariig  S, desert  cactus 1 hr 5gp brew Muscle:  Cure 1pt 
Suranie  N, T, S fr.water berry 3 mo 2gp brew Muscle: Cure 1pt; Accelerate x2 
 
Nerve  Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Arpsusar S fr.water stalk 1 dy 30gp ingest Nerve: Accelerate x2 
Belramba S forest  lichen 6 mo 6gp brew Nerve: Cure 1-3pts 
Megillos  FN, N, T, S mtns leaf 1 mo 12sp brew  Nerve: cure 1pt 
Siran  S fields  clove 3 mo 8gp brew Nerve: cure 1 pt; Accelerate x2 
Terbas  T, S forest leaf 1 mo 2gp brew Nerve: Acceleration x2; Benefit +2 
Zur  N caves  fungus 2 mo 1gp ingest Nerve (in head): Cure 1 pt. 
 
Organ  Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Aldaka  FN, N, T, S mtns root 2 wk 12gp brew Organ: Cure 1 eye/sight (24hrs, within 1D6 hours) 
Atigax  FN, N mtns root 6 mo 4gp ingest Organ: Cure 1 pt; Accelerate x2 
Berterin  T, S forest moss 1 mo 2gp brew Organ: Cure 1pt (24hrs, preservation for one day) 
Febfendu FN, N, T, S fr.water  root 6 mo 9gp brew Organ: Cure ear/hearing in (1wk; 1dose/day) 
Hoak-foer S fields  flower 3 mo 60gp brew Organ: Cure 1pt 
Siran  S fields  clove 3 mo 8gp ingest Organ: Cure one organ (1hr) 
Siriena  S fields  grass  1 yr 7gp apply Organ: preserves organ/limb (1wk); herbs 1 year 
Tarnas  S jungle  nodule 1 yr 2gp brew Organ: Cure 1pt; Acceleration x2; Benefit +2 
 
Physical  Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Atigax  FN, N mtns root 6 mo 4gp brew Physical: Protect +4 vs. light/glare (8hrs). 
Breldiar  S mtns  flower 3 mo 3gp ingest Physical: +10 spells (1 hr, -9 for 1D6 hrs)  
Brorkwilb S mtns, volc. flower 1 wk 9gp ingest Physical: +2 Char 12hrs) shared dreams 
Delrean  FN, N, T forest bark 2 yr 3sp apply Physical: repels insects; smells foul 
Gort  N, T, S fields leaves  1 mo 1gp ingest Physical: +4 CharB (2 hrs); -6 to actions (2-12hrs) 
Gylvir  FN, N, T, S sea algae 1 hr 4gp brew Physical: breath underwater, only (4 hrs, -2 1D6hrs)  
Kathkusa FN, N mtns leaf 1 mo 5gp ingest Physical: strength x2 (2D6rds, -6 4-8hrs) 1/week 
Klagul  S fields  bud 6 mo brew 27gp Physical: see like an elf for 6 hrs. 
Megillos  FN, N, T, S mtns leaf 1 mo 12sp ingest Physical: vision x2 for 10 minutes (even in dark) 
Nelisse  S mnts, volc. leaf 1 wk 9sp brew Physical: (1 hr (-2); 1 day’s nutrition 

      ingest Physical: can see in pitch dark 1 hr 
Yaran  FN, N, T, S fields  pollen 1 wk 9sp inhale Physical: smell/taste +4 (1hr); can detect poison 
Zulsendura S caves  mushr. 1 mo 7gp ingest Physical: haste (double actions) for 3 rounds 
Zur  N caves  fungus 2 mo 1gp brew Physical: smell/hearing +4 (1hr) 
 
Poison  Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Darsurion FN,N,T, S mtns leaf 1 wk 3sp apply Poison (external): Cure 1pt (1 hr); Accel. x2 
       brew Poison (internal): Cure 1pt (1 hr); Benefit +2 
Menelar  FN, N forest cone 3 mo 7gp brew Poison: Cure 1pt; Accelerate x2; Benefit +2 
Ulnaza  FN fields leaf 1 yr 5gp ingest Poison: Cure all (1D6hrs, if taken within 1 day) 
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Preservation   Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Degiik  S sea  leaf 1 wk 10gp ingest Lifekeeping: for 1 day; if given within 1 hr 
Oiolosse  FN, N fr.water clove 1 wk 60gp ingest lifekeeping: for 1 day (elves) if given within 2 days 
Olvar  FN, N, T sea flower 1 dy 20gp ingest lifekeeping: for 2 days 
Pargen  S jungle  berry 3 mo 80gp ingest lifekeeping: 1 day; keeps any herb for 1 yr 
Pathur  S fields  nodule 6 mo 10gp ingest lifekeeping: for 1 hour; if given before death 
Tyr-fira  FN, N, T mtns leaf 1 wk 12gp ingest lifekeeping: 1 day; if given within 7 days 
 
Stun  Location Form Store Prep Cost Effect (once/day unless noted otherwise) 
Arlan  FN,N,T fields leaf 1 mo 13sp brew Stun: Cure 1-3 pts 
Attanar  N, T, S fr.water moss 3 dy 8gp ingest Stun: cure 1-2pts 
Brorkwilb S mtns, volc. flower 1 wk 9gp brew Stun: Cure 1-3pts 
Felmather FN, N, T, S sea leaf 1 day 10gp brew Stun: Cure 1D6pts 
Suranie  N, T, S fr.water berry 3 mo 2gp ingest Stun: Cure 1pt; (also like smelling salt) 
Vinuk  S fields  root 1 wk 12sp brew Stun: Cure 2pts 
Witan  S jungle  leaf 2 wk 12gp ingest Stun: Cure 3pts 
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Gamemaster Section  
 This section is a great help to Gamemasters who want to interconnect adventure scenarios with other types of events 
and encounters.  The players can experience travel, camping, visiting towns, procuring supplies, and carousing at a tavern or 
inn.  These interim encounters help the players feel like there is a flow from one adventure to another rather than just jumping 
into a dark cavern or haunted castle one time after another.  Another factor is that Game Masters are just human, they can get 
into a rut.  These random encounters can force a gamemaster to think outside of the box. 

If the Game Master feels that a certain type of encounter would benefit the storyline at this time, he can break out of 
random mode and decide exactly what’s going on and take over from there.  Often the random events will give the GM a 
good idea for developing the story with some side action or a small vignette of the larger campaign.  Later, when the players 
resume normal travel, he can switch back to random mode again.  Traveling and adventures must be balanced, too much of 
either becomes boring to the players.   
 
Traveling 
 Land Travel – The purpose of these charts is to give the players a sense of traveling, a memory of having moved 
from one location to another, and the passage of time in doing so.  If done right, traveling itself becomes a game.  Even if the 
players’ memory of traveling only involves a few songbirds, farm houses in the distance, hunters passing by, or ranchers in 
the fields, they will at least have some memory of the road trip.  Rather than just saying, “OK, you’ve traveled for three days, 
and you arrive at…”; the gamemaster can start the players by having them wake up, break camp, cook breakfast, eat, pack the 
animals, and start traveling down the road (see the Camping and Woodcraft Sequences).  Have the players determine the 
order of travel, the leading character, second, third, etc.  Use the character in front to make the die rolls that determine the 
encounters, and switch to the player in the rear of the group every so often.  Roll 1D6 for every time period of travel.  The die 
roll indicates when the next time to roll for an event happens.  For example, the players break camp and start to travel down 
the road at 8:00 in the morning.  The GM rolls one die.  Each die pip on the roll indicates one-half hour has passed.  That is, 
if a three is rolled, an hour and a half has passed in traveling and the GM will have the leading player roll for a random event.  
Start on the ‘Encounters’ chart and use the ‘Road’ column.  GM to the lead player: “It is now 9:30, roll 1D6.”  There are six 
possible results: Animal, Man, Man, Weather, Water, and Homestead.  The GM can periodically pencil in a different order of 
these events because the players tend to memorize these.  If you rearrange things once in a while, they will give up and just 
go with the flow.  The player rolls 1D6 and the GM references the result. 

Animal Encounter – If an ‘Animal’ is encountered, roll (or have the player roll) 2D6 on the animal chart using the 
‘Roads/Woods/Fields’ column to determine what kind of animal has been encountered.  Don’t tell the player the result.  
Always have the player roll Perception Skill to determine if and how well he perceives the animal(s).  If the perception die 
roll result is low, the GM does not have to tell the player what he missed.  GM: “You didn’t see anything.”  If the player 
notices the animal, the GM can decide what the animal is doing or he can go to the ‘Status’ columns and roll 1D6 on the 
‘Animal’ chart to decide if it is sleeping, surprised, stalking, watching, eating, or possibly dead.  Then find out what the 
players want to do about it.  The players and the GM must role-play what happens next.  Maybe the players want to hunt it, or 
it attacks them, or they just ignore it, etc.   

Man – If  a ‘Man’ result is rolled, the players have encountered some travelers on the road; roll 2D6 on the 
‘Day/Road/Fields’ column in the ‘Man Creatures’ section to determine what type of men have been met.  Then have the 
player roll on the last column to the right to determine what race they are.  Finally the GM can roll 1D6 on the ‘Status’ chart 
for ‘Travelers’ to see if they are traveling in the opposite direction, same direction, resting, camped, traveling laterally to the 
road, or dead.  For the random number of a group roll 1D6 or 1D6 x 1D6 for a larger group. 

Weather – If a ‘Weather’ encounter is rolled, this indicates a change in the weather.  The GM should go to the 
‘Weather’ section and roll on the column for the current season.  If the die roll result is the same as the current weather, then 
say, “you notice that the (current) weather will continue.”  If the weather becomes too wet, after about an hour, the roads will 
become too muddy for the players and they will have to stop traveling.  The GM can also roll on the ‘Wind’ column instead 
of (or in addition to) the ‘Weather’ column if desired. 

Water – If a ‘Water’ result is rolled as an encounter, the GM can go to the ‘Miscellaneous’ section and roll on the 
‘Water’ column to determine what kind of water has been found.  This may be critical if the player characters are out of 
drinking water. 

Homestead – If a ‘Homestead’ result is rolled, go to the ‘Miscellaneous’ section and roll on the ‘Homestead’ 
column.  Possible results are: Smoke (indicating a home or camp in the distance), a ranch, a farm, a ruins, a campsite (can be 
current or old) or something special.  Special items (next column over) can be an empty (abandoned) home, a burned out 
home, a fresh grave, an old graveyard, a slaver’s camp, or a gypsy camp.  All these results can provide very different 
conditions for the players to experience.  Most of the other charts are self-explanatory.  Depending on the requirements of the 
campaign or the region the players are traveling in, the GM may feel a need to create some temporary charts for those 
conditions.  
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LAND TRAVEL (MPH) Time: for long trips, roll 1D6 x .5 hours = time passed between events. 
 Travel Times: Foot Mounted Cart Wagon   Running distance/time; 
 Roads   2 3 2 1  2D6+Bonus x 2 x 5' x 6 = 
 Trails  1.5 2 1.5 .75  # feet/1 minute. 
 Wood Paths 1  .5 -- --  x 60 / 5280 = # miles/1 hour. 
 Fields   1 1.5 1 .5  Running time/distance:  
 Woods/rocks  .5 -- -- --  2D6+Bonus x 2 x 5' = 
 Mountain Road .75 1 .5 .25  A(distance)/10 seconds 
 Mountain Path .5 .5 -- --  time (in sec.) / 10 sec. x A. 
 Mountain .25 -- -- --  Modifiers:  x .25/.25 endurance lost. 
 
Weather  Spring  Summer  Fall  Winter   Wind Force 
  1=heavy rain rain  rain  warm, heavy snow None 
  2=rain  hot  wind  cold, snow  Light 
  3=wind  very hot  cloudy  clear, very cold  Breezy 
  4=cloudy cloudy  cloudy  cold, cloudy  Moderate 
  5=drizzle clear  drizzle  cold wind, snowing Strong 
  6=clear  clear  clear  very cold, sleet  Storm 
Encounters (1D6) 
Road  Offroad  Camp  Cave  Mtn road Mtn off  Marsh 
1=Animal Animal  Animal  Animal  Animal  Animal  Animal 
2=Tracks Man Cr.  Animal  Animal  Man  None  Tracks 
3=Man  Weather  Man Cr.  Man  Tracks  Tracks  Weather 
4=Weather Plant  Weather  None  Weather  Weather  Plant 
5=Water  Water  None  None  Weather  Weather  Plant  
6=Homestead Tracks  None  Water  None  None  None  
 
Man Creatures (2D6) In a cave *=dwarves; **=Roll Day Column.  For random number of a group: roll 1D6=# of dice to roll. 
Day-Road/fields Woods  Night/Cave Town  Undead  Other         Man Type 
2=Nobles Elves  Elves*  Mayor  B. Wight E. Magician Gnomes 
3=Bandits Goblins  Elves*  Ranger  Wight1  Gollum  Hobbit 
4=Woodsmen Dwarves  Man  Soldier  Wight2  B. Knight Elf 
5=Ranchers Ranchers Trolls  Tradesman Skeleton1 Nackers  Dwarf 
6=Merchants Hunters  Goblins  Merchant Skeleton2 Faun  Man 
7=Farmers Trappers  Imps  Traveler  Ghouls  W. Sprites Man 
8=Shepherds Rangers  Orcs  Farmer  Mewlips  Fireflies  Man 
9=Military Military  Wolfriders Woodsman Mummy  Gnomes  Dwarf 
10=Adventurers Adventurers Man (Camp)** Cleric  Ghost2  Aragorn  Half-elf 
11=Rangers Orcs (Camp) Undead  Sheriff  Ghost1  Gandalf  Umli 
12=Other Other  Other  Lord  Nazgul  Bombadill Mixed 
In a cave *=dwarves; **=Roll Day Column.  For random number of a group: roll 1D6=# of dice to roll. 
 
Animals Roads/Woods/Fields  Mountains   Marshes  Cave   
2D6 Day  Night  Day  Night  Day/night Day/night 
2= Bear  Ent  Lynx  Chatmoig Eagle**  Treasure 
3= Elk  Bear  Elk  Lynx  Alligator C. Bear 
4= Rabbit  Wolf  Mtn. Goat Bear  Boar  Dead Adven. 
5= Boar  Coyotes* Rabbit  Wolves  Moose  Snakes 
6= Squirrels Deer  Songbirds Mtn. Goat Birds  Rats 
7= Birds  Bats/Owls Birds  Bats  Birds  Bats 
8= Deer  Lynx  Deer  B. Sheep Birds  Spiders 
9= Lynx  Wolverine G. Eagle  Bear  Deer  Undead 
10= Viper  Raccoon* Fox  Elk  Viper  G. Lizard 
11= Losrandir Gr. Bear B.  Sheep  Gr. Bear  G.Lizard  G. Spider 
12= Gr. Bear  Chatmoig Gr. Bear  Stone Giant Gr. Bear  Dragon 
*In evil woods, use the night column, *=Giant Spiders; all creatures are hostile. 
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STATUS 
 Travelers Status  Tracks  Track Status Animal Status    
1= Trav. Opp. dir. Ambush  Animal  V. Fresh (<1hr) Sleeping - SubB 7+ avoid waking.  
2= Trav. same dir. Attack & Run Animal   V. Fresh (<1hr) Surprised - 1D6: 1-3 stand; 4-6 flee. 
3= Resting  Ready/Watching Animal   Fresh (<6hrs) Stalking - 1D6: 1-5 stand; 6 attack.  
4= Camped  Surprised Good Man Fresh (<6hrs) Watching - flee if approached. 
5= Trav. lateral dir. Run  Evil Man Old (<2dys) Eating - 4+ flee with meal (if poss.) 
6= Dead  Unaware Bird  V. Old (<1wk) Dead 
 
Plants (2D6)       Birds  
Fields  Woods  Mountains Swamps  Woods/Flds   Mntns    Marshes  
2=Fauna* P. Berries P. Berries P. Berries 2=Eagle          Eagle    Vultures 
3=Fauna* P. Roots  P. Roots  P. Roots  3=Turkeys     Condor    Hawks 
4=Vines  Fauna*  Ordinary Lichen  4=Hawks        Hawks   Crows  
5=Fruits  Vines  Ordinary Fauna*  5=Bluejays     Crows    Pheasant  
6=Berries Berries  Ordinary Ordinary 6=Geese          Crows    Geese 
7=Inedible Inedible  Inedible  Inedible  7=Songbirds   Songb.    Songbirds 
8=Vegetables Nuts  Ordinary Berries  8=Doves          Ravens    Ducks 
9=Nuts  Roots  Berries  Fauna*  9=Crows          Ravens    Pelicans 
10=Herbs Vegetable Nuts  Fauna*  10=Owls          Hawks    Flamingoes 
11=Herbs Herbs  Roots  Roots  11=Vultures   Vultures   Owls  
12=Herbs Herbs  Herbs  Herbs  12=Eagle         Eagle    Eagle 
 
Miscellaneous 
Water     Tracks  Homestead *Special   *Fauna   CaveFormation 
1=Swamp Animal  Smoke  empty home  2=Ents   Rock slide 
2=Pond          Animal  Ranch  burned home  3=Evil Huorn  UG Stream 
3=Stream Animal  Farm  fresh grave  4=Faun   Cavern 
4=Brook  G.Man  Ruins  graveyard  5=Tendrils  Loose rock 
5=Dried-up E.Man  Campsite slavers   6=Wood Sprite  Room 
6=Spring Bird  Special*  gypsy camp  7=Mosquitoes  Rough stones 
         8=Poison plant  Pit (1D6x10') 
Random Direction (1D8)  Doors (1D6)    9=Tree Feys  Chasm(1D6x5') 
1 = North 5 = South 1 = locked(M) 4 = closed  10= Carn. Plant  Smooth floor 
2 = Northeast 6 = Southwest 2 = locked(*) 5 = half-open  11=Water Sprite   Slide  
3 = East  7 = West 3 = locked 6 = open   12=Giant evil huorn Ledge 
4 = Southeast 8 = Northwest * = trapped 
 
Quick Travel Distance Charts 
Die Walk Ride Drive  Forage (1D6)   Sentries   Water  
2 = 2 3 2  1. V. Sweet 1/10 meal 1 = Alert (+4)  1=Swamp 
3 = 4 6 5  2. Sweet  ¼ meal  2 = On the Job (+2) 2=Pond 
4 = 6 9 7  3. Good  ½ meal  3 = Bored (0)  3=Stream 
5 = 8 12 10  4. Good  1 meal  4 = Distracted (-2) 4=Brook 
6 = 10 15 12  5. Bitter  1meal  5 = Daydreaming (-4) 5=Dried-up 
7 = 12 18 15  6. V.Bitter 2 meals  6 = Asleep/gambling (-6) 6=Spring 
8 = 14 21 17     
9 = 16 24 20  Random Distance of Encounter   
10 = 18 27 22  1 = 1D6x1000feet (resume chase) 
11 = 20 30 25  2 = 1D6x200feet (resume chase) 
12 = 25 35 30  3 = 1D6x100 feet 
     4 = 1D6x10 feet 
     5 = 1D6x5 feet 
     6 = 1D6 feet 
NPS Skills To create NPC’s, generate characters just like player characters and roll on the chart below for experience points 
depending on the character’s level of experience.  (1D6): 1 = inexperienced 0; 2 = average +1; Good +2; veterans +3; elite 
+4; super elite +5. 
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CAMPING AND WOODCRAFT SEQUENCES  
  
Camping 
Camp Setup – Setting up camp takes about an hour in the evening of each day of travel.  The players will provide their own 
amusements by either making grand or miserable die rolls.  Each pack animal carries about 3 days food plus one tent for 6 
people; a wagon will carry enough food for about three week’s travel.  Unless noted otherwise all skill rolls are successful on 
a yellow result.  Upon a failure, try again.  SE = something humorous but not much of a problem; BC = possible skill bonus 
and maybe something good, if practicable. 

Fire and Water – Have one or two players collect firewood and water, determine how long it takes (1D6x5 minutes) 
and the quality of the wood (Firemaking Skill and Waterfinding Skill).  A good result will burn longer and a miserable result 
will require finding wood again.   

Cooking – Then have a character get a fire going (Firemaking Skill), while another starts preparing/cooking the meal 
(Cooking Skill).   

Sheltering – Others will have to unpack the tents and set them up (Sheltering Skill), while others brush and feed the 
animals (Husbandry Skill).  To set up a tent roll 1D6 – Sheltering Skill x5 minutes (one minute minimum); 1D6 – Sheltering 
Skill minutes to take it down and fold it.  Building lean-to shelters takes 1D6 – Sheltering Skill x 10 minutes (10 minute 
minimum).  Remember that characters cannot sleep in their armor, or if they do, penalized them for not sleeping at all.   

Animal Care – Pack and riding animals must be fed and packed, and saddled or harnessed in the mornings, and 
unpacked or unharnessed, and fed and groomed every night.  For packing and unpacking use General Skill, for feeding and 
grooming the animals use Husbandry Skill, saddling and harnessing use Riding or Driving Skills respectively.   
 Night Watch – During the night have players take turns on watch in three or four hour shifts.  To pass the time, the 
Game Master will roll 1D6 to determine how much time passes before it rolling another encounter.  Each die pip equals one 
half-hour, so if the characters went to bed at 9:00pm and you roll a ‘3,’ tell the player on guard that it is now 10:30, roll one 
die.”  The player rolls 1D6 and you check the “Encounters” chart for “Camp.”  Say the player rolls a ‘2.’  This indicates and 
‘animal’ encounter.  Have the player roll 2D6 and check the ‘Animals’ chart for ‘Night.’  If the player rolls a ‘6,’ this means a 
deer is near the camp.  The player must make a Perception Skill roll to determine if he can make out what is happening (he 
doesn’t know it is a deer yet).  The Game Master must roll 1D6 if he wishes more than one deer to be present, but usually one 
is enough.  Then the Game Master has the option to decide what to do with the deer.  Perhaps it will run through camp and 
the player on guard has to dodge it or be knocked over, or it will run away, or just stand there watching the guard.  Keep this 
up until morning comes. 
 Evil Encounters – Potential evil encounters may occur also.  For example, a group of orcs may be encountered.  The 
Game Master must have a feel for how the players are doing.  If they’ve just had a fight or you know they will have another 
soon, you may want to just scare them by having the orcs pass by.  At any rate, have the guard make a Perception Skill roll to 
determine if he is even aware of them.  Scare the guard by having him make a hasty move to put the fire out (General Skill) 
or hide himself from detection (Subterfuge Skill).  If you want a mild scare, have one of the orcs or a small group of them 
come over to investigate.  Enough to be a nuisance to the guard.  Perhaps they find the camp, perhaps they don’t.  Perhaps a 
leader calls them back (even if they find the camp).  Or, if the players haven’t had a fight in a while, the Game master may 
steer the whole group into attacking the camp.  If the camp is attacked, sleeping characters will attempt to wake up and grab 
their weapons, but they will not have time to put on armor.  Have each sleeping character make a “Resist Surprise” maneuver 
die roll using their Perception Skill.  If they have tactics Skill they can add that to their Perception Skill.  Check waking up 
during the ‘Fear Phase’ of the combat turn. 
 
 Responding to a Night Attack (Perception Skill plus Tactics Skill) 
 Snake-eyes = the character remains asleep and dreams of a battle.   
 White = still asleep, try again next round. 
 Blue = awake and trying to figure out what’s going on (defense only).  
 Green = awake but not armed, pick up weapons next round (defense only). 
 Yellow = standing up and may pick weapons this round. 
 Tan = standing up and armed and ready.  
 Boxcars = a +1 Tactics. 
 
 Break Camp – Breaking camp takes up about an hour in the morning.  Every morning have each character make a 
routine wellness roll (only snake-eyes will fail).  Failures must roll for a minor disorder.  Then have one or two players 
collect more firewood or water, determine how long it takes and the quality of the wood (General Skill).  Then have a 
character get the fire going if necessary (Firemaking Skill), while another starts preparing/cooking the meal (Cooking Skill).  
Others will have to take down the tents and pack them for travel (General Skill), while others feed and saddle the animals 
(Husbandry Skill).  Then the characters can hit the road. 
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Minor Disorders – Minor disorders can periodically cause irritation to the average player character (but elves are 
immune).  Make a 2D6 routine die roll every morning for characters to see if each character is all right.  On a die roll of 
snake-eyes, they may become sick.  Roll on the chart below to see what the potential problem is.  Then roll on the resist 
sickness chart to see how bad the malady is.  

 
 Minor Disorders (1D12) 

1 = Headache (organ)   7 = Poison Ivy (poison) 
2 = Stomachache (organ)   8 = Muscle cramp (muscle) 
3 = Toothache (organ)   9 = Fever (cold) 
4 = Infection (poison, wound or bug-bite) 10 = Fatigue (didn’t sleep well). 
5 = Blisters (hands, feet, or saddle)  11 = Nerves (didn’t sleep well) 
6 = Fleas/ticks    12 = Rheumatism (bone, joints ache) 

 
Hunting 

Time – Track time as in traveling; 1 die pip equals 10 minutes.   
Direction – First roll Hunting Skill to determine best direction to search; roll direction (1D8).   
Hunting – After each time sequence make a Hunting skill roll to find something; modifiers: +1 if rain, +2 snow, -2 

rocks/swamp.  Upon failure, no tracks are found; SE = start over; BC = animal found.  If something is found roll on the 
encounter tables to determine what it is. 

Tracking – If tracks are found roll on the Tracks to determine what type: animal, man or bird.  Once desirable tracks 
are found roll Tracking skill each 1/2 hour to continue following them.  Upon success the tracks are followed; upon failure, 
the tracks are lost, roll again to find them (1D6 minutes); SE = start over; BC = animal found.   
 Stalking – if an animal is found roll on the animal tables to determine which kind is found.  Then roll on the Animal 
Encounter table to determine its status and the Random Encounter Distance Table to determine how far away it is.  

The Chase – If the animal flees a chase will begin (Hunting skill).  SE = animal lost; failure = animal gains distance; 
success = gaining on it; BC = found it.  After two failures in a row the animal is lost; after two successes in a row the animal 
is seen.  Each die roll attempt takes 1D6x1/4 hour time.  Once the animal is found roll on the Random Encounter Distance 
Table to determine how far away it is. 

The Kill – Kill animal per combat rules.  Track the time to drag the kill back to camp.   
 
Fishing 

 Pole fishing – (Fishing skill) 1D6 x 10 minutes per try.  SE = snagged a hook on the bottom; failure = no fish; 
success = fish caught (roll what type below); BC = possible skill improvement. 

Net fishing – (Fishing skill) 1D6 x .5hrs per try.  SE = net needs repair (1D6 x.5 hrs); failure = no fish; success = fish 
caught (roll what type below); BC = possible skill improvement. 

Spear fishing – (MelB skill) 1D6 minutes per try.  SE = spear point bent (1d6x.5hrs to repair); failure = no fish; 
success = fish caught (roll what type below); BC = possible skill improvement. 

Arrow fishing – (ArchB skill) 1D6 minutes per try.  SE = bow needs restringing (1D6x.5hrs to repair); failure = no 
fish, arrow lost; success = fish caught (roll what type); BC = two fish caught. 

Splash fishing – (like a bear, AgB skill) 1D6 minutes per try.  SE = cut hand on bottom (1D6 points); failure = no 
fish; success = fish caught (roll what type below); BC = two fish caught. 

 
Type of fish caught: 
Freshwater (1D6):  1=trout, 2=bass, 3=sunfish, 4=sucker, 5=catfish, 6=crayfish. 
Ocean Fish (1D6): 1=tuna, 2=shark, 3=cod, 4=haddock, 5= swordfish, 6= shark. 
Ocean Mammals (1D6): 1=walrus, 2=seal, 3=porpoise, 4=tortoise, 5=otter, 6=whale. 

 
Wild Food Foraging and Prep 
Drying Meats and Fish: 

Drying – prepare meat/herbs for travel and storage; 2D6 days.  Failure spoils meat. 
  Prepare fish for travel or storage; 1D6 days. Failure spoils fish. 
  Prepare skins for use as clothing; 3D6 days.  Failure spoils leather. 
  Prepare herbs for medicinal use; 1D6 days.  Failure spoils potency. 
 Foraging – (Foraging skill – to find herbs, fruits, berries, nuts, greens, roots, and wild vegetables) 

1. Roll skill to find good location, roll direction of travel (1D8). 
2. Roll skill find plants. 
3. Roll 2D6 on the random plant chart (above) to see what type is found.  
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CREATURE STATISTICS 
ANIMALS 
TYPE   Move Melee Defense Charge. Flee Endur. Special Damage 
Asp (1)   -2 1 3 2 4 1 Bite -1 
Bat (3D6)  0 -2 4 2 6 1 Tiny bite -1  
Bighorn Sheep (1) 7 3 4 3 6 4 Horns +0  
Bear (1)   2 5 2 1 3 16* Claws +4 
Boar (1)   4 4 4 3 5 8* Bite +3 
Cave Bear (1)  3 6 3 3 4 24* Claws & bite +5 
Chatmoig (1)  7 7 4 3 6 20* Claws & bite +3 
Crows (2D6)  6 0 4 2 6 1 Pecking, clawing, flapping -1 
Coyote (2D6)  0 1 5 3 7 4 Bite -1 
Deer (1D6)  9 2 4 2 6 8 Trample +0, horns +1 
Elk (1)   7 4 3 2 4 20* Hooves +2, antlers +2OB 
Giant Spiders (lesser)  1 3 4 3 5 16* bite 0, (coma) 
Giant Spiders (greater)  6 7 7 5 8 32* bite 3, poison (coma) 
Golden Eagle (1)  9 2 3 1 5 4 Diving attack +1, claws -1 
Great Bear (1)  3 6 3 2 4 28* Claws +4 
Grey Wolf (1D6)  7 3 3 2 4 12* Bite +0 
Hawk (1-2)  11 1 5 3 7 1 Diving attack -1, claws -1 
Lynx (1)   7 2 6 4 8 8 Claws & bite -1 
Losrandir (1D6)  9 2 3 2 4 8 Trample +1, antlers +2 
Moose (1)  8 3 3 2 4 20* Trample +2, antlers +6 
Mountain Goat (1) 7 1 4 2 6 8 Horns +0 
Porcupine (1)  -3 -3 2 1 3 1 Quills -1, missile -4 (10') 
Rabbit (1)  6 -3 4 2 6 1 Hind claws -1 
Rats (1D6)  2 0 0 0 0 1 Bite -1 
Snakes (1-2)  -2 -1 0 0 0 1 Bite +0 
Snow Hare (1)  5 -3 4 2 6 1 Hind claws -1 
Snow Leopard (1) 6 6 4 3 5 16* Claws & bite +5 
Songbird (2D6)  3 -3 6 4 8 1 Talons & beak -1 
Warg (1)  8 4 6 4 8 16* Bite +1 
White Fox (1)  1 0 5 3 7 1 Bite -1 
Wolverine (1)  0 3 5 4 6 8* Claws & bite +1 
* these creatures cannot be stunned. 
 
EVIL MAN CREATURES (Magic –2 and Magic Resistance 0; Shaman types 1-3 and 1-3; add shields to defense) 
TYPE  Str Agil Int Move Perc Subt Gen Mel Arch Def End Armor 
Imp  0 3 -2 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Goblin Warrior 1 2 -2 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 4 1 
Goblin Shaman 0 2 1 4 3 2 0 0 0 0 4 1 
Hobgoblin 2 1 -2 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 8 2 
Orc Scout 2 1 -2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 12 2 
Orc Warrior 3 0 -2 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 12 3 
Orc Shaman 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 12 2 
Uruk Scout 3 3 -2 1 2 1 0 3 3 3 16 3 
Uruk Warrior 4 2 -2 0 1 0 0 5 3 4 16 4 
Uruk Shaman 2 1 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 3 16 2 
Forest Troll  3 1 2 3 0 1 0 4 2 3 16 3 
Hill Troll 4 -1 -1 1 0 -1 0 5 1 3 20 4 
Stone Troll  5 -2 -3 3 -1 -1 0 5 0 4 24 5 
Cave Troll 6 -2 -3 1 -1 0 0 6 -2 5 28 5 
Black Troll 7 2 -2 2 0 -2 0 6 1 5 32 6 
Hill Giant  8 -3 -2 3 -2 -2 0 6 0 3 36 6 
Stone Giant  9 -3 -2 3 -2 -2 0 6 0 3 40 7 
Trolls& Giants  cannot be stunned. Forest trolls have Magic 1 (Ranger or Shaman lists) and Magic Resistance 1. 
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EVIL UNDEAD  
TYPE  STR AG MOVE DEF MEL END MAG DRAIN FEAR MAN MOT 
Apparition none none at will none none none 7 none none real death 
Corpse Candles none none none 2 special 12 3 1 (2+) none light drown 
Corpse Lanterns none none none 3 special 12 5 1 (4+) none light drown 
Ghost, Lesser none 2 4 2 3 12 5 1 (3+) 25' (5") invis. draining 
     Greater none 3 6 4 5 20 7 1 (5+) 25' (5") invis. draining 
Ghouls, Lesser 0 -4 -2 1 1 4 0 none 15' (3") phys. eat flesh 
     Greater 0 -2 -1 2 2 8 0 none 25' (5") phys. eat flesh 
Lesinavi  5 1 2 1 4 12 0 none none phys. hatred 
Mewlips  3 0 1 2 2 8 0 none none phys. blood 
Nazgul, Lesser none 2 2 2 9 100 20 2 (6) 200' (40") shadow Sauron 
     Witch King none 3 3 3 12 200 30 3 (6) 200' (40") shadow Sauron 
Sand Devils 5 3 5 0 special 20 0 none none phys. hatred 
Skeleton, Minor 0 -1 0 0 1 8 2 1 (2+) 10' (1") phys. hatred 
     Lesser 0 0 1 2 2 12 4 1 (3+) 10' (1") phys.  hatred 
     Greater 0 1 2 4 3 16 6 1 (3+) 10' (1") phys. hatred 
     Lord  0 2 3 6 4 20 8 1 (4+) 10' (1") phys. hatred 
Specters, Lesser none 3 4 6 3 16 3 1 (5+) 20' (4") white drain 
     Greater none 5 5 9 6 20 6 2 (6) 25' (5") white drain 
Swamp Stars none 4 8 6 special 4 5 1 (3+) none light death 
Ta-Fa-Lisch 3 6 6 3 4 8 5 none 5' (1") light hatred 
Wargs  4 2 4 6 4 20 0 none none phys. hatred 
Werewolves 9 5 9 7 6 24 0 none none phys. eat flesh 
Wight, Minor none 2 1 4 6 24 6 1 (4+) 20' (4") shadow draining 
     Lesser none 3 2 5 7 28 8 1 (5+) 20' (4") shadow draining 
     Major none 4 4 6 8 32 12 2 (6+) 20' (4") shadow draining 
Vampire, Minor 6 4 4* 4 6 32 8 none 60' (12") shadow blood 1/R 
     Lesser 8 6 6* 5 8 36 10 none 80' (16") shadow blood 2/R 
     Major 10 8 8* 6 10 40 12 none 100' (20") shadow blood 3/R 
* double movement when flying. 
 
Conditions: 
1. Disposition: All undead attack immediately and fight to the finish.   
2. Magic Attacks: since undead were created by powerful ancient spells magic has no effect on them. 
3. Drainage: Each round within a radius causes endurance drainage: characters drained to 0 become undead. 
4. Fear: characters within 10'(2") must roll vs. Magic or be rooted in terror (check each combat round). 
5. Damage: Undead take only 1/2 damage (round down) from non-enchanted weapons; full damage from enchanted weapons.  
They cannot be dazed and do not receive negative DMs for wounds or penalties for snake-eyes. 
6. Contact: Each contact with a wight or Nazgul causes a -1 endurance (healed at 1 point/hour). 
7. Powerattacks: do not do extra damage to undead except when using magical weapons; quickattacks and sharpattacks do 
not do any additional damage.. 
8. Perception and subterfuge are performed at will. 
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WATER TRAVEL - Follow these charts the same way as is done in land travel.  There are charts for freshwater travel and 
sea travel.  If the players are on a long voyage at sea, skip a few days for encounters. 
 
FRESHWATER TRAVEL (MPH)        Random River 
 Travel times: Upstream/Downstream      2=clear 
   Clear  Rough  V.Rough Lateral/lake 3=rapids 
 Swimming 1/1.5  .75/2  .5/3  1  4=very rough 
 Canoe  4/6  3/7  2/8  5  5=rough 
 Rowboat 2.5/5  2/6  1.5/7  4  6=clear 
 Raft  2/4  1.5/5  1/6  3  7=clear 
   Falls: 1D6=#dice to roll=feet high.     8=clear 
 Boating Difficulty Rolls:        9=rough 
 Location: Clear  Rough  V. Rough Rapids  10=very rough 
 Frequency: 1D6x.5H 1D6x10M 1D6M  1D6x10S 11=obstruction 
 Diff. #:  5+  7+  9+  11+  12=falls 
 
SEA TRAVEL ENCOUNTERS Time: for long trips, roll 1D6 hours = time passed between events. 
Encounters (1D6) 
Die Open Sea Docked  Anchored Shore  River  Lagoon  Marsh 
1= Mammal Mammal Mammal Mammal Animal  Animal  Animal 
2= Fish   Shore Fish Shore Fish Shore Fish Shore Fish Fish  Fish 
3= Ship  Man  None  Man  Man  Shore Fish Man 
4= Weather  Weather  Weather  Weather  Weather  Weather  Weather 
5= Boat  Boat  Boat  None  Boat  None  Boat  
6= Bird  Bird  Bird  Bird  Bird  Bird  Bird  
 
Die Mammal Fish  Shore Fish Ship   Boat  Bird  Animal 
2 =  Whale  Shark  Lobster  Shipwreck shipwreck pcs Albatross Bear 
3 =  Porpoise  Tuna  Jellyfish  Whaler  Survivors Crane   
4 =  Otter  Swordfish Manta ray Fishing  Coast Guard Tern   
5 =  Walrus  Cod  Crab  Cargo lg  Fishing  Sandpiper  
6 =  Sea Lion  Haddock Lobster  Cargo med. Coastal Cargo Heron   
7 =  funny name Flying Fish Scallops  Cargo small Coastal Cargo Seagull   
8 =  Sea Lion  Small fish Oysters  Cargo med. Coastal Cargo Seagull   
9 =  Seal  Herring  Seahorse Cargo lg  Fishing  Seagull   
10 =  Giant Tortoise Octopus  Shrimp  Warship  Coast Guard Dodo bird  
11 =  Porpoise  Barracuda Clams  Pirates  Coast Pirates Pelican   
12 =  Sperm Whale Great White Sardines  Ghost Ship Empty Boat Albatross Mt.Lion 
 
Weather   
Spring  Summer  Fall  Winter   Wind Force 
1=heavy rain rain  rain  warm, heavy snow None 
2=rain  hot  wind  cold, snow  Light 
3=wind  very hot  cloudy  clear, very cold  Breezy 
4=cloudy cloudy  cloudy  cold, cloudy  Moderate 
5=drizzle clear  drizzle  cold wind, snowing Strong 
6=clear  clear  clear  very cold, sleet  Storm 
 
Wind  Direction Strength  Dir. Change Str.Change Speed vs. Tacking chart 
1 = North  None 0  None  3L  into wind speed 0 
2 = Northeast Mild +1  None  2L  close to wind -2 
3 = East  Mild +1  1 right  1L  across the wind (2) -1 
4 = Southeast Moderate +2 1 left  0  wind on quarter +1 
5 = South  Moderate +2 2 right  0  with the wind +2 
6 = Southwest Strong +3 2 left  1R   
7 = West  Strong +3 opposite  2R   
8 = Northwest Gale  opposite  3R   
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TOWN AND CITY ENCOUNTERS – When the players visit a town or city some street encounters may be desired, roll 
1D6 for the type of encounter and then roll as directed for the specific encounter.  Sometimes patrons can be found and whole 
adventures can be precipitated by these random die rolls. 
 
1D6: 1-2 = In the street: 
a:    is    a   Man Type 
2=(special)   2=attacking (N-5)  (special)   2=Hobbit 
3=child    3=challenging (N-4)  child   3=Elf 
4=boy    4=insulting (N-3)   boy   4=Dwarf 
5=old man   5=yelling at (N-2)  old man   5=Man 
6=young man   6=shooing (N-1)   young man  6=Local 
7=man     7=ignoring (N)   man   7=Local 
8=woman   8=talking with (P)  woman   8=Local 
9=young woman   9=joking with (P)   young woman  9=Man 
10=old woman   10=playing with (P)  old woman  10=Dwarf 
11=girl    11=helping a (P)   girl   11=Halfelf 
12=(special)   12=praising a (P)   (special)   12=Umli 
 
because of  The 2nd person  The 1st person  The crowd decides to 
2=he/she is drunk.  draws a weapon  attacks.   call the guard. 
3=he/she feels insulted.  challenges them.  draws a weapon.  throw stones. 
4=thinks other is a thief.  yells for help.  challenges.  throw vegetables. 
5=owes them money.  mimics them.  ignores them.  throw ridicule. 
6=is jealous.   laughs critically.  yells for help.  yells at both. 
7=he/she wants to.  thinks they're joking. ignores them.  laughs at both. 
8=just passing time.  laughs&ignores them. jokes about it.  watch. 
9=just being neighborly.  ignores them.  walks away.  take bets. 
10=he/she is curious.  demands an apology. laughs.   try to arbitrate. 
11=he/she is having fun.  shrugs them off.  shrugs them off.  ignore them. 
12=he/she likes them.  apologizes.  apologizes.  throw them in water. 
 
1D6: 3 = in the market place(1) a person is: 1D6: 4-5 = in the market place(2) a person is: 
Market Place(1)  Market Place(2)  Trading   Gambling  Recruiting 
2=proseletyzing  stealing   magic items  cockfighting  a dark cult 
3=storytelling  trading   armor   dicing   adventurers 
4=puppeteering  trading   treasure   cardplaying  guards 
5=juggling  trading   leather gear  racing   tradesmen 
6=singing  trading   livestock  wrestling  innkeeping  
7=jesting  gambling  food   horseracing  stablekeeping 
8=singing  gambling  clothing   rat racing  guardsmen 
9=acting   fortune telling  equipment  numbers   caravanners 
10=politicking  recruiting  arms   gladiators  boat crew  
11=begging  recruiting  herbs   dog racing  laborers 
12=tumbling  recruiting  magic items  boatracing  warband 
 
1D6: 6 = You walk by a: 
Shop   Food  Tradesman Merchant Merchant Reaction 
2=magic shop  trail rations silversmith antiques  dislikes you x1.75 
3=herbalist  vegetables leathersmith spices  wants profit x1.5 
4=herbalist  butcher  blacksmith cloth  no bargains x1.25 
5=food shop  baker  mason  innkeep  bad mood x1.1 
6=tradesman's  inn  wainwright shipping  average 
7=tradesman's  vegetables carpenter haberdasher average 
8=merchant shop  butcher  boatbuilder hatter  average 
9=merchant shop  dried/perserved  potter  stabler  good mood x.85 
10=food shop  milk/cheese tinsmith  miller  has bargain x.75 
11=armorer's  baker  leathersmith moneylender needs money x.5 
12=fortune teller  trail rations jeweler  antiques  likes you x.25 
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OUTFITTING FOR TRAVEL – Characters will need to prepare for travel by purchasing equipment, supplies, horses, 
wagons, boats, etc.  Roll on the Goods and Services charts for availability.  Use the column that best represents the size of the 
village or town.  Also included is a price list for most goods available in Middle Earth.  Use the chart below and the player 
character’s “Character Skill” to determine bargaining results when a player character attempts to purchase an item. 
 
 Bargaining Static Maneuvers (Character Skill) 
 Snake-eyes = it’s not for sale at any price. 
 White = merchant doesn’t like you or doesn’t need your business - price x2. 
 Blue = merchant wants to make some extra cash – price x 1.5. 
 Green = this item is hard to get in this town – price x 1.25. 
 Yellow = happy to sell it at the going rate. 
 Tan = you found a bargain, price x .75. 
 Boxcars = +1 Bargaining and price x .5. 
 
AVAILABILITY OF GOODS AND SERVICES – Roll 2D6 to determine if a certain item is available for purchase. 
ITEM        COUNTRY       HAMLET        VILLAGE         TOWN           CITY       MARKET 
Livestock  7+  7+  7+  9+  11+  5+ 
Food Products  3+  5+  7+  9+  11+  5+ 
Arms/Armor  11+  9+  7+  5+  3+  9+ 
Manufactured  11+  9+  7+  5+  3+  9+ 
Herbs   7+  7+  7+  7+  7+  7+ 
Magic items  11+  11+  11+  9+  7+  9+ 
Rooms/Stable  3+  5+  7+  9+  11+  -- 
Patrons   11+  9+  7+  5+  3+  7+ 
Hirelings  7+  7+  5+  5+  3+  7+ 
 
PRICE LISTS 
FOOD AND LODGING      TRANSPORT  
Goods/Service  Cost Note    Type   Cost Capacity (lbs) 
Beer/Ale  2t Pint    Mule/donkey  32s 250 
Brandy   10t Half-pint   Mature pony  40s 180 
Cider   1t Pint    Light horse  45s 200  
Mead   5t Pint    Medium horse  60s 300 
Wine   6t Pint    Heavy horse  80s 400 
Light Meal  6t Breakfast   Lessor warhorse  20g 350 
Normal Meal  1c Supper    Greater warhorse  75g 375 
Heavy Meal  12t Dinner    Camel   12g 225 
Normal Rations (1wk) 5c Normal spoilage (18 lbs)  Elephant   50g 1000 
Trail Rations (1 wk) 1b Preserved (14 lbs)  Ferry service  2c/mi ---- 
Greatbread (1 wk) 3g Preserved (4 lbs)   Coach service  1c/mi 1000 
Waybread (1 mo)  15g Preserved (4 lbs)   Wagon (8')  6g 1500 
Poor Lodging  1b Communal sleeping  Canoe   4g 500 
Average Lodging  5b Separate bedding   Small Boat (10')  7g 1500 
Good Lodging  1s Private Room   Medium boat (20') 11g 3000 
Excellent Lodging 5s Private Suite   Large Boat (30')  40g 5000 
Stabling   3b per animal 
 
CURRENCY       Clothing  Wt. Cost 
 Mithril 20/lb (.05/ea) =100 Gold    Boots  3 1s 
 Gold 10/lb (.1/ea)  =4 Silver    Cloak  2 9b 
 Silver 15/lb (.067/ea) =5 Bronze    Coat  6 15b 
 Bronze 20/lb (.05/ea) =2 Copper    Pants  1 25c 
 Copper 25/lb (.04/ea) =5 Tin     Shirt  1 3b 
 Tin 30/lb (.033/ea)      Surcoat/Cape 1 9b 
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EQUIPMENT 
 Item   Wt. Cost   Item   Wt. Cost 
 Arrows (20)  3 4b   Pitons (10)  3 2b 
 Backpack (20#)  2 2b   Pole (10')  8 5c 
 B-pack w frame(40#) 3 33c   Quiver (20)  1 1b 
 Bandage   0.2 1c   Rope (50')  3 4b 
 Bedroll (wool)  5 2b   Rope (better 50')  3 12b 
 Belt Pouch  0.1 2c   Sack (50lb)  2 8c 
 Crossbow Bolts (20) 3 11b   Scabbard/sling  1 25b 
 Cooking pot w mess kit 1.5 7b   Sling Stones (20)  3 0 
 Firestarting bow  0.5 8t   Tarp (5'x8')  4 1b 
 Flint and Steel  0.5 1b   Tent (2 man)  9 2s 
 Lantern (25'R,6hr) 2 12b   Torch (10'R)  1 3t 
 Oil Flask (6hrs)  1 3b   Waterskin  0/1 1c 
 Wood Pegs (10)  2 9t   Weapon Belt  1 5b 
 
AT THE INN OR TAVERN 
In a Tavern or Inn 
 Player characters always keep a weather eye out for a good tavern , usually at an inn where they can procure some 
decent food, good drink, a hot bath, and a good night’s sleep (without standing guard).  Psychologically, players want to relax 
after a lot of stress just like we do in real life.  Prices for bed and board are listed on the price sheet.  Characters will not wear 
armor or weapons within most towns and cities and especially at a civilized inn or tavern (they must be checked at the door). 
 
Carousing, Drinking, and Gaming  
 In the smaller villages professional entertainment will not normally be available and it is customary for patrons to 
provide a song or story for the amusement of all, or dance with a lady.  These are done in 15 minute rounds in conjunction 
with the rounds of drinks.  The effects of drinking are described below.  This is the kind of carousing one would expect to 
find at Bree and other small villages or in the Shire.  Players should not forget that brawling is also a perfectly good 
carousing activity (no weapons), but someone will have to pay for the mess, and if someone is killed, the authorities will be 
called in.  Every fifteen minutes one of the players in turn, must roll to select the way in which a character wants to impress 
other people at the tavern.  There are six possibilities: 1 = Flirt with a female, 2 = Dance with a lady, 3 = Tell jokes, 4 = Tell a 
war story, 5 = act out a skit or play, 6 = sing a song (or play an instrument.  For acts which involve a lady, the player will roll 
on each lady chart to determine what happens.  For all events the player will roll for an audience reaction that determines how 
many Charisma points the player wins or loses.  These are in addition to the DM’s caused by drinking. 
 Drinking - Players receive a temporary -1 DM for each drink consumed but also receive a temporary +1 Character 
point which we call Charisma Points.  The Character Skill points will stay with the character but the Charisma points are 
temporary and add or subtract to the character’s basic Character Skill.  Drink consumed with food does not count.  The effect 
of each drink lasts two hours.  The character's Character Skill will rise until he is drunk, which happens when he has a 
number of drinks equaling ½ his Endurance (6), at which time the player's Charisma will fall 2 points for each additional 
drink, as they become more and more obnoxious.  Each round, players must make a Moderate (yellow) Intelligence Skill to 
stop themselves from ordering another drink.  Players who have as many drinks as their Endurance number (12) pass-out on 
the floor earning 1D6 negative charisma points.  On a 1D6 roll of 4+, passed-out characters will be pick-pocketed for their 
cash.  Similarly, on a 1D6 roll of 5+, those who leave the Tavern drunk will be rolled for their cash, or have their purse 
strings cut.  No one sees the culprits (of course). 
 Gaming – gaming will be the preferred social activity in urban settings.  In cities, professional entertainers will 
abound and the patrons will not be expected to provide some.  However character who wish to gain friends and influence 
people will have to gamble.  It is not important whether they win or lose (in fact it’s usually better if they lose).  In these 
establishments there will be a room for eating and drinking and another room for gaming. 
 
GAMING  
 Whenever the group goes to the tavern they may indulge in gambling with each other, against strangers, or the 
house.  The stakes will not go over 10 gold pieces; gamblers are always available.  Suggestions for games are as follows: 
 
Cards 

Poker – (Gambling skill) Each Player places a bet and rolls five dice.  Games may be played straight up or 1-4 card 
draw.  Another way to play is to ante up and give each player one card (Die); then everyone bets; then another round, etc.  
Hands win in this order: 
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1 pair 
3 of a kind 
2 pair 
Full House (two of one # and three of another) 
4 of a kind 
Small Straight - four number in sequence 
Large Straight - five numbers in sequence 
5 of a kind (Medieval deck) 

 
Twenty-one - Players may bet against the house on games of 21.  Keep adding dice until either the player or the 

house breaks  twenty one points.  Highest points equal to or just under 21 wins.  The house will match any bets (under 10 
gold pieces). 
 
Sports 

Bocce – (Perception skill) Roll a target die, closest player die roll to the target die wins, ties ante up and try again.   
Tennis – (Agility skill) Roll 2D6 to hit ball, 6- means a bad hit, opponent must roll higher to hit back, etc.  First to 

11 wins.  Winners serve in the following turn.  Players playing 'doubles' will alternate 'hitting' the ball.  
Bowling – (Perception skill) Roll 2D6, number equals number of pins knocked down, 2 tries per turn, 10+ means 

strike.  Five turns per game. 
Darts – (Archery skill) Roll 2D6 to hit target 

  2 = off target,    3-4 = 5 points,  
5-7 = 10 pts,    8-10 = 25 pts,  
11 = 50 pts,    12+ = 100 pts. 

 
Boasting Wagers 

Players may wager with patrons or the owner for any conceivable thing they can think of.  Make opposing die rolls 
using the appropriate skill DM’s.  Possibilities: riddles, magic tricks, eating, acrobatics, etc. 
 
Drinking Bouts 

Players wager (Endurance) that the first to pass out loses (his purse).  Each round of a drinking bout the character 
must make a die roll using his Constitution Skill and reference the chart here.  Characters that reach 12 points in fatigue 
(including any other damage they might have) will pass out. 

Snake-eyes = if less than 6 fatigue points, character becomes very nauseous and cannot continue,  
  If 6 or more fatigue points, the character passes out immediately. 

 White = if less than 6 fatigue points; +2 fatigue points. 
  If more than 6 fatigue points the character pukes but can keep on playing; +3 fatigue points. 
 Blue = +2 fatigue points. 
 Green = +1 fatigue point. 
 Yellow = OK 
 Tan = character gets a second wind; -1 fatigue point. 
 Boxcars = start over as if just beginning; delete all fatigue points and start over (+1 Constitution). 
 
Carousing 
CAROUSING: ACTIVITY: Each player in turn decides to: 
1D6: 1 = Flirt with a female (Coquetry/Style)*.    

2 = Dance with a Lady (Dancing/Conversation)*.   
3 = Tell jokes to the audience (Comedy)**.   
4 = Tell war stories (Story Telling)**.   
5 = Act out a skit or play (Acting/Magic Tricks)**.   
6 = Sing a song or play an instrument (Singing/Music)**. 

(roll both Lady 1 + 2):    Lady2 (1D6+Char.): DM 
*Lady1 (1D6+Char.): DM   1- = Rolls her eyes  -3 
1- = She's no lady!  -1   2 = Makes excuses  -2 
2 = Innkeeper's wife  0   3 = Is distracted   -1 
3 = Popular barmaid  +1   4 = Tolerates you  0 
4 = Servant to high lady  +2    5 = Enjoys the attention  +1 
5 = Popular actress  +3   6 = Flirts back   +3 
6+ = Noble lady  +4    7+ = Asks to see you again +4 
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**the audience (2D6+Char.): 
2- = is hostile -4 (2D6 men throw you out) 
3 = throws food –3 
4 = gives a mild booing –2 
5 = stares coldly -1 
6 = ignores you (Try again). 
7 = one person laughs hysterically causing others to be mildly interested 0 
8 = applauds you +1 (try again!) 
9 = cheers you on +2 (not bad!) 
10 = Toasts you +3 
11 = Buys you a drink! +4 
12 = Buys you a keg! +5 
13+ = Gives a standing ovation! +6 

 
Socializing in Other Settings 
 It is important when visiting various cultures to give the player characters who are of the same race or culture 
precedence in making friendships with the locals. 
 Visiting a Lord – When visiting a lord, the attendees must never forget that everything is all about the lord and no 
one else, even when he says so.  The lord will provide food, drink and professional entertainment and may ask the characters 
about themselves, but other wise they should not speak unless spoken too.  They may converse with neighbors at the table 
when dinner is on.  Without exception, all nobility of western Middle Earth (including the South) are Dunedain or imposters 
pretending to be Dunedain.   All other cultures do not have nobility.  It is very unlikely that the player characters would be 
invited to the house of a noble unless they had done something remarkable in their service. 
 Visiting a Northman Chieftain – Visiting a northman in his longhouse is a special environment and guests should 
know what to expect.  They will be ushered into a great hall filled with warriors, merchants, servants, and perhaps a village 
idiot or two.  Northmen believe it is unlucky to be unkind to the unfortunate.  The characters will be seated at long tables.  
Obvious warriors (human) among the characters may be invited to sit with the huscarls (house guards).  This is a serious 
honor.  Obvious magic users will be shunned.  Drinks will be served and entertainment will be provided as available.  
Usually a local skop or skald will tell a portion of a saga or will sing a song.  The Game Master can find any Viking saga and 
read a portion of it for the entertainment.  The women will bring out water and napkins to wash with.  Northmen like to scare 
themselves out of their wits by inviting a soothsayer to give cryptic and sometimes foreboding predictions of the future.  Here 
are some random predictions (1D20): 
 
 1. You will bring home much silver and gold but you will find fewer people to welcome you. 
 2. You will have even fewer friends tomorrow than you have today. 
 3. You will have warms beds tonight but cold ones tomorrow. 
 4. Your reputation will spread throughout the world. 
 5. You won’t have to wrestle with old age, but people will say you are brave as a bear. 
 6. You will receive three great wounds, but no weapon will kill you. 
 7. You shall be avenged by someone you think is a weakling. 
 8. No matter how far you go, you will die at home, killed by your horse. 
 9. You will live in honor and respect till your old age. 
 10. You will make a most distinguished marriage. 
 11. By next year you will have a new set of friends. 
 12. You will never lack for gold. 
 13. A shadow lies across your future. 
 14. You will overcome great difficulties but they will leave you shallow and empty. 
 15. You will return home and raise a big family and be respected by everyone. 
 16. You will die before accomplishing your goals in life. 
 17. You will be killed by a rival, but don’t worry, you will be avenged. 
 18. You will kill an enemy and pay a great head price, but everyone will respect you. 
 19. You will never be able to provide adequately for your family. 
 20. You will accomplish great deeds but you will never find happiness. 
 
 During dinner, the huscarls will tempt luck by pelting the weakest person there (not women or children) with the 
bones from their meal.  One of them may also decide to test a player character with an insult (not players that have been 
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invited to huscarl table).  The chieftain will allow the insult but not any challenges to a duel while guests are in his hall.   
After the meal the women and children will go to a sewing room and the inevitable drinking bout will commence.  The 
huscarls and shield maidens will take part and will expect the player characters to prove themselves.  The chieftain will 
consider it beneath him to join in but he may watch for amusement sake, or as a judge, as well as to protect his guests.  The 
drinking is done as a regular drinking bout except that during each round a warrior will boast of his greatest deed and he will 
expect a guest to counter his own great boast.  Player characters must boast about deeds of battle, courage, or physical 
endurance.  These can be encounters with fearsome animals or evil creatures.  Feats of magic or gardening will not be well 
received.  Everyone must boast eventually.  If a player character wins the bout, he will be very well respected the next day. 
 Visiting Elves – Elves will be similar to visiting a human lord.  They will provide professional and group 
entertainment, usually storytelling, singing and music but the guests should definitely not join in.  They should enjoy 
themselves but they should not try to add to the already perfect atmosphere. 
 Visiting Dwarves – can be similar to visiting northmen except that the characters would not expect the dwarves to be 
too friendly individually.  They tend to talk with each other and leave visitors out.  Rarely will one be gregarious and that will 
probably be a Broadbeam. 
 Socializing in Dorwinia – The Dorwinians will always have entertainment of song and dance by local gypsies.  
Everyone one is expected to join in at times.  Foreigners will be asked to provide some of their won style of entertainment.  
These celebrations are very boisterous and energetic with a lot of food and drink, but revelers rarely get drunk.  It is not 
considered good form to be inebriated, so there will not be many drinking contests.  Business arrangements will be conducted 
at long and sumptuous meals. 
 In the South and Far South – drinking is frowned upon by the religions of these lands, but they all drink and they 
drink to get drunk.  All forms of carousing are acceptable except that they do not dance with the ladies.  Only the ladies dance 
for the entertainment of the men.  Music is very popular and there is music in most of the taverns.  Other forms of 
entertainment such as juggling, fire-eating, sword-swallowing, snake charming abound also; but the most popular form of 
entertainment is storytelling.   Professional storytellers roam the land telling tales from ‘The Thousand Nights and a Night’ 
(A Thousand and One Arabian Nights), and other tales of the genre.  The Dwarves and Elves of these regions are only 
slightly different than their kindred in the north, having had some influence by Southron customs, food, music, and dress. 
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RANDOM TREASURE GENERATION 
 
TYPE (2D6)  MONEY   JEWELS  JEWELRY CLOTHING        ENHANCEMENT 
2=Magic items  Mithril (1D6)  Mithril  Armband Artifact  MOB/AOB 
3=Herbs   Gold (2D6)  Gold  Necklace Vest  Defense 
4=Armor  Silver (3D6)  Silver  Ring  Hood  Subterfuge 
5=Clothing (ench) Bronze (4D6)  Copper  Cup  Hat  Constitution 
6=Money  Copper (5D6)  Sapphire  Brooch  Shoes  Intelligence 
7=False   Tin (1D6x)  Compound Wristlet  Belt  Strength 
8=Jewels  Copper (1D6x)  Onyx  Wristband Cloak  Perception 
9=Jewelry  Bronze (1D6x)  Emerald  Crown  Boots  Moving 
10=Weapons  Silver (1D6x)  Ruby  Scepter  Feather  General 
11=Music  Gold (1D6x)  Diamond Dagger  Brooch  Agility 
12=Ancient Art. Mithril (1 ench) Magic  Horn  Purse  Magic 
 
WEAPONS Weapon  ARCHERY Archery  ARMOR Armor  Enhance 1D6: 
2=Mace  of slaying Arrows  of slaying Mithril  First Attack 1= +1 
3=Spear  Agility  Quiver  Move  Pot helm  Subterfuge 2= +1 
4=Hammer1H Tactics  Crossbow Perception Chain/plate Agility  3= +1 
5=Axe1H MOB  Longbow AOB  Plate  Sizing  4= +2 
6=Sword1.5H Foe Alarm Shortbow Light Wt. St.leather Light Wt. 5= +2 
7=Sword1H Damage  Yew bow Damage  Shield  DefB  6= +3 
8=Sword2H Damage (M) Horn bow Damage (M) Leather  DefB (MR) 
9=Axe2H Light Wt. Crossbow2 Light Wt. Chain shirt Light. Wt. Mithril= 
10=Hammer2H Returns  Sling  Returns  Chain hauberk No Stun  +2 & 1/2 Wt. 
11=Halberd Lantern  Quiver  Lantern  3/4 helm  Healing 
12=Staff  Compound Arrows  Compound Full helm Compound 
  
MAGIC  SPELLS  MUSIC 
2=Artifact Special  Artifact  
3=Potion Ranger  Drum 
4=Ring  Bard  Flute 
5=Staff  Animist  Harp 
6=Parchement Channeling Lute 
7=Rune paper Essence  Fife 
8=Pendant Mage  Bagpipes 
9=Wand  Ranger  Fiddle 
10=Tiara Animist  Recorder 
11=Brooch Bard  Shawm 
12=Artifact Special  Artifact 
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RANDOM HERB-FINDING CHARTS – roll 2D6 for the type of herb found. 
FAR NORTH - Blue Mtns/Angmar/Iron Hills 
FOREST      FIELDS 
Die Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  
2= Menelar   Menelar   Rewk  Aloe  Bursthelas  Bursthelas  
3= Arfandras Menelar  Rewk  Ulnaza   Yaran   Bursthelas  
4= Delrean  Arfandras  Rewk  Ulnaza   Uraana  Yaran  
5= Kathkusa Arfandras  Rewk  Ur  Kelventari Yaran  
6= Kathkusa  Delrean  Rewk  Ur  Ur   Uraana 
7= Ulnaza  Delrean  Thurl   Gefnul   Ur   Kelventari 
8= Ulnaza  Delrean  Thurl   Gefnul   Aloe   Aloe  
9= Delrean  Taynaga  Athelas  Atigax  Arlan  Arlan 
10= Taynaga  Taynaga  Athelas  Atigax  Arlan  Arlan 
11= Winclamit Winclamit Slota   Arlan  Atigax  Arlan 
12= Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice 
 
MOUNTAIN SLOPES     MOUNTAIN PEAKS 
Die Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  
2= Arthond   Acaana    Menelar  Jojojopo  Aldaka   Galenaana  
3= Aldaka   Acaana   Arfandras Jojojopo  Darsurion  Galenaana   
4= Mirenna  Megillos  Arfandras Jojojopo  Mirenna  Aldaka  
5= Jojojopo  Darsurion  Delrean  Jojojopo  Arthond   Darsurion  
6= Kathkusa  Mirenna  Delrean  Jojojopo  Ur   Mirenna  
7= Ulnaza  Arthond  Zaganzar Acaana  Ur   Arthond  
8= Jojojopo  Aldaka  Delrean  Acaana  Megillos  Megillos 
9= Acaana   Jojojopo  Taynaga  Acaana  Jojojopo  Jojojopo  
10= Acaana   Galenaana Taynaga  Tyr-fira  Atigax  Acaana  
11= Acaana   Galenaana Winclamit Tyr-fira  Atigax  Tyr-fira 
12= Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice 
 
FRESHWATER      SEASHORE 
Die Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  
2= -------   Melandar  Melandar Olvar   Olvar  Olvar 
3= -------  Oiolosse  Melandar Olvar   Jitsu  Gylvir   
4= -------  Oiolosse  Melandar Olvar   Gylvir   Olvar  
5= -------   Oiolosse  Melandar Olvar   Olvar  Olvar  
6= -------   Oiolosse  Melandar Olvar   Olvar  Olvar  
7= -------   Oiolosse  Febfendu  Olvar   Olvar  Olvar  
8= -------   Oiolosse  Febfendu  Olvar   Olvar  Olvar  
9= -------  Oiolosse  Febfendu  Olvar   Olvar  Olvar  
10= -------  Febfendu  Edram  Olvar   Felmather Felmather 
11= -------  Edram  Edram  Olvar   Ebur   Ebur   
12= -------  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice 
 
NORTH - The Shire/Rivendell/N.Mirkwood 
FOREST      FIELDS 
Die Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  
2= Winclamit Slota   Rewk  Ur  Aloe   Arkasu  
3= Arfandras Slota   Rewk  Ur  Aloe   Arkasu  
4= Arfandras Taynaga  Rewk  Ur  Aloe   Arkasu  
5= Delrean  Arfandras  Rewk  Ur  Kelventari  Gort  
6= Menelar  Rewk   Rewk  Ur  Kelventari  Asp Venom 
7= Menelar  Thurl   Thurl   Atigax   Yaran   Arlan 
8= Delrean  Delrean  Thurl   Atigax  Arlan  Silmaana 
9= Taynaga  Athelas  Athelas  Atigax  Uraana   Kelventari 
10= Taynaga  Winclamit Athelas  Atigax  Uraana   Aloe  
11= Winclamit Winclamit Slota   Atigax  Bursthelas Aloe  
12= Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice 
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MOUNTAIN SLOPES     MOUNTAIN PEAKS 
Die Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  
2= Jojojopo  Arthond   Slota   Jojojopo  Galenaana  Galenaana 
3= Jojojopo  Arthond  Slota   Jojojopo  Galenaana  Aldaka 
4= Jojojopo  Arthond  Taynaga  Jojojopo  Aldaka  Megillos 
5= Jojojopo  Arthond  Arfandras Jojojopo  Megillos  Mirenna 
6= Jojojopo  Darsurion Rewk  Jojojopo  Mirenna  Zaganzar 
7= Jojojopo  Megillos  Zaganzar Acaana  Arthond  Zaganzar 
8= Jojojopo  Mirenna  Thurl  Acaana  Darsurion  Arthond 
9= Acaana   Aldaka   Delrean  Acaana  Jojojopo  Darsurion  
10= Acaana   Galenaana Athelas  Tyr-fira  Acaana  Jojojopo 
11= Acaana   Galenaana Winclamit Tyr-fira  Tyr-fira  Acaana 
12= Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice 
 
FRESHWATER      SEASHORE 
Die Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  
2= Febfendu  Febfendu Attanar   Olvar   Olvar  Yavethalion  
3= Febfendu  Febfendu  Attanar   Olvar   Yavethalion  Yavethalion  
4= Oiolosse  Febfendu  Attanar   Olvar   Yavethalion  Yavethalion  
5= Oiolosse  Febfendu  Attanar   Olvar   Felmather Felmather 
6= Oiolosse  Melandar Suranie  Olvar   Olvar   Ebur  
7= Oiolosse  Melandar Suranie   Olvar   Olvar   Ebur  
8= Oiolosse  Melandar Arpsusar   Olvar   Olvar   Jitsu 
9= Oiolosse  Edram  Arpsusar  Olvar  Ebur    Jitsu 
10= Edram  Edram  Arpsusar  Olvar  Jitsu   Gylvir  
11= Edram  Edram  Arpsusar  Olvar  Gylvir   Gylvir  
12= Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice 
 
TEMPERATE - Rohan/S. Mirkwood 
FOREST      FIELDS 
Die Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  
2= Taynaga  Rewk  Thurl   Arkasu   Uraana  Gort 
3= Taynaga  Rewk  Thurl   Gort   Uraana  Gort 
4= Taynaga  Rewk   Athelas   Arlan   Yaran   Arkasu  
5= Delrean   Rewk  Terbas   Silmaana Yaran   Arnuminas 
6= Delrean   Thurl   Terbas   Ur  Arlan   Arnuminas 
7= Delrean   Thurl   Terbas   Atigax  Arlan   Silmaana  
8= Arfandras  Athelas   Berterin   Yaran   Kelventari Asp Venom 
9= Arfandras  Athelas  Berterin   Kelventari Kelventari Asp Venom 
10= Winclamit Slota   Athelas  Kelventari Aloe   Arunya  
11= Winclamit Slota   Slota   Aloe   Bursthelas Arunya  
12= Choice  Choice   Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice 
 
MOUNTAIN SLOPES     MOUNTAIN PEAKS 
Die Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  
2= Galenaana Galenaana Rewk  Arthond   Aldaka   Aldaka 
3= Galenaana  Darsurion Rewk  Tyr-fira   Aldaka  Aldaka 
4= Darsurion Darsurion Rewk  Tyr-fira   Aldaka  Aldaka 
5= Darsurion Mirenna  Rewk  Jojojopo  Aldaka  Darsurion 
6= Mirenna  Zaganzar Thurl  Jojojopo  Darsurion Arthond 
7= Arthond   Zaganzar Thurl  Jojojopo  Arthond  Zaganzar 
8= Megillos  Arthond   Athelas  Jojojopo  Mirenna  Zaganzar 
9= Megillos  Megillos  Athelas  Acaana  Megillos  Mirenna 
10= Aldaka   Megillos  Slota   Acaana  Galenaana  Megillos 
11= Aldaka  Aldaka  Slota   Acaana  Galenaana  Galenaana 
12= Choice  Choice  Choice   Choice  Choice   Choice 
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FRESHWATER      SEASHORE 
Die Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  
2= Melandar  Febfendu  Febfendu   Yavethalion  Felmather  Felmather 
3= Melandar  Febfendu Febfendu   Yavethalion  Felmather  Felmather 
4= Melandar  Attanar  Suranie   Yavethalion  Felmather  Gylvir 
5= Melandar  Attanar  Suranie   Felmather Gylvir    Ebur  
6= Melandar  Suranie   Dynallca   Olvar  Ebur  Ebur  
7= Febfendu  Suranie   Dynallca  Olvar  Ebur   Draaf  
8= Febfendu  Suranie   Dynallca   Olvar  Jitsu   Draaf  
9= Edram   Attanar  Suranie   Felmather Jitsu   Jitsu  
10= Edram   Attanar   Suranie   Ebur  Yavethalion  Jitsu  
11= Edram   Febfendu Attanar    Ebur  Yavethalion  Yavethalion 
12= Choice  Choice   Choice   Choice   Choice   Choice 
    
SOUTH - Gondor/Mordor/Rhun  
FOREST      FIELDS 
Die Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  
2= Berterin  Rewk  -------  Bursthelas  Kly   Gort 
3= Slota   Rewk  -------  Dagmather Kly  Pathur 
4= Athelas  Belramba -------  Vinuk  Arkasu   Pathur 
5= Rewk   Belramba -------  Uraana  Arlan  Asp Venom 
6= Thurl   Terbas   -------  Hoak-foer  Arlan  Silmaana  
7= Thurl   Terbas   -------  Yaran   Asp Venom Silmaana  
8= Thurl   Berterin  -------  Klagul   Arnuminas Dynallca 
9= Rewk   Berterin  -------  Merrig  Arunya  Dynallca  
10= Athelas  Thurl   -------  Siriena  Gort  Arunya 
11= Slota   Thurl   -------  Siran  Kly  Kly 
12= Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  
 
MOUNTAIN SLOPES     MOUNTAIN PEAKS 
Die Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  
2= Zaganzar  Darsurion -------  Galenaana  Brorkwilb  -------  
3= Galenaana  Mirenna  -------  Galenaana  Brorkwilb  -------  
4= Darsurion Arthond   -------  Aldaka   Nelisse   -------  
5= Mirenna  Zaganzar  -------  Mirenna  Zaganzar  -------  
6= Arthond   Zaganzar -------  Mirenna   Zaganzar  -------  
7= Arthond   Zaganzar -------  Arthond   Zaganzar  -------  
8= Megillos  Zaganzar -------  Arthond   Zaganzar  -------  
9= Megillos  Zaganzar -------  Megillos  Nelisse  -------  
10= Aldaka   Megillos  -------  Megillos  Breldiar  -------  
11= Aldaka  Aldaka  -------  Aldaka   Breldiar   -------  
12= Choice  Choice  -------  Choice  Choice   -------  
 
FRESHWATER      SEASHORE 
Die Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  
2= Febfendu  Febfendu Arpsusar  Yavethalion Belan   Anserke 
3= Febfendu  Arpsusar  Attanar    Felmather Belan    Anserke  
4= Arpsusar   Suranie   Suranie   Felmather Degiik   Belan  
5= Arpsusar  Suranie    Suranie   Gylvir   Degiik    Belan  
6= Arpsusar Dynallca  Dynallca   Ebur   Draaf  Degiik  
7= Suranie   Dynallca  Dynallca  Ebur   Draaf   Degiik  
8= Suranie  Dynallca  Dynallca   Ebur   Draaf  Degiik  
9= Attanar  Attanar   Dynallca  Jitsu   Degiik   Anserke  
10= Attanar  Attanar   Attanar   Jitsu   Degiik   Draaf  
11= Attanar  Arpsusar  Arpsusar    Gylvir   Anserke   Draaf  
12= Choice  Choice   Choice   Choice  Choice   Choice 
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FAR SOUTH - N. Harad/S. Harad  
FOREST      FIELDS/MOUNTAINS 
Die Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  
2= Pargen   Belramba  Pargen   Arnuminas  Vinuk   Kly  
3= Witan   Berterin   Pargen   Harfy   Kly   Nelisse  
4= Kilmakur Witan   Witan   Merrig   Gariig   Lestagii  
5= Karfar   Kilmakur  Karfar   Dagmather  Pathur   Klytun  
6= Berterin   Dynallca  Karfar   Vinuk   Arunya   Pathur  
7= Terbas  Dynallca  Kilmakur  Hoak-foer Arnuminas  Gariig  
8= Dynallca Karfar   Dynallca  Vinuk   Silmaana  Culkas  
9= Belramba Tarnas   Dynallca  Siriena   Asp Venom Juth  
10= Tarnas   Pargen   Tarnas   Siran   Klytun   Silmaana   
11= Witan   Terbas   Tarnas   Arunya   Vinuk   Arnuminas  
12= Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  Choice  
 
FRESHWATER      SEASHORE 
Die Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  Winter  Spring/Fall Summer  
2= Febfendu Arpsusar  Attanar   Anserke  Anserke   Anserke  
3= Arpsusar  Attanar    Suranie   Anserke   Anserke   Anserke  
4= Suranie   Suranie   Dynallca  Belan   Belan   Belan  
5= Suranie    Suranie   Dynallca  Belan   Belan   Belan  
6= Dynallca  Dynallca   Dynallca  Draaf   Belan   Belan  
7= Dynallca  Dynallca  Dynallca  Draaf   Degiik   Degiik  
8= Dynallca  Dynallca   Dynallca  Draaf   Degiik   Degiik  
9= Attanar   Dynallca  Dynallca  Degiik   Degiik   Degiik  
10= Attanar   Attanar   Attanar   Degiik   Anserke   Anserke  
11= Arpsusar  Arpsusar    Attanar   Anserke   Anserke   Anserke  
12= Choice  Choice   Choice   Choice  Choice   Choice 
 
VOLCANIC  F.North  North  Temperate South        F.South 
Gefnul (9+)   W/Sp/S/F W/Sp/F  Winter  ------  ------ 
Brorkwilb (7+)  Summer  Sp/S/F  Sp/Fall  Winter  ------ 
Breldiar ( 7+)   Summer  Sp/S/F  Sp/Fall  Winter  ------ 
Nelisse (7+)   Summer  Sp/Fall  ------  ------  ------ 
 
UNDERGROUND 
Zulsendura (7+)   all seasons 
Zur (7+)   all seasons 
Jegga (9+)   all seasons 
 
HERB HUNTING SEQUENCE - track time as per traveling; 1die pip per 1/4 hour. 
1. Roll perception 7+ to determine best direction to search; roll direction (1D8):  
2. Roll 2D6 + skill for best places to look (this Dm is applied to finding roll); otherwise keep looking: 

2-4 = keep looking –3 5 = slight chance –2 6 = maybe -1 
 7 = possible 0  8 = not bad +1  9-10 = good place +2 
 11-12+ = great place +3 
3. Roll perception 10+ each 15 minutes of searching.  
4. If successful, roll type and quantity of herb found; otherwise keep looking.  Quantity = 1D6 doses 
5. Track time to return to camp if required. 
Layout herbs for drying 2D6 +6 hours, subtract skill (2 hours min.). 
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Evil Magicians 
 All evil magicians derive their power through the fallen Valar Morgoth.  Even Sauron is not the final power himself 
although Morgoth’s power is channeled through him to his minions. 
 
Necromancer  
 The most powerful magic user type in Middle Earth.  The most powerful of which was Sauron.  But he had many 
protégés of lesser skills.  Necromancers can choose spells from any spells. 
 
Cleric 

Clerics are the evil counterpart of animists and healers.  They use their own cleric spell lists to damage others and 
they use the healing lists to help their own. 

 
Sorcerer  

A sorcerer is an evil mage.  They can use mage lists for their own evil agenda as well as Sorcerer lists. 
 

Mentalist 
A Mentalist is an evil sage. 

 
Witch & Warlock  

They use their own spell lists for their own specific interests. 
 
Evil Shape Changers 
 Evil Shape Changers (Lycanthropes) are creatures who can change into creatures of evil (bats, wolves, spiders, 
snakes, crebain, etc.).  This is the source of Vampires, werewolves, werebats, wererats etc.   No evil shapechanger can change 
into an ordinary animal, nor seem like an ordinary animal.  Evil shapeshifters have a disease called Lycanthropy, which is 
neither a disease or a poison in a biological sense.  It is a combination of magic curse, disease, and poison damage, so no 
single healing spell, herbal treatment, or physic remedy will cure a lycanthrope.  Elves however, are immune to it and so have 
not developed any remedies for it.  Half-elves and Numenorians are not immune.   
 When a lycanthrope bites a victim, they infect them with their poison, cursed blood.  The victim must roll on the 
sickness resistance table and take one level higher of result.  There is no possibility of escaping the disease.  Even a die roll of 
boxcars will only postpone the advancement of the disease temporarily.  After the initial roll the character must roll every day 
to determine how quickly the disease is taking over.  When the victim reaches double endurance (24 points) of damage, they 
will become a lycanthrope forever.  There is no chance of cure after that point and the player loses that character.  Only 
Shamans who know certain rituals can stop the advancement of Lycanthropy. 
 
Evil Undead 
 Middle earth is not immune to plagues of undead; creatures that are neither alive, nor fully dead.  Lesser undead will 
usually attack immediately and will fight to the ‘death’.  Greater undead will be more crafty and may employ strategy in their 
attacks and retreats.  They cannot be calmed or controlled by ordinary spells.  Their stats are: strength, agility, movement, 
defense, melee, endurance, magic, drainage, fear, manifestation, and motive.   

Unique stats: Drainage – each round within a certain radius (in feet) causes a fatigue point of damage for some 
undead.  Characters reduced to ‘death’ become undead.  Fear – some undead cause magic fear within certain radii using their 
magic stat as an attack MOB.  This stat describes the radius for each type of character, if any.  Manifestation – this stat 
describes how ‘solid’ the physical form of the undead creature is.  They can be completely physical, shadow, light, 
transparent white, or invisible.  The Motive stat describes what the creature wants to do to the intended victim.  Some seek 
the victim’s death, drowning, energy, flesh (to eat), or their blood (to drink).  Others are motivated by pure hatred of the 
living, revenge for past wrongs, and some are simply servants of Sauron. 

Undead take only ½ damage from non-magical weapons.  Most magical weapons have an undead damage number.  
This is the amount of damage done to undead creatures.  Undead creatures may perform perception and subterfuge at will.
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NECROMANCY REALM SPELL LISTS 
MENTALIST LISTS Range Description                                Duration 
Mind Merge 
1. Mind Scan     sight/100' Scan target's mind for general feelings, thoughts, mood  once only 
2. Mind's Eye    sight/100' See through target's eyes      1D6 minutes 
3. Mind Probe   sight/100' Search for specific non-surface thoughts or knowledge  once/casting 
4. Suggestion    sight/100' Put a thought or suspicion into a target's mind   once/casting 
5. Erase thought touch  Erases one specific thought or item of knowledge from target's mind once/casting 
 
Mind Control 
1. Mind Numb   sight/100' Gives target a -2 to perception     1D6 minutes 
2. Mind Hold    sight/100' Target cannot move or act; but can perceive    1D6 rounds 
3. Mind Freeze   sight/100' Freezes target's perceptions (target’s surroundings do not change) 1D6 rounds 
4. Mind Block    sight/100' (as above) Target cannot perceive anything new   1D6 minutes 
5. Mind Coma touch  Puts target into a magic sleep; only removable by magic  once/casting 
 
Mind Attack 
1. Mind Shake    sight/100' -1D6 to target's decision-making ability    1D6 minutes 
2. Mind Stun      sight/100' Target stunned for one round     once/casting 
3. Mind Jolt        sight/100' Target stunned for 1D6 rounds     once/casting 
4. Mind Shout    sight/100' Target stunned for 1D6 minutes     once/casting 
5. Mind Pain touch  Target receives 1D6 noncritical damage points   once/casting 
   
Telepathy 
1. Mind Speak 200'  Caster can talk to a target (even unseen)      One round 
2. Mind Listen  200'  Caster can listen to target      One round 
3. Mind Converse 200'  Caster can converse with target     1D6 rounds 
4. Long Send anywhere   Caster can send thoughts to an acquaintance anywhere in M.E.  One minute 
5. Long Converse anywhere   Caster can converse with an acquaintance anywhere in M.E.  One minute 
   
Mind Erosion 
1. Erode Strength         sight/100'   Reduces target perception of strength by 1D6   once only 
2. Erode Agility           sight/100'    Reduces target's perception of agility by 1D6   once only 
3. Erode Perception     sight/100'  Reduces target's perception by 1D6     once only 
4. Erode Resistance     sight/100'  Reduces target's perception of magic resistance by 1D6  once only 
5. Erode Intelligence   sight/100'   Reduces target's perception of intelligence by 1D6   once only 
 
Mind Subversion 
1. Indecision     touch  Caster decides trigger; target cannot make decisions about anything once only 
2. Cowardice    touch  Caster decides trigger; target  makes a fear spell check  once only 
3. Crawling Bugs  touch  Caster decides trigger; target is incapacitated for 1D6 rounds  once only 
4. Phobia    touch  Target will not challenge a fear of (caster's choice)   once only 
5. Panic  touch  Caster decides trigger; target thinks friends are enemies  once only 
   
Mind Forget 
1. Forget Name   sight/100' Target cannot remember own name     once only 
2. Forget Task    sight/100' Target cannot remember current specific task   once only 
3. Forget Friends sight/100'  Target cannot remember one specific friend at all   once/casting 
4. Forget Skill   touch  Target cannot remember one specific skill    once/casting 
5. Amnesia touch  Target receives total amnesia     once only 
 
Mind Domination 
1. Contro11 sight/100'  Target will do one mild, specific suggestion (will not harm)  once/casting 
2. Control2  sight/100'  Target will do a series of mild suggestions    1D6 rounds 
3. Control3 sight/100'   Target will do a single, serious suggestion (will harm)  once/casting 
4. Control4 touch  Target will become a permanent mild servant of caster  once only 
5. Control5 touch    Target will become an complete servant of caster   once only 
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CLERIC LISTS Range Description                                  Duration 
Blood/Concussion Ways  
1. Cut Repair  touch  Reduces bleeding by one point/round    once/healing 
2. Conc. Repair touch   Repairs concussion damage by one point and halves healing rate once/healing 
3. Blood Repair touch Repairs blood damage by one point and halves healing rate  once/healing 
4. Joining touch Re-attaches a severed limb (cast with bone/muscle and organ ways) once/casting 
5. Transfusion   touch   Caster can transfer blood from one character to another (1 pt/pt given) once/day 
 
Bone/Muscle Ways  
1. Stun Repair touch Repairs stun damage at 1 point and halves healing rate  once/healing 
2. Muscle Repair touch Repairs muscle damage at 1 point and halves healing rate  once/healing 
3. Bone Repair touch Repairs bone damage at  1 point and halves healing rate  once/healing 
4. Fracture Repair  touch Resets a broken bone (needed before bone healing can begin)  once/casting 
5. Joining touch Reattaches a severed limb (cast with blood and organ ways;2D6dys) once/casting 
 
Organ/Nerve Ways  
1. Nasal Repair touch Repairs loss of smell (after nose organ is healed)   once/healing 
2. Nerve Repair touch Repairs nerve damage 1 point and halves healing rate   once/healing 
3. Ear Repair touch Repairs loss of hearing (after ear organ is healed)   once/healing 
4. Eye Repair touch Repairs loss of sight (after eye organ is healed)   once/healing 
5. Organ Repair touch Repairs damaged organ 1 point and halves healing rate  once/healing 
 
Surface Ways 
1. Quick Healing touch Accelerates healing by 1/2 time     once/casting 
2. Frost/Burn Relief  touch  Heals target of 1D6 points of frost or burn damage   once/casting 
3. Stun Relief touch Negates a stun result (still damaged but not stunned)   once/casting 
4. Awakening touch Awakens target instantly; negates an unconscious result  once/casting 
5. Regeneration touch Quarters damage healing rate     once/casting 
 
Dark Blood/Concussion Ways 
1. Cause Cuts sight/100' Inflicts 1D6 bleeding hits     once/casting 
2. Concussion sight/100' Inflicts 1D6 concussion points    once/casting 
3. Cause blood  sight/100' Increases/causes bleeding by one point/round  once only 
4. Unjoining sight/100' Detaches a limb (cast with bone/muscle and organ ways) once/casting 
5. Blood Draining  sight/100' Caster transfers blood from victim to another or a vessel once/day 
 
Dark Bone/Muscle Ways 
1. Cause Stun sight/100' Inflicts 1D6 bleeding damage points   once only 
2. Cause Muscle sight/100' Inflicts 1D6 concussion damage points   once/casting 
3. Cause Bone  sight/100' Inflicts 1D6 bone damage points    once/casting 
4. Cause Fracture sight/100' Causes a broken bone or broken bone to re-fracture  once/casting 
5.  Unjoining sight/100' severed limb (cast with blood and organ ways)  once/casting 
 
Dark Organ/Nerve Ways 
1. Nasal Repair sight/100' Causes loss of ability to smell    once/casting 
2. Nerve Repair sight/100' Inflicts 1D6 nerve damage points    once/casting 
3. Ear Repair sight/100' Causes loss of hearing     once/casting 
4. Eye Repair sight/100' Causes loss of sight     once/casting 
5. Organ Repair sight/100' Inflicts 1D6 organ damage points    once/casting 
 
Dark Surface Ways 
1. Slow Heal sight/100' Doubles damage healing time     once/casting 
2. Cause Burn  sight/100' Inflicts 1D6 points of frost or burn damage   once/casting 
3. Cause Frost sight/100' Inflicts 1D6 points stun damage    once/casting 
4. Dark Sleep touch  Puts target into magic sleep (wake by magic only)  once/casting 
5. Degeneration touch  Stops healing process; causes 1 point damage per day  once/casting 
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CONJURER LISTS Range Description                               Duration 
Nature's Lore 
1. Detection self Caster has a +3 to detect outdoor traps in any 5' radius  once/casting 
2. Awareness   self    Allows caster to monitor animate activity in an area   once/casting 
3. Weather  self    Allows caster to predict the general state of the weather  once/casting 
4. Breeze Call self Causes a breeze to blow in a set direction; 10mph; 10'R; -3 missile attacks  concentration 
5. Fog Call self Creates a dense natural fog; -5 to all missile attacks   concentration  
 
Spell Defense 
1. Protect touch Adds 2 to all target's spell resistance die rolls    1D6 rounds 
2. Area Protect   touch Adds 2 to all spell resistance die rolls within a 10' R of target  1D6 rounds 
3. resist Curse   touch -2 to a curse's attack die roll     1D6 rounds 
4. Remove Curse  self Cancels a curse if the curse fails a resistance die roll   once/casting 
5. Cancel Spell touch Cancels a spell if the spell fails a resistance die roll   once/casting 
 
Protections 
1. Resist Magic touch Target receives a +1 magic resistance and +1 defense bonus  1D6 rounds 
2. Resist Elements  touch Protects from heat up to 200F; and cold to -20F; +2 against cold spells 1D6 rounds 
3. Underwater  touch   Allows target to breathe normally underwater   1D6+MagB min. 
4. Shadow touch Provides near invisibility in dark areas    1D6+MagB min. 
5. Deflections sight/100'  -5 from missile attacks      1D6 rounds 
 
Detection Mastery 
1. Detect Channel  self Detects active channeling spells in any 5'R    once/casting 
2. Detect Essence  self Detects active essence spells in any 5'R    once/casting 
3. Detect Evil self Detects if a being or item is evil     once/casting 
4. Detect Curse self Detects if a being or item is cursed     once/casting 
5. Detect Spirit touch Detects invisible beings; add +5 to attacks on them   1D6 rounds 
 
Essence Hand 
1. Shield  touch Creates invisible shield (used as normal); +2 DB to archery attacks 1D6+MagB Rnds 
2. Deflections see/100' Deflects any one missile within range; only boxcars will get thru once/casting 
3. Blade turn see/100' Deflects any one melee attack within range; only boxcars will get thru once/casting 
4. Telekinesis see/100' One object up to 10lbs can be moved 1'/second; stationary when stop 1D6+MagB Rnds 
5. Aiming touch/see  Arrow will hit target within normal range; only snake-eyes fails once/casting 
 
Spell Ways  
1. Spell Store touch Cast with another spell; may cast any time w/o cost; no other spells until cast 
2. Resist Essence sight/100'   Add +3 to Magic Resistance rolls against essence spells  once/casting 
3. resist Channel  sight/100'   Add +3 to Magic Resistance rolls against channeling spells  once/casting 
4. Rune  touch Inscribes spells (up to 1D6 level) on rune paper; can use it 1D6 times 6=permanently 
5. Stun Sign touch On inanimate object; caster decides 'trigger'; stuns victim  1D6 minutes 
 
Essence Perceptions 
1. Familiar touch Cast on small animal 1/day for 7 days; can experience senses  -2 2wks if killed 
2. Presence touch Aware of presence of sentient beings in 1D6x10' radius  once/casting 
3. Long Ear touch Sends point of listening to a point up to 1D6x10' away  concentration 
4. Long Eye touch Sends point of sight to a point up to 1D6x10' away   concentration 
5. Telepathy sight/100' Caster can read surface thoughts on one target; if fail, target realizes  concentration 
 
Illusions 
1. Sound  sight/100'  Creates a set of simple sounds 1D6x10' away; or dampens sounds -2 concentration 
2. Unseen touch An object or being (animal) is made invisible; 1D6hrs or until hit/attack 1D6 hours 
3. Invisibility1 touch A single object or being  1'R is invisible; 1D6hrs or until hit or attack concentration 
4. Phantasm touch A single image or object up to 10'R which can move as castor desires concentration 
5. Invisibility2 touch As invisibility1 except everything within a 10'R is made invisible concentration 
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SORCERER LISTS  Range Description                   Duration 
Summon Dead  (these spells require a minimum 30 minute ceremony) 
1. Summon Ancestors touch  Summon one ancestor of target     concentration 
2. Summon Ghosts 100' Summon apparition/ghost/specter of present location  concentration 
3. Summon Dead  none Summon un-related specific dead person   concentration 
4. Summon Undead nearest Call nearest undead creature    concentration 
5. Summon Undead2 500' Call any number of nearest undead creatures   concentration 
 
Summon Evil  (these spells require a minimum 30 minute ceremony) 
1. Evil Creature  none  Call nearest evil creature (animal)    concentration 
2. Evil Being ` none Call nearest evil being     concentration 
3. Evil Group  none Call the nearest group of evil creatures/beings  concentration 
4. Lesser Demon  none Call a lesser demon     concentration 
5. Greater Demon   none Call a greater demon     concentration 
 
Generate Death-seekers   (these spells must take place within one hour of death; require 10 minutes) 
1. Apparitions  10' Create an apparition from a newly dead corpse   once only 
2. Corpse Candles 10' Create a corpse candle from a newly dead corpse   once only 
3. Corpse Lanterns 10' Create a corpse lantern from a newly dead corpse  once only 
4. Swamp Stars  10' Create a swamp star from a newly dead corpse  once only 
5. Poltergeists  10' Create a poltergeist from a newly dead corpse   once only 
 
Generate Flesh-eaters  (these spells must take place within one hour of death; require 10 minutes) 
1. Lesser Ghouls  10' Create a lesser ghoul from a newly dead corpse   once only 
2. Greater Ghouls  10' Create a greater ghoul from a newly dead corpse   once only 
3. Wererats  10' Create a wererat from a newly dead corpse    once only 
4. Wargs  10' Create a warg from a newly dead wolf corpse   once only 
5. Werewolves  10' Create a werewolf from a newly dead corpse   once only 
 
Generate Energy-drainers  (these spells can be used on old dead; require 10 minutes) 
1. Lesser Ghosts/Specters  10' Create a lesser ghost/specter from a dead corpse   once only 
2. Greater Ghosts/Specters 10' Create a greater ghost/specter from a dead corpse   once only 
3. Minor Wights  10' Create a minor wight from a dead corpse    once only 
4. Lesser Wights  10' Create a lesser wight from a dead corpse    once only 
4. Greater Wights  10' Create a greater wight from a dead corpse    once only 
 
Generate Life-haters  (these spells can be used on old dead; require 10 minutes) 
1. Animal Skeleton 10' Create a greater wight from a dead corpse    once only 
2. Minor Skeleton 10' Create a greater wight from a dead corpse    once only 
3. Lesser Skeleton 10' Create a greater wight from a dead corpse    once only 
4. Greater Skeleton 10' Create a greater wight from a dead corpse    once only 
5. Lord Skeleton  10' Create a greater wight from a dead corpse    once only 
Note: once destroyed, the spirit is freed and undead cannot be recreated from them. 
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WITCH/WARLOCK LISTS Range Description                               Duration 
Dark Channeling (permanent damage cannot be healed except through counter-magic) 
1. Dark Hits sight/100' Target receives 1D6 non-critical, non permanent concussion hits once/casting 
2. Dark Muscle  sight/100' Target loses use of specified limb through  temporary muscle damage once/casting 
3. Dark Bone sight/100' Target receives one non permanent broken bone   once/casting 
4. Dark Blood sight/100' Target loses 1 pt/round due to permanent blood loss   once only 
5. Dark Organ sight/100' Target receives one permanently destroyed organ (eyes, ears, nose) once/casting 
 
Cursing Ways (caster can choose a trigger and an untrigger if desired; touch can be a personal object) 
1. Curse Progeny  touch   Target's children will be born deformed    once only 
2. Curse Health   touch Target receives -1D6 constitution points    once only 
3. Curse Wealth touch  Target will become a pauper     once only 
4. Curse Form touch Target becomes a minor animal (squirrel, dog, cat, etc.)  once only 
5. Accident  touch  Target will die accidentally in 1D6 days    once only 
 
Dark Ways (takes one hour to cast, target only receives in a dream; touch can be a personal object) 
1. Dark Poison touch Target food or drink becomes deadly poison    once only 
2. Dark Want  touch  Target will become insatiably thirsty or hungry   once only 
3. Dark  Fatigue touch Target will become incurably tired     once only 
4. Dark Sickness touch Target will contract an incurable mild sickness   once only 
5. Dark Disease touch   Target contracts an irreversible deadly disease   once only 
 
Dark Dreams (takes one hour to cast, target only receives in a dream; touch= a personal object) 
1. Dream1 touch Target is listless through an imagined lost love; -1 all activities  once only 
2. Dream2  touch  Target is hopeless towards success of any venture; -1 all activities once only 
3. Dream3 touch   Target dream-struggles violently all night; -3 due to fatigue  once only 
4. Dream4 touch Target becomes terrified; check fear before any action  once only 
5. Dream5 touch   Target will become trapped in a dream and cannot wake  once only 
 
 
 
 
 


